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P_eface

This book evolved from a challenge to the senior author in 1973 by

Betty Vetter of the Scientific Manpower Commission that he write a paper

explaining where bachelor's degree-holders take jobs if they are not working

in the field for which they trained. The paper, ultimately authored by

Solmon and Bisconti, was presented to the American Association for the

Advancement of Science in February 1974. It raised many questions for

which the National Institute of Education provided funds 1.r more deniled

analyses. In addition, the College Placement Council provided resources to

conduct a new follow-up survey of the freshman class of 1961.

As the study evolved, related questions were raised in the pages of

Change magazine, particularly by James O'Toole and Richard Freeman. The

public media picked up the issues of underemployment of college graduates

and the value of college education. The ongoing debate altered the focus

of this book.

Visits to several campuses, particularly the University of Alabama,

sharpened some of our arguments. It was a challenge to see if data-based'

research could be applied ti3 the actual experiences of the colleges.

This study builds upon 15 years of work of our colleague, Alexander

W. Astin, who has collected data on college freshmen over this period

through the Cooperative Institutional Research program of the American

Council on Education and the University of California, Los Angeles.

Dr. Astin has supervised earlier follow-up surveys of the 1961 class, and

his insights and encouragement have been a continuing stimulation.

Along the way we received advice, if not always consen/:, from

Helen S. Astin, Allan M. Cartter, Don Casella, Kenneth E. Clark,

David Goodwin, Ella M. Kelly, Jean Kessler, Harry Silverman, Dael Wolfle,

and others. We have benefited greatly from their earlier work.
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Research and secretarial ass-$tance has come from the top-notch

staff of the Hiyt'e'r Education Research Institzte, including Karla

Kroessing, Paul Hemond, Pat Nelson, Jyoti Nebhnani, and Valerie Kesler.

Beverly Watkins' editing has once again made our complex prose somewhat

more readable.

Most of all, cur thanks go to the group of 8,000 1961 college

freshmen who allowed themselves to be surveyed for the fourth time.

We hope this booA justifies their efforts.

L. C. S.

A. S. B.

N. L. 0.



Chapter 1

Introduction

A dual-pronged attack is currently being mounted against this

country's economic system and its educational system. It is argued

that "as part of a drive for profits and the accumulation of capital,

managers in an economic system like ours endlessly divide, simplify,

and eliminate jobs." However, more and more people are getting.

higher education. Hence, "the educational requirements for jobs have

been artificially inflated, and access to jobs becomes an increasingly

rigid process" (Grubb & Lazerson, 1975, p.472).

The educational system is accused of ignoring the alleged

inadequate demand for highly educated workers as it oontinues to "lure"

unknowing youth into a situation that leads tc nothing but demoralizing

low-level jobs. As awareness of this phenomenon has grown, it is

charged that the educational community attempts "to attenuate this

dysfunction by bringing aspirations in line with the availability

of high-skill jobs, by replacing high aspirations by lower ones, and

by preparing students in ways that make continuation to h!gher

education more difficult" (Grubb & Lazerson, 1975, p.473).

Apparently, the educational system is a victim of the latger

society. If it attempts to broaden the educational base of this

country, it is at fault for expanding aspirations unrealistically.
;

If it attempts to channel individuals into areas where their labor

ic in demand, particularly if these areas are of lower status, then

it is L.Tuilty of trying to stratify society and reduce opportunities

for upward mobility.

In a sense, higher education and the more general educational
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system are viewed by many radical critics as guilty of "accepting the

economic system as just; it seeks to make people satisfied with their

roles in a society.that distributes goods inequitably" (Grubb &

Lazerson, 1975, p.473). There is a feeling that the educational

system is improperly preparing students to face the world of work.

A recent review of the transformation of society's ethic, in

recognizing the decline of the puritan or the work ethic, has said:

"As traditional value systems weaken, others grow in strength, some

only temporarily." In the mid-1970s there is evidence of what might

best'be described as a "no risk ethic," with everyone wanting assurance

of what is coming to him or her and someone to blame and hold responsible

if things go wrong. People increasingly want to be "insured" against

job loss, family breakup, inadequate or incorrect medical attention,

and unsafe or faulty products (Culture in Transformation, 1975, p.7).

It is not enough that education increases one's chances of finding a

job; it is now argued that students are justified in demanding

assurance of a "good job" upon graduation.

From the recent rhetoric, some conclude that the value of a

college education is decreasing, that Americans are overeducated.

This observation is based on the declining rate of return from college

education, compared with less schooling, over the past few years.

Of course, this decline has occurred during a recession. However,

the uncharitable -conoclasts writing from the left see every

fluctuation in economic activity as the precursor of long-term doom.

Although fully aware that the economy has undergone peaks and troughs

of economic activity for centuries, many writers now accept the most

recent decline as secular. They predict that the current recession,

unlike numerous oth in recent history, is the beginning of a
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long-term decline in economic growth and development (Freeman & Hollomon,

1975). They observe that the increasing education of the general pop-

ulation--something that most advocated only 10 years ago--is evidence of

an irreversible oversupply of talented manpower. This oversupply will lead.,

according to some writers, to discontent and probably confrontation

(O'Toole, 1975).
1

They neglect the fact that the college educAted still

earn more than those with less education.

Recent arguments may be summarized as follows: The system is turning

out "too-many" college graduates. Hence, they take jobs that do nOt use

their college education; their earnings advantage over the less educated

has declined (Freeman & Hollomon, 1975). That is, many with college

degrees have bad jobs and are underemployed. Hence, they are not satisfied

and there may be a conflict between those 20 percent in the elite "good"

jobs and the remaining 80 percent in the "bad"ijobs. (O'Toole, 1975).

One possible solution put forth to prevent or delay the confrontation

of the "reserve army of underemployed college graduates" (the term coined

in O'Toole, 1975) is for American colleges to stop producing so many

edueated people. This suggestion is attributed to an Assistant Secretary

of Labor by O'Toole, but is rejected by O'Toole since "other aspects of

mass culture (also) fcster higher social and economic expectations so

effectively" that discontent could not be dampened by only closing

universities and colleges:.

1
An article entitled "The Reserve Army of the Underemployed" certainly
implies to readers confrontation in a Marxian sense.

9
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The argument to restrict the production of educated people ignores

evidence that many benefits of the college experience are not reflected

by the match between ma;nr and job. It also forgets that most college

freshmen indicate that to obt,tin a good job or high income ran%e only

about in the middle in importance azeIng a long list of suggested lile

goals (Astin et al., 1975).

There are many benefits of college (Solmon & Taubman, 1973), ranging

from the enjoyment of a particularly entertaining class to the maturation

acqpired by dormitory experiences to ability to learn how to learn to

greater appreciation of the arts. A more educated society is more

politically aware and has less violent crime. These are only a few

of the impacts of college. It would be a shame to ignore these and

advocate reduced access solely because some graduates do not.get jobs

directly wAlizing the content of their major courses. This point is

adknowledged by some of the recent writers (O'Ttoole, 1975) although it

is too quiCkly put
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Most writers on educational and corporate reform assume that something

is drastically wrong with what exists or with what has recently existed. The

literature becomes self-reinforcing, as personal viewpoints are quoted and

requoted and turned into data to become the basis for future radical policy

recommendations. The most fearful aspect of the reform literature is its

exceptinnally weak empirical base. There is never time to conduct data-based

rlsearch or ':ontrolled experiments. Those who possess the resources, both

monetary and cther, to conduct large-scale studies are viewed as part of the

establishment--something obviously evil.

Some writers, in partial realizatton of the weaknesses of biased personal

opinions, have attempted to provide "data" by putting forth juicy anecdotes.

In the educational sphere, all rJiirmi writers know a taxi driver in New

York City with at least a master's degree. With a heart rending description

of this highly educated individual who, after years of investment in his human

capital, is driving a taxicab through the squalor of-the East Bronx. even

the least literary writer can paint a picture of the perverse nature of the

higher education community in juxtaposition with the even worse leaders of

the capitalist business community--(Slim Pickings, 1976).

Two additional types of evidence are presented to demonstrate the

futility of college education vis-a-vis the world of work. First is the

low-skill requirements for most jobs. However, little attention is paid

to ways these requirements are determined. It is hypothesized in 'Lhis

study that the statement, "in the foreseeable
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future, more thnn 80 percent of all occupations will rt.:quire the

acquit.ition of vocational skills at less than the baccalaureate

level (Hoyt, Ig74)," does not rule out the possibility that individuals

holding these jobs who have more than the minimum required skills

are fully utilizing their talents. Jobs may be modified or expanded to

take advantage of all skills of the jobholders.

Second are studies that show that educated people do not think

their skills are fully utilized. However, these studies fail to

recognize that most respondents to such questions as "Are your

skills fully utilized?" base their answers on a broader set of skills

than those acquired in college. Moreover, most successful college

graduates may believe that they could achieve more than they do.

The defenses so far aqainst those seeking to reduce access

to college have been to note non-job-related social and private

benefits of college and to deprecate the data of the challenaers.

However, since certain commentators believe that neither general

nor vocational education has facilitated the acquisition of useful job

skills and relevant jobs, some have suggested a new concept-zeareer

education. They advocate-acceptance of education as preparation for

work as both a prominent and permanent goal of American education.

To achieve this acceptance, two change-s in attitudes are required of

certain educators and laymen: 1) rejection of the notion that only

courses and programs labeled "vocational education" are concerned with

readying students for work, and 2) acceptance of the notion that there

are career implications in almost every course (Hoyt, 1974). Career

pdlication should effect an awareness in teachers and students at all

levels of the importanc, of education for job preparation.

In the rhubric of career education, preparation for "work" has



been broadened to mean preparation for "all conscious effort aimed

at producing benefits for oneself and/or for oneself and others. .

whether such effort is paid or unpaid in nature" (Hoyt, 1974, p.2).

That is, even part of leisure is work. This approach avoids the issue

currently being debated. The changing definitions lead to changing

criteria for deciding whether.education is useful for "worfc."

TO redirect the evaluation: obviously, what is taught in

college is more likely to be relevant to one's "work" than to one's

"occupation"--primary work role in the world of paid employment

(Hoyt, 1974). Rather than broaden the functions for which college

is expected to be useful, this study focuses on a wider set of

skills useful in occupations (jobs for pat) than is traditionally

considered. Which aspects of the college experience make better or

more satisfied workers and facilitdte higher earnings? What do

individuals consider when they decide whether their college education

is useful for or related to their job?

This study is more modest than many on this topic. It does

not seek to change the world or to change radically the educational

or productive institutions in the economy. The study was undertaken

for nonpolitical reasons. It is an attempt to analyze old and new

data on a representative group of the nation's citizens who are

part of the labor force. The study is distinguishable from others

in that its results are based on responses of almost 8,000 present-

day workers who have achieved a,bachelor's degree. This group is

supposed to be leading the imminent revolution of the underemployed

educated masses.

In 1973, the American Association for the Advancement of Science

was concerned that, despite the large number of BAs-awarded each year

3
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in specific fields, there were far smaller numbers employed in these

fields. That is, although a certain number of individuals graduated

each year with BAs.in, say, chemistry, there were far fewer practicing

chemists in the United States than the sum of those who had chemistry

degrees would indicate. Hence, the senior author was asked to find

out where all the bachelor's recipients went, if not into the field

of their major.

Research by Bisconti and Solmon (1974) discovered that a Large

number of college graduates had indicated in a 1971 survey that they

were lot working in the field for which they had been trained.

This perhaps obvious finding raised two additional questions dealt

with in this study. First, what did workers mean when they indicated

that they were not working in the field for which they were trained?

Was this an indication that college education was not being used?

What aspects of college training were useful in work? How closely

related was the job to one's college major before college training was

viewed as having had some value? Second, does all this matter? That

is, are individuals better off in terns of job satisfaction or

earnings if they are "using their college training," whatever that

means?

This study attempts to do several things: 1) understand which

aspects of the college experience facilitate performance on the job

and define 'relatedness of job to major"; 2) ask why this utilization

;

of college in work is important; 3) discover what a "good job" is;

and 4) find out how "utilization" is reiated to job satisfaction and:

income.

As the study proceeded, the heated argument regarding the over-

education of the population and the discontent in the labor force

14
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came to the fore. Yet, the results from this study continually appear to

fly in the face of some prominent allogations. To summarize subsequent

chapters: the study finds that the great majority of those res-

pondiny to the survey are satisfied with their jobs. Morr-over,

most workers think their college education has proved useful during

their working lives, either through direct application or because

it prompted personal growth reflected in good performance on trrelated

jobs. Hence, we have been forced to enter the fray. The data are

presented as they emerged, although this approach makes us look

like apologists for the current system. But almost 8,000 workers

who completed the questionnaire said that things are not as bad as some

writers have claimed. This presentation should at least add a little

balance to the debate.



Chapter 2

Overview of Current Research

A primary c. ice= of American universities and researchers in economics

and education today is the relatic-ship between higher education and the

labor market. /n view of the increase in college graduates and the correspond-

ing decline in the ability of the labor market to Absorb these graduates into

the "choice" jobs that were available in the 1950s and early 1960s, higher

education institutions are forced to reevaluate the role they are playing and

should play in American society. Some of the most salient questions are:

What are the benefits of a college education for the individual and society?

Can college students still expect to find satisfying places in the work force?

Will they be able to find joi. -.1ated to their Major fields? Can college-

educated employees still find satisfaction in their jobs, even though the jobs

may not be closely related to their college training?

Many people have had much to say on these topics. The relationship

between higher education and the world of work has come under close and critical

scrutiny by the President of the United States and Congress. It is the recurring

subject of pessimistic accounts in the popular press. Certain figures seem to

stidk in the public mind. The Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1970 predicted

that a college education would be necessary for only 20 percent Of the nation's

jobs. (Flanders,1970) Yet About half the college-age population attends college

and, eventually, most do receive the bachelor's degree (Carnegie .Commission, 1973;

El-Khawas & BisConti. 1974). A recent article Provided the shocking news that

80 percent of all workers in American are underemployed (O'TOole, 1975).

- 1 -
.
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Very little is known about the relationship between higher education and

work. Most information is either anecdotal or inferred from general statistics

that provide only the most superficial view of actual happenings in the world

of work. On what basis, for example, does the Bureau of Labor Statistics con-

clude that a college education is necessary for only 20 percent of the nation!s

jobs? That conclusion is based on the statistic that 80 percent of available _

jcbs are in categories in which persons with less than a college-education

have been employed. But does the fact that a job was once held by a high

school graduate make it undesirable for a college graduate? To what extent

will college education be wasted in such jobs? TO what extent will college

graduates be dissatisfied? In his conclusions about.underemployment, O'Toole

assumes that college graduates and others will be unable to find work in their

field of study. But do college graduates require a close link between their

major and their occupation to be satisfied with their work?. From a societal

perspective, is education wasted if. college graduates work in jobs unrelated

to their major? Obviously, until these questions are answered, one cannot

assess the nature and extent of the problems in the relationship between education

and work or develop serious remedies.

The Present'Study

The specific intent of this study was to find out, first, what college

graduates mean when they say their job is related to their major and, second,

to what extent and in What instances the major-job relationship influences job
;

satisfaction. To examine these questions, thoroughly, it was necessary to

learn the nature of the job, the content of education used with various degrees

of frequency by graduates in particular occupations, the reasons graduates do

not work in jobs that are closely related to their majors, the i'articular

17



uses of college-acquired skills and the specific benefits graduates attribute

to their education. It was also necessary to learn which college courses

graduates would recommend for their own jobs.

The effect of relatedness job satisfaction and salary is examined,

wich separate chapters devoted to career outcomes for graduates in particular

majors and particular occupations. This study is About wisdom--the wisdom

that college education may or may not be injecting into successive generations

of young and old adults, such.as business leaders, educators, politicians,

techniciaas, carpenters, fathers, and mothers. The study is also:, about waste--

the extent to Which college-acquired skills or wisdom may or may not Le used

in work and life and the consequence to individuals and society.

Approximately 12,000 graduates who had entered colleges nationwide in

1961 and had been working for up to 10 years were surveyed'for this study.

The survey, sponsored by the College Placement Council (CPC) and the National

Institute of Education (NIE), was conducted between November 1974 and March

1975. These men and women were part of a national panel that answered a

freshman survey and follow-up surveys in 1965 and 1971 through the.COoperative

Institutional Research Program (CIRP).
1 The original panel was a national

sample of 127,212 men and women who matriculated at 248 bachelor's degree-

granting institutions. The 1974 questionnaires were mailed to all panel

members who reported in 1971 that they had received a BA but no higher degree.

These men and women comprise almost exactly half the respondents to the 1971

survey.

1
The Cooperative Institutional Research Program, sponsored by the

American Council on Education and the University of California, Los AngeRts,
is directed by Alexander W. Astin, professor of higher education at UCLA and
president of the Higher Education Research Institute. The 1961 survey was
accounted at the National Merit Scholarship Corp. For a full account of the
freshman and four-year follow-up surveys, see Astin and Panos (1969). The
1971 survey methodology and findings are reported in El-Khawas and Biscontl
(1974) and Bisconti and Astin (1974). The career-related outcomes are further
analyzed in three CPC monographs (Bisconti, 1974; Bisconti & Gomberg, 1976a,
1975b).

JLO
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This particular CIRP panel was selectecLover more recent panels because,

for the first few years after college, there ith considerable career instability

(Bisconti, 1974). Long-run occupational differences among individuals are

most accurately assessed after 10 years in the labor force (Mincer, 1970).

The 1961 freshman panel had been .working for up to 10 years--the majority for

8 or more years. Although it would be important to examine the influences

of college education on early employment, the p7esent study required more

occupationally stable and experienced respondents to achieve a perspective

on the relationship between college education and the labor market.

The decision to survey bachelors degree-holders exclusively was dictated

by the study's focus on undergraduate education. Persons who went to graduate

school might have difficulty distinguishing between the effects of education

acquired at the undergraduatL and. graduate levels. Moreover, one objective

was to identify and explain differences reported by people with the same

degree attainment. Finally, the focus of studies of career preparation,

traditionally, has been more on postbaccalaureate training than on under-

graduate education; this study should somewhat redress this ithbalance.

The mobility of the panel necessitated special tracking to achieve a

good response rate. ,In the first mailing, 3,500 questionnaires were returned

as nondeliverable. Alumni offices updated 1,818 of these. Reminder postcards

and second mailings brought the total completed questionnaires returned by

the March 1975 cut-off date to 7,339, 61 percent o the entire mailing and
;

72 percent of those whose questionnaires were delivered--a high response rate

for a mailing survey.

The sample was further limited to those who still held only a bachelor's

degree and were working full time or had worked sometime between 1965 and

1975. Because of the small numbers of minority group respondents, the

19
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analyses were limited to white BA recipients. The present analyses, then,

are based on the responses of 5,536 men and women. A cross-validation study

was based on the late responses of 278 panel members (About 4 percent of

the full sample). This survey research, of course, has limitations, for

example,.the potenUal for response bias, the collection of opinion-based

rather than behavior-based data, the possibility that the 7,339 respondents

represent a population different from the 4,661 nonrespondents, Eld the

uncontrolled conditions surrounding completion of the four-page questionnaire.

However, therie data can help significantly in understanding the college-

educated segment of the work force.

The polemics surrounding education-vork relationships are so heated

that even the most neutral comantary appears biased to some. For example

selection of the term "useful" is likely to evoke a negative response in

many educators who do not conceive of knowledge acquired by education as a

usefnl'commodity but rather as the enrichment of human life.and society.

Nevertheless, findings of varying validity do support conflicting viewpoints

on the key issues that disturb the higher education community and the general

public today. The findings here must be considered in relation to the

information and Conclusions that already bear on the role of higher education,-...

the college graduate in the labor market, and the job satisfaction of -_-ollege-

educated men and women.

Roles of Higher Education

It must be accepted that there are many benefits of higher education..

Scholars in different fields typically focus on particular roles as benefits

relevant to the theoretical constructs of their disciplines. The sociologist
. .

may consider higher education important for upward mobility of the lower class

or for transmitting values, while the scientist may emphasize it as an

6,1



institution to better the environment, the humanist to develop respect for

cultural arts, the educational psychologist to change behaviors and abilities

of individual students, and the economist to increase life income. Similarly,

students, faculty, parents, employers, public officials, and manpower analysts

all assess education by its ability to fulfill roles or functions that they,

as individuals, consider important.

Preparation for Work

Many people believe that preparation for work is an important function of

college education. However, among those who agree with this statement,

differences over the meaning of preparation for work are striking. Some

emphasize a career-education approach, which is essentially student-oriented

although it carries obvious implications for higher education and society as

well. According to this approach, colleges are obligated to provide their

clientele--the studentsWith the knowledge and skills that will help them find

satisfying employment, if they wish to work. Various programs-have been

initiated or proposed to increase students' familiarity with the working world,

including cooperative education programs that make periods of eml.loyment an

integral part of college study, work-study programs advocated by tLe House

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education (O'Hara, 1975), and work-education-

work councils proposed by the National Manpower Institute to involve the local ...-...

community (Wirtz et al., 1975). Some institutions, notably the University of

Alabama, have initiated comprehensive, multifaceted career education programs.

A principal focus has been career counseling. Most people admit that

career counseling to date has not reached its potential effectiveness, due in

part to lack of support by higher education institutions. This aspect of

education has been given low priority (Hoyt, 1975). Ineffective counseling is

2 1
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also due to failure of students to seek these services, whidh, of course, may

be attributed to their.low priority and low visibility. Bisconti (1975), comparing

national data from various college classes, found a sharp increase in the

proportion of students who sought career assistance from college placement

personnel. Only 4 percent of the 1961 freshman cohort sought such assistance

during their college years, but the figure increased to 10 percent among the

1966 freshman cohort and jumped to 25 percent among those who entered College

in 1967. However, reaching students is a problem because, among all entering

freshmen in 1975, less than one in ten planned to seek vocational counseling

(Astin, et al., 1975).

Disagre-ament About the prspose and content of career counseling is

considerable- Some believe that students should be encouraged to make early

career decisions so they can prepare better for a single career (Hoyt, 1975).

Others llieve that students should not be encouraged to prepare for single

careers; they cite the extensive career changing that occurs during an individual's

lifetime, the possible future changes in supply and deLland and skill requirements,

the possible failure to find a job in a single chosen career, and the almost

unlimited variety of occupations, many of which are "invisible" to students

and counselors (Toombs, 1973; Newman, 1975). The latter group thinks

counselors should encourage students to be flexible,helping them to become

aware of their strengths and to develop these strengths as solid basic tools

for a variety of jobs.

Some persons who consider preparation for work a primary goal of education

think that the job market has or should have considerable influence on student

preparation--the courses he takes, and the line of study he pursues. As long

-

as higher education is valued for its-usefulness in the marketplace,



it will remain as an important institution in society. However, as it dedlines

in market value, as many people believe has happened recently (Freeman & Hollomon,

1975), the American commitment to education may be endangered.

That this concern for marketable education has already influenced colleges

and universities is evidenced in the recent curricular changes in one small,

midwestern, liberal arts university, DePauw in Indiana. This institution now

offers a number of courses meant to be of immeiiate use to its graduates entering

the job market. Reporting that almost half of each graduating class begins

full-time work without advanced .study, the university claims it is helping its

students move into business, indlastry, and government careers with marketable

skills (DePauw Alumnus, 1975).

There is considerable disagreement on whether the manpower approadh to

curricular development is desirable or beneficial to students or the

marketplace (Carnegie Commission, 1973; Bowen, 1974; Bird & Boyer, 1975). The

opposing views are apparent in the addresses given by Hau.ser and Newman at a national

mreting of the College Placement Council (1975). Hauser-recommended that

government take a strong role in coordinating manpower planning and developing:

Higher Education has become a disaster area for a large number of

reasons traceable to educational institutions themselves, to

irrational dependence on our inherited frontier ideology and

laissez-faire policy in respect not only to our economy but

also in respect to the social and political orders; and to the

growing erratic and uncoordinated role of the government....Unless

and until we recognize the need to indrease planning and manage-

ment mechanisms to supplement our market economy and laissez-

faire policy ideology to cope with the problems of our hi4h1Y

interdependent and vulnerable society, we shall continue to

2 3
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exacerbate the problems which affect our nation, including the

problems of higher education. (p.2.)

Arguing that "the primary function of ed cation in our country is not to

match the output of proficient graduates to society's need for trained manpower

(but) to educate students for a free and useful role in a democratic society,"

Newman warned against the dangers of "freez(ing) people into their slots."

Noting that manpower planning has not worked even in Ruisia and Sweden, he

predicted that the oversupply of college-educated youth will work itself out

as the motivated and the achievers get the better jabs and soCiety becomes

accustomed to seeing college-educated persons in a wide range of jobs. He

recommended "a return to a bit of Horatio Alger mentality," saying-that "it's

time we said openly, frequently, and forcefully, that going to college will

not grIxantee a job--of course, it is a tough world, it always was, but if one

is interested enough and determined enough, there's plenty of opportunity

around" (p.16).

The views of those who consider preparation for work an important benefit

of education depend on basic assumptions About the extent to which college

education contributes to getting a job and to performing-work functions. The

first contribution may be largely through credentialing but the second relates

to the success of colleges in imparting knowledge that can be used in work.

As reported earlier, the survey asked college graduates themselves to rate the

usefulness of their education in these areas (Bisconti & Solmon, 1976). College

graduates think that college education has contributed substantially to their

career progress, largely through credentialing, and has been moderately

successful in imparting work-related skills or knowledge. In addition, both

the credentialing effects and the function-preparation benefits carry over beyond

2,1
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the first job. Onl". 12 percent rated their education not at ail useful in

providing knowledge and skills for their current work, 38 percent rated it

very useful, and 50 percent rated it somewhat useful. The first .survey

analysis indicated a qualified endorsement of education br..t: considerable

room for improvement.

Today, if indeed the number of college graduates is greater than the

number of "good" jobs, the credential is probably more necessary or important

than sufficient. When almost P.,.ery new entrant into the labor Lrrce has a

college degree, those lacking a degree will find it very difficult to get a

job. Colleges can do little to maintain the value of the degree as a credential

without restricting access, justifiable only if preparation for work is

acknowledged as the sole purpose of higher education, but they can make

greater contributions to student preparedness. Whether or not one agrees that

this contribution should or could be made, many students do attend college for

career-related benefits. Of all entering freshmen in 1975, over 50 percent

stated that their reason for going to that college was that it would help

them to get a better job. As an essential or very important-objective, 50 percent

want to be very well off financially (Astin et al., 1975). Of course, 50 percent

of the responding freshmen had reasons for attending college and objecti...les

not related to jobs and income.

Liberal Arts Education

Many different goals, mostly unmeasurable, may be included in the generic

goal of "liberally educating" the college student. For example, some maintain

that the college experience develops the intellect, changes values and attitudes,

establishes certain interpersonal skills, and fosters leadership qualities.

These outcOute of the educational environment are sometimes called the "external

benefits" or "nonmonetary benefits" of higher education. One of the most

2Li
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students are pessimistic. 4ihile unemployment has received much attention,

the possibility exists.that underemployment is or may be quite extensive. Those

who believe underemployment is widespread thiak that college graduates are

performing work that does not require a college education and that they a.:1 not

using their education on.the job..

Some argue that in the past 10 years the economy has not changed rapidly

enough to accomodate the substantial increase in the educational level of the

work force. Most educational researchers complain that employers have raised

the educational requirements for moat jobs, since the supply of educated workers

is greater, without changing the nature of the jobs (Berg, 1971; USDHEW, 1973).

This imposition by employers of educational recirements not clearly indicated

by the requirements of particular jobs has been called "credentialism," a

term now used in a :,jorative way (Gordon, 1974).

According to Berg, the "rising demand for workers with more elaborate

educational credentials, in the shortrun, is in response tc available supply'

rather than to long-unsatisfied organization needs, and. .developments on the

education and 2mployment front cannot be viewed with total equanimity" (p.61).

The most serious consequence of this arbitrary educational upgrading of job

requirements is the displacement of a significant proportion of workers at

the "lower" end of the labor force. These workers, who expected to hold jobs

once held by people of yrade school or high school education, now must compete

with workers wio have higher educational credentials (USDL, 1972; Flanders,

1970). The needless requirement of ever higher credentials for the same work

and the failure of jobs to keep step with increased educational attainments

have another potential consequence, according to.some: the thwarted

aspirations for the new work force. Although employers may believe that the

more highly educated worker will be more productive, mbre easily- trained, and
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These data show widespread differences between the sexes and across

occupations in those facets of a job deemed important. There are also

differences across major field of study (Table 3). Compared with other

majors, English majors place more value on autonomy, originality, and

working with ideas. Arts and humanities majors, in addition to originality

and working with ideas, find an intrinsic interest in the field Important.

However, they value least high earnings and leadership opportunities.

Economics, business, and engineering majors see high earnings, rapid

advancement, and steady career progress as most important aspects of a j

and originality, making an important social cont.!. -ution, avoiding pressure,

helping others, and enjoying a similar past experience as least important.

Education majors regard the availability of jobs, a contribution to

society, helping others, working with people, and a similar past experience

as especially important, and rapid advancement, high earnings, autonomy,

steady career progress, and leadership in a job as least ipportant. The most

reCentCIRP Freshman Norms (Astin et al., 1975) show a declining enrollment

in education which confirms the ipportance of job availability for education majo.

Overall, the most important aspect to English, arts and humanities,

economics, social science, and business majors is the opportunity to work with

people. Most important to natural science majors is intrinsic interest in

the field; to education majors, the opportunity to help,others; and to engin..

neering majors, the prospect of high earnings. Whether a person chooses to

major in a particular field because he values as important what he thinks people

in that area typically value (advocating a self-selection process), or whether

the major area itself influences people to value certain job aspects cannot be

ascertained from these data. However, it is reasonable to.suggest that there

is some reciprocal relationship. (Sex differences and differences by major

have been noted. obviously, results depend upon the fact that there are sex

differences in selection of major.)

2 7
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for learning new work skills which is more solid than that provided by high

school education alone? Second, if not, why?

Although there is little question that employers raise their selection

standards when there is a surplus of educated job-seeekers and lower them when

there is a shortage, some researchers (Gordon, 1q74; Rawlins & Ulman, 1974)

believe that credentialism is not as pervasive or as detrimental as usually

implied. Gordon estimated that while 40 percent of the increase in the employ-

ment of college graduates between 1959 and 1971 may be attributed to educaticlal

upgrading, 60 percent is due to occupational growth requirements.

Are employers justified in upgrading their selection policies on the basis

of education? Beyond the health and social service fields, few attempts have

been made to analyze roles and.functions in jobs, or to determine minimum

standards or competencies required to perform these functions; or to determine

what educational background provides these competencies.

Rawlins.and Ulman (1974) emphasized that educational upgrading may be

justifiable and efficient if the certification rctquirements match'the

employer's needs and if the increase in credentialed workers of the desired

quality is overwhelming. Otherwise, educational attainment as a screening

mechanism loses its efficiency and contributes to educational inflation.

Although educational credentials may benefit people and organizations,

education cannot be accepted as an unqualified good, as in the past, without

considering the consequences for both the credentialed and the uncredentialed

in the work force. However, the data indicate that college students accrue

enoug' other benefits from the educational experience and adjust favorably to

labor market demands without totally sacrificing their ambitions. In short,

an educated work force is a flexible Work force. Educational attainment as a

credential might be efficient in that education is corelated with many other
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important external benefits, if it is not acquired before college, is the

ability to learn on one's own. Liberal education, then, is often considered

learning how to learn rather than learnlng the content of any particular

course. However, most advocates of liberal education would say that both

process and contert are essential.

The first analysis of study findings (3isconti & Solmon, 1976) revealed

that colleges are stronger in some areas of liberal education than others.

Although 73 percent of the students rate their education very useful in

increasing general knowledge, only 43 percent rate it very useful in increasing

ability to think clearly, and just one in five give education high ratings for

enhancing leadership skills or helping in the choice of life goals. In addition,

less than one-third of the respondents reported that their college education

prepared them for activities associated with traditional liberal arts and

science education--writing and mathematical work. Apparently, colleges have

been somewhat less successful in liberally educating their students than in

providing credentials--a benefit that decreases in value in an oversupply

situation.

Those who view preparation for work as an important benefit of college

education may be disturbed that survey respondents consider writing and

mathematical Ability important work skills. In fact, much of what a liberal

education professes to impart to students is considered valuable in work,

especially the ability to communicate, figure, and deal with people. The

responses of employed colle4e graduates dramatically abolish the long-held

dichotomy between liberal and vocational education.

Credentialism and Its Consequences

Most views on recent labor market trends and their consequences for college

4., CY
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have more self-discipline, they may feel the repercussions from dissatisfied

workerS:; such as greater absenteeism and turnover. For many jobs, researchers

have found an inverse relationship between educational level and job performance

(Berg, 1971; USDHEW, 1973).

Many researchers (Taubman & Wales, 1975; Chiswick, 1973; Berg, 1971) have

questioned whether educational attainment should be ascreening device for

employment. One study of the relationship between education as a screen and

subsequent income (Taubman & Wales, 1975) ooncluded that American society has

overinvested in education, especially at the higher levels. Berg found that

data for blue- and white-collar workers are similar in that seniority is

the main determinant for most promotions, although education tends to be a good

predictor of starting salary and job title. Berg claimed that educational

achievement is inversely related to production or job performance. With

professionals and business managers, the more elite white-collar workers,

the data become more complicated. Apparently, for those with less than a

master's degree, salary is determined by factors other than educational

attainment; for those with graduate degrees, salary is awarded by educational

credential.

These studies imply that the jobs in question are performed as well by

high school as by college graduates and that, consequently, the work does not

require college skills. The survey findings do not permit an evaluation

of respondents' productivity since respondents were questioned about themselves.

However, the first analysis indicated that most think their college education

does contribute to their work performance. Regardless of whether these workers

are actually more productive than high school graduates, two questions are

suggested by the finding that many work functions performed by respondents

are not learned in college. First, does a college education provide a basis
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whereas 48 percent use it "frequently" or "almost always." In contrast, only

32 percent think their skills are fully utilized in their job. Apparently,

although skills learned in college are used by a great majority of graduates,

not everything that one learns in or out of college will be used in jobs at

any one time or possibly ever.

Some researchers (Freeman & Hollomon, 1975; Tussing, 1975) take the

pessimistic view that what they consider A collapse of the education and

labor market relationship is a long-term change in the overall supply and

demand balance, rather than a short-term cyclical effect, and that any

attempt to increase the employability of the unemployed and underemployed

through more education and skills will at bes succeed.in-redistributiny

employment and unemployment, not in affecting the level of employment.

Others (Carnegie Commission, 1973; Fogel & Mitchell, 1974) are more optimistic,

believing that students and universities will respond to'the labor market and

make such adjustments as: self-selected reduction in enrollment in

response to an unfavorable market; (b) shifts in major fields in response to

market needs; (c) upgraded requirements for certain occupational

fields, such as management and sales; (d)creation of new jobs through

structuring public demand for services and products; (e)reversal of the

"brain drain," wherein college-educated Americans would be lured by better

jobs overseas.

Student Response

;

Shift in Major Field. The data reflect two major viewpoints on student

response to the labor market On the one hand, the students are seen as

quite responsive to labor market demands in their choice of major fields.

However, their response lags behind the real events by several years (Fogel,
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traits desired of employees (motivation, perseverance, innate ability), it is

costly to test individuals to see if they possess these characteristics, and the

costs of testing exceed the costs of incorrectly selecting workers by educational

credential.

College Education and the Labor Market

The relationship between college education and the labor market involves

problems of supply and demand, overeducation and underemployment, and student

and university response to market trends, Are college students unemployed or

underemployed? /s this a permanent condition or a temporary problem?

Unemployment and Underemployment

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (1974) cited three types of underemployment:

working part time but wanting full-time work, having indufficient resources to

maximize efficiency and production, and not using available skills. This last

most concerns educators. Predictions that serious surpluses of college-educated

persons will swamp the labor world around (Carnegie Commission, 1973; Warren,

1975; USDHEW, 1973: O'TOole, 1975), even though long-term manpower forecasting

is a hazardous business (Carnegie Commission, 1973; Gordon, 1974). One prediction

states that, in the next few years, two and one-half college graduates will

compete for every "choice" job, and some 350,000 PhDs will be job hunting

(USDHEW, 1973). O'Tcole (1975) estimated that 80 percent of all workers

in America are underemployed, precisely because they are not making use of

their education in their jobs.

Our survey asked to what extent the respondent thought his job was

related to 11._-_a undergraduate major. Only 26 percent indicated "not related,"

while nearly 50 percent said they are in "closely related" jobs. Furthermore,

only 10 percent think they "never" use the content of their major in their job,

clt clo
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career attitudes (Ginzberg, 1972). More people are questioning society's

demand that they make a one-career choice (Sarason, Sarason, & Cowden,

1975; Campbell & Klein, 1975).

Falling Enrollment. Will the increase in college graduates level off

or continue (Berg, 1971)3 Unfortunately, past experience does not provide

a reliable guide to the influence of a relatively unfavorable job market

for graduates on the propensity of people to enroll in college (Gordon, 1974).

Reluctance to enroll during a recession may be related to the job market, but

it may also be related to the ability of young people to finance a college

education when there is such widespread unemployment. Dresch (1975) has

argued that enrollments rise during recessions, since opportunity costs

(earnings given up) are low for students who would.face Unemployment

if they decided to drop out.

_ -
The Carnegie Commission (1973) suggested possible reasons for the

change in enrollment patterns in the early 1970s: (a) the increasingly

high cost of attending college; (b) changes in the draft law so it

no longer deferred college students; (c) the unfavorable job market for

graduates with its attendant publicity; (d) the shift away from academic

program:, in four-year colleges to more vocationally oriented programs

in two-year colleges; and (e) the greater flexibility of colleges in

allowing students to "stop out" for awhile.

Gordon (1975) also cited several factors influencing the exceptionally

favorable job market for college graduates and the high enrollment rates in

the 1950s and 1960s which are lacking today. First, as a percentage of

the relatively high gross national product, research and development expen-.

ditures to the colleges and universities were increasing. .Colleges were
-

encouraged to expand their programs, attracting more students. Second,

3 3
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1974). On the other hand, most changes in major fields in response to the

market are seen as shifts in related areas (Gordon, 1974). For instance,

persons majoring in elementary education may realize the declining opportuni-

ties for jobs and decide to change majors: They then choose

a related area, such as special education or educational psychology. Although

majors in science and engineering have been sensitive to job prospecta, the

humanities have seen relatively small enrollment changes, given the disasterous

predictions about job opportunities for humanists. The overall .pattern of

student choices and abilities, therefore, tends to be stable in spite of the

relative "unmarketability" of people in certain majors. However, the case

for student response to changes in manpower needs is atronger in graduate

and professional programs than in undergraduate programs. In one rather

unrepresentative study of 1,972 graduates of a southern university, 55 percent

of the BA recipients who did not expect to find employment in their major

field stayed in that major anyway, believing that it provided them with a

wide choice of occupations. Some students (33 percent) stayed because they

enjoyed the subject, and others (22 percent) learned too late that they had

made a mistake (McCrea, 1974).

In the past a stigma may have been attached to changing career

choice; in a rapidly changing job market, flexibility may be recognized

as an asset. Indeed, the replatement of old developmental theories of

occupational choice (a limited decision-making period and a final, irre-

versible, compromising choice) with new sociopsychological reformulations

(career choice as an open-ended process, continually shaped by changes

in work and life, resulting in an optimal fit between career preparation,

goals, and the realities of the working world) may attest to changes in
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by changes in the ratio of average earnings of graduate degree-holders

to those of bachelor's degree-holders. In other words, students appear

to compare the advantages of graduate school to opportunities available

in the labor force with a bachelor's degree only.

The question in the United States remains. Is this, another temporary

pause in the development of higher education, or have enrollments and expansion

reached a ceiling (Bowen, 1974)7 Are the higher education institutions perma-

nently tied to labor market fluctuations or is it possible and desirable to

cut the ties and to emphasize other roles of higher learning? Because

higher education is primarily financed through public and philanthropic funds,

some argue _that its future should be guided by pUblic and philanthropic policy,

not by the market (Bowen, 1974)."--
Job Satisfaction and Education

Although it is widely accepted that the increase in unemployed and

under:Auployed college-educated persons leads to higher levels of worker dis-

satisfaction (O'Toole, 1975; Berg, 1971; USDHEW, 1973), our data do not support

this popular opinion. Only 6 percent of the respondents are "not at all"

satisfied with their job,. while over 52 percent are "very" satisfied. Even

those who think they are in unrelated jobs or are not fully using their skillp

tend to be "somewhat" or "very" satisfied with their occupations.

Like much research in human behavior and attitudes, the study of "job

satisfaction" is fraught with problems of definition. One definition is that

job satisfaction reflects the extent to which a worker's needs are fulfilled

through his job (Campbell & Klein, 1975). Unfortunately, like intelligence,
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employment increased substantially in the aerospace industry which required

many college-educated personnel, especially engineers. Last, a high birth

rate prevailed in the postwar years and throughout the 1950s in contrast

to the current almost zero population growth. The high birth rate, of course,

positively influenced the teaching profession in which many college graduates

are traditionally employed. Not only are these factors no longer playing

a substantial role in the job market, but it is also unlikely that they will

play influential roles in the future. Although declines in first-time enroll-

ment in four-year colleges occurred in the early 1970 s , these declines were

only among white men. Among white women and blacks and other minorities of

both sexes, enrollment increased.

There are few data, but much speculation, on why college enrollments are

down. One Canadian study (Handa & Skolnik, 1975), with limited generalizability

to the United States, addressed the influence of labor market factors on

private demand for higher education in Ontario. Contrary to common belief,

data from undergraduate and graduate students from 1950 to 1965 reveal that

unemployment among the college-educated work force has a weak impact on enroll-

ment demand. Expected earnings at degree completion, however, has a strong

positive impact on enrollment, especially for graduate students.

Differences between the responses by undergraduates and graduates in the

Ontario colleges to the market during that period are substantial. For under-

graduates, increased unemployment appears to increase enrollment, but the

effect is not strong. For graduate students, increased unemployment does not

seem to affect enrollment. Although expected earnings upon degree completion

is positively related to enrollment demand for both undergraduates and

graduates, the effect is stronger 'for the graduate stildents and is influenced
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Regardless of sex, most students think they are quite different from

their parents in that they are less concerned with earnings and job security

but much more concerned with the altruistic and intrinsic aspects of work

(Gottlieb, 1975). Even though many students feel inadequately prepared

for the job market, most assume they will eventually find employment with

a reasonable income.

In a study of British undergraduates in the 1960s who rated certain

predefined job attributes, Cherry (1975) found both sex and socioeconomic

status (SES) related to students' ratings of job values. Although sex bears

little or no relation to the first two factors emerging from the ratings--

educational orientation of the job and relative job security--SES has a sub-

stantial relationship. Working-class students value job security much more

than middle-class students. The educational orientation of the job is

linearly related to SES: the higher the SES, the greater value indicated

toward the educational orientation of the job.

The analysis of the last two factors--benefit of job to the self and

people contact in the joir-is much more complex, related to both sex and

SES. Apparently, women are more interested than men in socially useful jobs

that benefit others more than themselves. They ,.iso prefer jobs that involve

contact with people. The effect of SES for men and women is quite the

opposite: While upper-middle-class men place the highest value on an intrin-

sically interesting job that benefits them more than society, women of com-

parable SES are least likely, on the average, to indicate a similar patterl

Of course, these responses are from British students. SES and sex factors

may have an entirely different effect on American college student ratings

of job attributes.

When the survey respondents were followed up in 1971, they were asked

which facets of a job were very important to them in their long-term career Choice. .

3 7
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job satisfaction is defined by the test that purports to measure it. Some-

times the test or survey is only one question, such as, "All in all, how

satisfied are you With your current job?" Some surveys contain more indica-

tors of job satisfaction, ranging from "Would you recommend this job to

your best friend?" to "How much is this job like the one you have always

wanted?" Because of these variations, data frrm studies of job satisfaction

are not comparable and must be interpreted with caution.

Job Values of the BA Degree-Holder

To determine the satisfaction of the college-educated person with his

job, the researcher should first determine which job factors the person

values most. Is the pay most important? Is it more important to feel secure

in the job or to be challenged by its complexity?

Sex differences in the expectations of approximately 1,800 graduating

1972-73 college seniors were found in such areas as school selectivity,

career choice, fields of study, enrollment in graduate school, and earning

power (Gottlieb, 1975). On the basis of this two-year longitudinal study

of graduates from five different Pennsylvania colleges and universities,

men are much more likely than women to anticipate enrolling in graduate

programs, while women are more likely to anticipate inmediatei full-time

employment. Although women graduates are similar to their men colleagues

educational credentials and job expectations, they generally expect er salaries.
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and mathematics and sciences, and least important to those in allied

health fields.

That there be steady career progress is regarded as most important

by accountants and those in engineering fields, but least important by

educators and social workers.

Originality in the job is valued least by allied health workers and

most by those in mathematics and sciences and education. Making an important

contribution to society is least important to accountants and most important

to allied health workers, educators, and social workers.

Avoiding pressure is not very important regardless of occupation, with

at most 14 percent in one occupational group responding that avoiding pressure

is Important. Working with ideas, however, is especially important to those

in mathematics and sciences and engineering but not so highly valued by

allied health workers.

Helping others is most valued by those who go into allied health,

education, and social work, but least valued by those in engineering. Those

who became administrators think leadership.opportunities very important.

Leadership is least important to educators and soe..al workers.

WOrking with people is most important to many in the 1961 cohort, but

the range is from educators (73 percent) and social workers (76 percent) to 7...

those in mathematics and sciences (43 percent) and engineering (40 percent).

Intrinsic interest in the field is very important to those who enter

mathematics and sciences and allied health, and least important to accountants.

The enjoyment of a similar past working experience is most valued by allied

health workers, educators, and social workers, and least valued by accountants

and office workers.
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Notable sex differences emerT1 in these responses to job values (Table 1).

That jobs are available in their chosen career is more important to women

than to men.
2

More important to women than to men also are: originality in the job,

the opportunity to make an important contribution to society, avoidance of

pressure, the opportunity to help others, working with people, intrinsic

interest in the field, and a pleasant past experience similar to the pursued

career. More important to men are the possibility for rapid advancement,

high earnings, prestige of the occupation, autonomy in the job, the likelihood

of steady career progress, and the opportunity to exercise leadership abilities.

Of comparable importance to both sexes is the opportunity to work with ideas.

The opportunity to help others is most important to women, whereas the oppor-

tunity to work with people is most important to men. In a later freshman

survey these sex differences remain much the same.

The 1961 cohort also differed when it related occupations and majors to

job attributes considered very important (Tables 2 and 3). Availability of

jobs is most frequently designated as important to long-term career choice

by those who went into allied health occupations and as least important by

those in administration and sales.

Rapid advancement and high earnings are most important to accountants,

administrators, and sales people, and least important to educators and social

workers.

That the job be prestious is most important to accountants and allied

health workers and least important to social workers. Being autonomous or

independent in the job is very important to those in administration, sales,

2

These and the following data are based on a narrowed sample of 5,529
white students (3,124 moi, 2.405 women) who entered,college in 1961, received
a BA but no higher degree, and wotked some time between 1965 and 1975.

o
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Using a factor analytic technique tO identify the basic dimensions of impor-

tance of job attributes, rated by a national probability sample of some 1,500

working adults, Quinn and Cobb (1971) found that five factors emerge: workers

value comfort, challenge, finances, relations with coworkers,.and available

resources in their jobs. In a subsequent study (Quinn & de Mandilovitch, 1975),

educational level was found to be significantly related to only two of these:

satisfaction with the job's financial rewards and the.opportunity to find

challenge and self-development in the job.

Many studies of job values have compared the responses of white- and

blue-collar workers. However, weaver (1975) has cast doubt on the efficacy

of using these categories to index mutually exclusive, homogeneous groups

of workers. As usually stated, white-collar workers are more concerned

about the "intrinsic" aspects of their jobs, whereas blue-collar workers

emphasize the "extrinSic" components, but Weaver has shown that the results

are not so clear cut. In a study of -,hite American men employed full time

in white- and blue-collar jobs, Weaver found that the intrinsic characteristic

of the jolathat the work is seen as important and provides a feeling of

accomplishmentis by far the most important component to both groups.

The extrinsic characteristics--high income, job security, short working

hours, and chances for advancement--are chosen by the two groups in similar

orders of importance, but in these cases SES and educational attainment

show substantial effects.

Chances for advancement are of concern to the less well-educated
;

white-collar workers with lower SES and to the blue-collar workers who

are dissatiSfied with their jobs. Of concern to the less well-educated,

lower skilled white-collar workers with lower SES is job security. Those

less well-educated blue-collar workers in jobs with less prestige are concerned

about earning a high income.

Research has shown that those job attributes mist important to workers
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are also those thatreceive the most extreme positive or negative satisfaction

ratings. Consequently, many researchers who have studied job satisfaction

have advocated weighting these ratings by job-importance ratings obtained

previously. However, a recent study by Quinn and Mangione (1973) did not

support the assumption that the validity of job satisfaction measures can

be improved by weighting. In this study, however, the interval between the

administration of the job importance ratings and the job-satisfaction

questionnaire was only one hour. This short interval could have biased the

results.

It is important to know the workers' job expectations and desires to

evaluate job satisfaction successfully. The educational background of

workers may be a major determinant of their occupational expectations and,

hence, their satisfactions (Berg, 1971). Given this possible relationship,

the Carnegie Commission (1973) rated, as high priority, fulfilling the

aspirations of young people for more desirable roles in society. The question

remains, however, whether researchers can deduce a worker's job expectations

from his responses to questions on job satisfaction.

Job Satisfaction of the BA Degree-Holder

A study of the relationship beLween college education and job satis-

faction must ask: (a) whether college-educated workers are more satisfied

or dissatisfied with their jobs than less educated workers, (b) whether

college-educated workers are more productive in their work, and (c) what

the major sources of job dissatisfaction are. Although studies on job

satisfaction proliferate, few have considered the variable of educational

level. Furthermore, there is little agreement on the empirical dimensions

of-job satisfaction (Quinn & Cobb, 1971).

A finding often put forth as indicative of an increase in worker

dissatisfaction today is that more and more people are going through a

midcareer crisis that leads them to change jobs and careers (USDHEW, 1973).
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This tendency toward a second career can be considered evidence of job

dissatisfaction, but it can also be attributed to the rapid technological

change in the economy, shifting consumer demands for certain products,

and hence, the necessity for career-flexible workers.

In spite of widespread opinion to the contrary, a reanalysis of 15

national surveys conducted since 1958 (USDL, 1974) demonstrated no conclu-

sive evidence of a dramatic decline in job satisfaction. The :analysis found

that younger workers tend to be less satisfied with their jobs than older

workers, but this has been true for the past 15 years. Possibly, younger

workers have not yet reached their long-term goals, precisely because they

are young, and therefore are not satisfied with their situations. Indeed,

44 percent of the men in our survey said their jobs do not fit their long-

range goals. Of the women, 63 percent reported that their jobs do not

coincide with their long-range career goals. Those whose jobs do not fit

long-range goals (56 percent of men, 37 percent of women) may still be

selecting careers, developing goals, and so forth. However, eight years of

work is probably adequate to obtain a job fitting long-range goals. Most

likely, those responding negatively are past the adjustment stage. They

may have failed to get a job consistent with their long-range goals.

Even though most 1972-73 college graduates who were working full time

when followed up one year after graduation (Gottlieb, 1975) reported

they are not firmly committed to their present jobs; they still indicated

they are fairly content. However, many believe'd it would take additional

formal education (the accumulation of higher level credentials) to fulfill

their ultimate career goals.

Older workers also learn to adjust their expectations downward and

become satisfied with much less. Job satisfaction may increase for people
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who stay on the job over a long period of time (UCLA Institute, 1974).

Our survey suggested that the college-educated worker tends to be

"somewhat" or "very" satisfied with his job regardless of the length of

time he is employed (Table 4). The number "not" satisfied decreases only

slightly over length of employment.

Next to the finding that fewer than 25 percent of all American workers

are dissatisfied with their work, the most frequentfinding was that job

satisfaction increases with job level or prestige (Berg, 1971). Indeed,

most older workers would have higher positions than younger workers.

Our study analyzed responses to the job satisfaction and occupational

level questions by sex. For three of the four level variables--sufficient

job status, career progress, and professional level--both men and women

responded more positively as their job satisfaction increased (Table 5).

For instance, for those who said they are not satisfied with their job,

73 percent of the men and 74 percent of the women also indicated they do

not have sufficient job status. However, 82 percent of the men and 78 percent

of the women who are "very much" satisfied with their job indicated they

do have sufficient job status.

For the variable "My skills are fully used," however, a different pattern

is revealedacross both sexes: Regardless of whether the respondents are

very satisfied or not satisfiad with their jobs, they do not think their

skills are fully used. For those who are "very satisfied," the chance is

only 50-50 that they also think their skills are fully utilized. This

finding certainly does not support such writers as O'Toole (1975) who

advocatesguaranteeing every worker a position that matches his skills. No

matter what the level of a person's job, he will probably still think his

skills are not being fully used. But this does not mean that he will not be

satisfied with the job. Skills might be underutilized because a job is low

4,1
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level and less demanding than the skills of the person holding it warrant.

However, there is probably a pc.iitive rA.ationship between Self-evaluation

of skills and job level. Hence, those the most demanding jobs might

think their skills surpass those required by their job.

Although prestige is often an accurate predictor of level of job

satisfaction, it does not correspond exactly with either salary or education

needed to perform well (UsDHEW, 1973).

As oux data show, even though women typically earn less and hold lower status

positions than men, about two-thirds of men and women think they have suffi-

cient job status and are at a professional level (Table 6). For women, feeling

that they are at a professional level probably means they are low status teacherS.

Both sexes feel more positive about their job as their income increases. Again,

regardless of incame, most men and women are not fully utilizing their

self-perceived skills.

Do BA recipients feel well paid for their work, compared With persons

at the same job level in their place of employment and in other-work settings,

and with others with the same education? Apparently, the comparison group

does not make much difference, although the level of job satiSfaction differs

slightly (Table 7). Overall, About two-thirds of the respondents do not feel

well-paid. The one-third that do tends to be somewhat more satisfied.

The Quinn and Cobb (1971) study of job values revealed six factors as

indicators of job satisfaction: the five noted above, plus quality of superVision.

Other sources of satisfaction reported in the literature are the opportunity

for upward mobility and the relative deprivation of the worker when comparing

himself to his education and.skill reference group (Berg, 1971). According

to Kornhauser (1965), the perception that the.job does or does not give the

worker the opportunity to use his skills is one of the strongest influences.
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Others are the perception of the job as interesting or uninteresting and

worthwhile or useless.

Intrinsic content of the job, not income, contributes most to job satisfaction

among most workers. Rigid routine work leads to greater dissatisfaction,

while variety, autonomy, and meaningful responsibility promote job satisfaction

(USDHEW, 1973).

Of the survey respondents who indicated as freshmen that such factors

are important, most are very satisfied in their jobs (Table 8). If the

somewhat satisfied.workers are included, the group includes more than 90

percent. One can conclude that the vast majority of BA recipients find jobs

that meet their most important criteria.

In Gottlieb's (1975) study, although the majority are satisfied with

their full-time jobs one ycir after graduation, the gap between reported

salaries and prior expectations is significant. This discrepancy is

greatest, of course, for men, since they hold higher income expectations.

Speculation holds that when workers feel trapped and dissatisfied,

they demonstrate lower productivity (USDHEW, 1973). Berg (1971) and Henle

(1975) pointed out, however.that satisfied workers are sometimes more and

sometimes less productive than their dissatisfied counterparts, thereby

giving no conclusive support to the assumption. The contradictory evidence

may result from heterogeneous groups of workers assumed to be homogeneous,

or it may be an artifact of the methods that assess satisfaction and

productivity. No convincing data support a direct cause-effect relationship

between job satisfaction and productivity. Whatever contribution satisfaction

makes to productivity, it is probably indirect, such as reduced turnover,

absenteeism, theft, and the like (USDOL, 1974).

Although the research on turnover is poor, the usual finding is a
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significant inverse relationship between satisfaction and turnover rates

for better and less educated workers (Berg, 1971). That is, the better

educated worker is- less satisfied and more prone to leave a job after

shorter intervals.

For blue-collar workers, Berg confirmed that the better educated the

worker, the higher his aspirations. In turn, the higher the aspirations,

the more intensely the "effects" of education contribute to job dissatis-

faction, although the relationship between education and satisfaction is

rather weak. Skill levels consistently reveal a positive, linear relationship

with job satisfaction. As job skill level increases, so does job satis-

faction. Most satisfied, then, are less educated workers who think they

have a high-skill job. Next are the better educated with high-skill

jobs, then the less-educated with low-skill jobs. Least satisfied are the

better educated who think they are in 10w-skill jobs.

The discrepancy between the worker's expectations or aspirations and

his actual job level is the most important factor in determining job

satisfaction, according to Berg. Therefore,he concludes that if employers hire

better educated workers for a."pool of promotable people," they may be generating

discontent among better educated, aspiring workers placed in low-skill

jobs, particularly where workers perceive relatively little chance for

advancement.

Actually, the relationship between job satisfaction and advancement is

somewhat more complex (Table 9). Regardless of occupation, dissatisfied

workers tend to say their chances for advancement are poor. However, occu-

pational differences at the other end of the scale are substantial. All

but four occupational groups that indicate "very" satisfied concomitantly

indicate good prospects for advancement. The four occupational groups

it #
1 ri
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that, regardless of job satisfaction level, think advancement possibilities

are not good are allied health, education, social work, and other nonprofessional

fields. women, more than men, are likely to enter these occupations.

With data from four Gallup polls--1963 to 1969--Weaver (1974) found skill

level a mote significant determinant of job satisfaction than level of educa-

tional attainment. Even stronger is the association between the worker's

satisfaction with his income and satisfaction with the job. Level of job

satisfaction is considerably lower for black than for white men. Ash (1972)

found that white women are the most satisfied, followed by Spanish-surnamed

women. Least satisfied are black women. The Ash study, however, is far

from representative, since the sample was quite small and all respondents

worked in the same organization.

A more extensive study of the relationship between undergraduate

education and job satisfaction surveyed a national sample from two freshman

cohorts, 1961 and 1966, which was followed up by a 1971 survey (Bisconti

& Gomberg, 1975a), from which our 1974 group was selected. This study

showed that the majority of the bachelor's recipients in 1961 thought their

job was a "good one." Among the most satisfied are the education, economics,

and language majors. Least satisfied are the biological sciences majors.

Even in this group, 65 percent of men and 70 percent of women think their

jobs are "good."

In the 1966 cohort, the BA recipients were less likely to think their

job was good. That about 33 percent do not like their work may reflect

actual differences in the two cohorts influenced by respective job markets,

or, more importantly, differences in time on the job.. The 1966 cohort would

probably have been working at least five years less than the 1961 cohort.

Again, education majors are the most satisfied, followed this time by

S
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language majors. The least content are men who majored in such fields as

psychology and history. Although satisfied workers are found in all occupa-

tions and women workers in menial and repetitive jobs are more satisfied

than others in challenging positions, some researchers still assume that

no one can or, perhaps, should find satisfaction in work they themselves

would be certain to avoid (O'Toole, 1975; Hoppock, 1975).

Job Redesign

While it is impdrtant to know whether workers are satisfied with their

jobs and what characteristics separate the satisfied from the dissatisfied,

the current press emphasis on job satisfaction may have clouded a funda-

mental issue: Should the existing work organization and jobs be'changed

or redesigned? Is it possible to redesign most jobs to promote greater

satisfaction? Should job satisfaction be guaranteed to all workers?

In advocating the "humanization of work," USDHEW report (1973) is

considered by same critics (Wool, 1975; Kaplan, 1975) to cvergeneralize

the nature and extent.of worker dissatisfaction and to rely too heavily

on the potential for work redesign as a primary solution; For these

critics, the most important Improvements in the quality of working life

in America are those designed to increase the quantity of work (Wool, 1975).

High employment rates, rather than more amenable working conditions, are

a more effective alternative to upgrading the status of workers in low-level

jobs and promoting equality of employment opportunity.

After all, how can one better match workers to jobs when one does not

know how to assess their "dynamic psychic needs" or how to match these

unassessable needs to job requirements? This criticism seems a little harsh

and unrealistic. No one would try to match every specific peed of every worker

to the respective requirements of a job. But there may be some general
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psychological needs of workers which can be fulfilled by jobs generally con-

sidered unsatisfying.

Research on the quality of working life and job design has attempted

to determine just that. When the characteristics of jobs allow workers to

be largely autonomous and adaptive and to learn on the jobi to have variety

in their work, and to participate in the decisions affecting that work, then

meaningfulness, satisfaction, and learning increase significantly (Davis,

1972). Simultaneously, quantity and quality of production or service increase

at all levels of organization and in vastly different settings, such as

coal mining, chemical refining and aircraft instrument manufacturing.

Probably no one change in a job situation would substantially increase

satisfaction because the average worker looks for many things from each

job. But if one knew what the average person values in a working situation,

it might be possible to redesign jobs accordingly. Although there is a

problem with the design of work, it may not be of great significance (Levitan

& Johnston, 1975).

According to Hoppock (1975), it is possible to raise the level of

satisfaction for workers. He has suggested many ways: (a) helping dissatis-

fied workers to change jobs; (b) studying the relationship between job

satisfaction and working conditions to propose feasible changes in working

conditions; (c) helping students and counselees to learn more about the

jobs they are interested in which might be open; (d) advising students

before they make career choices to consider whiCh jobs society may be willing

to let them fill; (e) teaching students to have realistic expectations;

and (f) discovering the causal links between job satisfaction and its

associated variables.

Should employers be concerned about job dissatisfaction? Should they

try to increase satisfaction? Contrary to the USDHEW report (1973), work

o
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may not be a "central life interest" of all workers (Kaplan, 1975). Considerable

sociological evidence has indicated that workers can be satisfied in what some

might consider dull, repetitive, meaningless jobs.

Perhaps it is not in the best interests of workers to be satisfied 100

percent of the time (USDOL; 1974). Complete satisfaction may induce complacency

and inability or unwillingness to adjust to changing job demands. Perhaps

dissatisfaction to a degree is a safeguard against these evils-and a catalyst

for flexibility. Perhaps job satisfaction is not important if a worker is

satisfied with life in general. In this case, those about to embark on

careers must be informed that their education does not guarantee them

total satisfaction at every stage. A major cause of existing dissatisf-
.

may be the inflated expectations of students in the 1950s and 1960s.

Job Satisfaction and Life Satisfaction

The two most popular theories on the relationship between job satisfaction

and general satisfaction with life are the compensation theory and the spill-

over theory. With the first, time away from work--leisure time--may become

not only distraction from but also compensation for the worker's loss of

interest in the job (Dumazedier & Latouche, 1962). In other words, a dissatis-

fied worker may tend to compensate for his dissatisfaction through leisure

time activities.

The evidence, however, favors the spillover theory: the worker's feelings

about the job will generalize to his other life roles (USDOL, 1974). A large-
;

scale investigation of.the mental health of American auto workers in the

1950s (Kornhauser, 1965) found that those workers who express job dissatisfaction

are also unahppy with their lives in general. This finding supports a spillover

rather than a compensatory relationship between job and life attitudes.

This study also revealed substantial mental health differences among
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occupations. Auto workers in the more skilled, responsible, and varied jobs

have better mental health. Thic, r la:_:'yasihp between job and mental health

appears to be quite genuine, not d'Ipendent on the selection effects of dif-

ferences in prejob background or the personalities of workers who entered

and remained in several types of work. The job affects the psychological

health of the worker, rather than vice versa.

Job satisfaction is influenced not only by occupational level, but also

by characteristics of the place of employment (Kornhauser, 1965). Size of

the organization is clearly related to mental health: the larger the

establishment, the poorer the workers' mental health.. Establishments

which rank lower in mental health also tend.to have a larger proportion

of workers at lower levels of skilled jobs and educational attainment.

In our study of college-educated workers, however, organizational size makes

little difference in job satisfaction, although the direction of the

difference is consistent with earlier work. All size organizations have

more satisfied than unsatisfied employees (Table 10).

Although methodologically flawed, a study of the job satisfaction

and life satisfaction of first-level supervisors from different depart-

ments in a large southern chemical plant has also supported the spillover

hypothesis (Iris & Barrett, 1972). Sample A includes 34 men who are four

years younger, have about fours years less time with the company, and

are paid approximately $130 a month less than the 35 men in Sample B.

Sample A is less satisfied with the job and life in general than Sample B.

Confounding the differences in age, experience, and pay between the two

samples, the researchers indicated that, in an unsatisfying job situation,

satisfaction with pay becomes the major determinanat of job satisfaction

but, in a more favorable job situation, satisfaction with pay tends to

be unrelated to general job satisfaction. In the favorable job situation,

.6 2
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promotion opportunities and relations with coworkers and supervisors seem

more related to job satisfaction and life satisfaction.

Only one study--by Kohn and Schooler (1973)--empirically appraised

the reciprocal effects of the worker on the job and the job on the worker.

About 3,000 men employed in different civilian occupations were interviewed

by th,a National Opinion Research Center. Controlling for educational level

and occupational conditions the researchers found a correlation of .41

between job conditions and psychological functioning which they think large

enough for serious consideration. Three components of the job have a

significant relationship with the psychological functioning of the worker:

closeness of supervision, routine of the work, and substantive complexity

of the job--the most important component.

Income, occupational ttatus, social selectivity in recruitment and

retention of employees, occupational self-selection, and job molding bear

little significance to the relationship between job conditions and psychologi-

cal functioning in general.

Employing the "two-stage least squares." multiple regression technique,

Kohn and Schooler (1973) confirmed that the relationship between the sub-

stantive complexity of the current job and psychological flexibility is

reciprocal. That is, in their current reciprocal relationship, the impact

of the job on intellectual flexibility is greater than the reverse. Therefore,

the sUbstantive complexity of the job is consistently more important for

psychological functioning than is ptychologicaffunctioning for the substantive

complexity of the job. whether this relationship is true for the job as

a whole is unknown, but in the continuing interplay between worker and job,

the effects of the job on the worker are far from trivial.

These findings support the spillover, rather than the compensatory'model

5 3
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of the relationship between job and life satisfaction. The worker's ways

of coping with the.realities of the job seem to generalize to nonoccupational

realities. For example, workers whose jobs require intellectual flexibility

not only use their intellectual skills on the job but also engage in intellec-

tually demanding leisure time activities.

These data do not imply that workers turn their job frustrations loose

on their off-the-job lives or that they attempt to compensate in their leisure

time for certain voids in their jobs. That a worker's job affects his general

perceptions, values, and thinking processes supports changes to make

dissatisfying jobs more satisfying. Any effort to enhance job satisfaction

and eliminate job dissatisfaction should focus on job redesign rather than

other alternatives.

The Kohn and Schooler study only investigated the responses of men.

A questionnaire completed by 93 civil service employees in office-type

occupations in a large midwestern city revealed no significant relationship

between job satisfaction and life satisfact'i for women but a significant

relationship for men (Brayfield & Wellr, 19F7). The job may play a more

significant role in the lives of men than of women. When the job is important

in the whole life scheme, perhaps life satisfaction becomes more a function

of job satisfaction. Typically, the men in this sample hold higher level positions

and are older than the women, two facts that confound the data. Higher level jobs

may mean "more" or something "different" to any worker, regardless of sex.

In a study of sex differences in job and life satisfaction (Greenhaus,

1974), 203 undergraduates at two eastern colleges indicated their attitudes

toward their lives in general and their preferences in job outcomes. Men

and women show similar correlation's between life satisfaction and satisfaction

with job preference. Life satisfaction for those who value success and
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rapid advancement is more highly related to satisfaction with occupational

preference than fOr those who place less importance on these outcomes. Of

course, educational similarity may have wiped out sex differences.

How widespread are job and life dissatisfaction? A 1972-73 follow-up

of a 1969-70 survey of a national sample of 1,500 employed adult American -

men revealed that 52 percent are "very satisfied with their current jobs," -

while only 7 percent are "not very satisfied" with the way they are "spending

(their) life these days" (Quinn & Shepard, 1974). More than 70 percent

are "pretty satisfied" with life in general, but only 22 percent find life

"completely satisfying." Any problem today with American workers' dissatis-

faction with their work and their lives is modest in degree. The greater

proportion of dissatisfied workers think they are not challenged by their

work and are not using their skills. Therefore, our concern should be

with this subgroup; the major part is probably college-trained workers

who are underemployed or in jobs unrelated to their college majors.

The BA and Relatedness

About 33 percent of men and 67 Tercent of women college graduates

have had to accept jobs unrelated to their college majors in the seventies,

compared with only 10 percent of men and 13 percent of women in the early

1960s (Freeman & Hollomon, 1975). When surveyed one year after graduation,

many with full-time jobs stated that they are unable to find work closely

related to their college major (Gottlieb, 1975). Less than one-third, in

fact, think that current employment offers opportunities coinciding with

their original long-range career goal.

A limited survey of 299.technical and nontechnical employees from

two firms investigated the relationship between college education and job

position (Rawlins & Ulman, 1974). That 50 percent of the workers in technical

0:3
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fields, compared with 45 percent in nontechnical fields, think their position

is significantly related to college education; 19 percent, compared with 10

percent, think their position is very closely related,indicates that those

who hold less technical positions see less relationship between their education

and their work. Table 11 corroborates this finding. Almost ,3 percent of

those in technical occupations, but only 30 percent of those in nontechnical

occupations, think their jobs are closely related to their major.

Once hired, most employees, regaxdless of technical or nontechnical

positions, think education Lc: not very important to their careers. Such

personality attributes as willingness to make decisions and accept

responsibility are more necessary to occupational success than command

of specific skills that can be acquired through in-serVice training. Formal

e :cation may serve the employer primarily as a screening device.

Most men and women bachelor's recipients in 1971 (10 years after college

pntry) were in business-related and teaching careers, according to a national

survey jilisconti & Solmon, 1974). Oi the teachers, most think their work

is related to their college training. However, a substantial number:of

graduates in almost every field consider their work unrelated to their

training. Social science majors think their jobs are least related to their

disciplines; most related are those in the professional areas--engineering,

education, and business.

Do those who say they are in unrelated jobs think they have been pushed

into these jobs because of unavailable related jbbs, or do they think they

have been pulled into these positions bebause they are more desirable--better

pay, greater opportunity for advancement, and so on? Apparently, many

BA level scientists of both sexes holding jobs unrelated to their college

majors have been pushed out of their fields, while BA recipients in other

fields have left to take advantage of better opportun,ities.

-06
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In the study of 1961 and 1966 freshman cohorts followed up in 1971,

advanced-degree graduates (in the 1961 cr...ilo,t0 are more likely than BA

graduates to be working in the field for which they trained: 85 percent

compared with 64 percent for men; 87 percent compared with 71 percent for

women (Bisconti & Gomberg, 1975a). Of the BAs in both cohorts, only a

small proportion of liberal arts majors find employment in occupations

usually classified as related to their field. However, many ljberal arts

majors in the 1961 cohort think they are working in a related job, even

though they have occupational titles not generally considered related.

Contrary to widespread belief, then, the 1961-66 freshman study

found that largo numbers of arts and humanities and social science majors

think they are using their college training in their work. Furthermore,

the relationship bewteen major field and employment is more important in

determining job satisfaction for arts and humanities, social sciences, a, -

biological sciences majors than for majors in chemistry and engineering

(Bisconti & Gomberg, 1975a). This area--the relationship between college

training and employment--is the focus of the present study.

3 7



Table 1

Job Characteristics Important to Freshmen in Career Choice, by Sex

(in percentages).

Men Women
Characteristic (N=3,124) (N=2,405)

Job openings are generally available 25 34

Rapid career advancement is possible 33 7

High anticipated earnings 48 18

It's a well-respected or prestigious occupation 35 26

It provides a great deal of autonomy 34 25

Chance for steady progress 45 20

Chance for originality 49 52

Can make an important contribution to society 37 56

Can avoid pressure 9 12

Can work with ideas 51 50

Can be helpful to others 46 71

Have leadership opportunities 49 26

Able to work with people 56 70

Intrinsic interest in the field 44 52

Enjoyed my past experience in this occupation 44 60



Table 2

Job Characteristics Important to Freshmen in Career Choice, by Occupation

(in percentages)

:haracteristic

Occupation
Mathe-

Account- Office Admini- matics & Allied Engi- Educa- Social
ing Work stration Sales Sciences Health neering tion Work
(N=205)

Yob openings
are generally
available 34

Rapid career
advancement
is possible 42
figh antici-
pated earnings 62
M's a well-
respected or
prestigious
occupation 40
:t provides a
great deal of
autonomy 26
:hance for
steady progress 50
:hance for
originality 33.
:an make an
important con-
tribution to
society 19
'an avoid
pressure 5

!an work with
ideas 35

be helpful
to others 42
Ave leadership
opportunities 47
ble to work
with people 51
ntrinsic inter-
est in the field 31
njoyed my past
experience in
this occupation 36

(N=379) (N=780) (N=364) (N=333) (N=186) (N=294) (N=1489) (N=18.5'

30 20 21 38 55 31 34 31

21 43 44 30 11 32 4 8

30 59 68 44 32 48 12 11

24 36 35 25 40 32 30 14

26 39 42 37 17 23 22 31

40 46 46 45 30 57 15 21

43 52 45 58 27 49 56 39

35 31 30 34 63 32. 65 58

12 5 7 11 11 8 11 14

43 51 48 59 31 58 55 .35

58 45 47 35 78 31 76 77 j

i

35 61 50 36 39 47 26 21

65 60 67 43; 68 40 73 36

44 39 38 58 59 52 48 54

37 42 42 47 61 : 40 67 60



Table 3

Job Characteristics Important to Freshmen in Career Choice, by Major

(in percen ages)

Major
Arts and Engi-
Humani- Eco- Social Natural Mathe- Busi- Educa-. neer-

English ties nomics Sciences Sciences matics ness tion ing
tharacteristic

bb openings
are generally
available
Apdd career
advancement
is possible
Agh antici-
pated earnings
t's a well-
respected or
prestigious
occupation
t provides a
grest .3...al of

autonomy
hanc2 for
steady progress
hence fur
riginallty

an make an
important
contrih,.tion

to society
an avoid
pressure
an work with
ideas
an be helpful
to others
ave leadership
bpportunities
ble to work
with people
atrinsic
intnrest in
the field
ajoyed my past
axperience in
Ehis occupation

(N=515) (N=524) (N=278) (N=1071) (N=627) (N=311) (N=781)(N=640)..(N=354)

30 26 21 27 35 34 25 37 26

16 12 39 20 20 .22 40 6 34

26 20 53 31 36 36 58 17 51

30 24 36 27 32 29 36 34 34

38 36 39 38 29 27 28 15 26

26 22 49 33 39 39 47 16 50

61 62 43 50 49 48 42 55 46

50 50 3C 48 46 40 27 66 29

13 13 6 11 10 10 7 10 7

60 58 47 49 44 53 42 53 51

62 64 43 63 51 49 45 77 33

34 29 56 39 37 35 52 28 50

06 64 59 68 48 58 61 71 45

57 60 38 48 .55 53 33 38 49

53 52 41 47 49 54 43 70 41



Table 4

Job Satisfaction of College-Educated Workers, by Length of Time with Employer

(in percentages)

Satisfaction

Time with Employer
Less than
One Year
(N=617)

One to
Two Years
(N=700)

Two to More than
Three Years Three Years
(N=658) (N=3323)

Total
(N=5298)

Not satisfied 14 7 7 3 6

Somewhat satisfied 43 43 40 41 41

Very satisfied 43 49 53 56 53

Items may not add up to 100 percent due to rounding

s k



Table 5

Job Satisfaction of College-Educated Workers, by Job Level and Sex

(in percentages)

Satisfaction

Job Level

Sufficient
Status

Satisfactory Skills Fully
Progress Used

Professional
Level

Men (N=3,014)

Not satisfied 27 12 4 38

Somewhat satisfied 53 42 16 61

Very satisfied 82 82 42 74

Total 69 64 31 68

Women (N=2,179)

Not satisfied 26 13 13 42

Somewhat satisfied 47 37 20 58

Very satisfied 78 78 51 .76

Total 61 56 35 67



Table 6

Income of College-Educated Workers, bY Job Level and Sex

(in percentages)

Income

Job Level

Sufficient
Status

Skills Fully
Used

Professional
Level Total

Men (N=3,087)

Low (under $10,000) 51 27 46 99

Middle ($10,000 - 16,999) 62 30 66 '46

High ($17,000 and over) 79 33 73 46

Women (N=2,221)

Low (under $10,000) 57 31 59 60

Middle ($10,000 - 16,999) 65 41 77 36

High ($17,000 and over) 79 44 86 4



Table 7

Job Satisfaction of College-Educated Workers Who
Feel Well Paid Compared with Others of Same Job

Level or Same Education

(in percentages)

Well-paid compared with
Persons of Same
Job Level and With

Satisfaction Same Employer

Persons of Same
Job Level and With
Different Employer

People in General
With Same Education Total

Not satisfied 25 28 24 4

Somewhat satisfied 32 29 28 41

Very satisfied 40 43 45 55

Total 36 36 37 (N...5193)



Table 8

Job Characteristics Important to Freshmen,
by Job Satisfaction of College-Educated Workers

(in percentages)

haracteristic

bb openings are generally available

apid career advancement is possible

igh anticipated earnings

t's a well-respected or prestigious occupation

t provides a great deal of autonomy

hance for steady progress

hance for originality

an make important contribution to society

an avoid pressure

an work with ideas

an be helpful to others

ave leadership opportunities

ble to work with people

ntrinsic interest in the field

njoyed my past experience in this occupation

Satisfaction
Not
Satisfied Satisfied

Very..

Satisfied

7 44 49

5 36 59

5 39 56

4 37 59

7 41 53

5 40 55

6 41 53

5 40 55

10 49 41

6 40 54

6 40 54

4 37 59

5 39 56,-

6 42 52

4 36 60



Table 9

Job Satisfacton of College-Educated Workers
and Their Future Prospects for Advancement, by Occupation

(in percentages)

Job Offers Good Future Prospects for Further Advancement, by Occupation

Satis-
faction

Ac-
count-
ing

Office
Work

Admini-
stra-
tion Sales

Mathe-
matical
Sciences

Allied
Health

Engi-
neer-
ing

Educa-
tion

Social
Work

Other
Profes-
sional

-Other
Nonpro-
fession-
al

Not
Satis-
fied 0 10 12 12 0 0 11 10 0 17 17

Somewhat
Satis-
fied 57 43 50 62 46 16 47 9 15 43 27

Very
Satis-
fied 80 80 77 75 75 48 79 28 30 74 48

,) 6



Table 10

Job Satisfaction of College-Educated Workers, by Size of Employer

(in percentages)

Satisfaction

Size of Employer
Under 50
Employees

50-4999
Employees

Over 5000
Employees

Not satisfied 6 5 6

Somewhat satisfied 36 44 41

Very satisfied 58 51 54

7



Table 11

Relatedness of College Major to Job, by Type of Occupation

(in percentages)

Relatedness

Occupation
Technical Nontechnical
(N=2744) (N=2027)

Not related 12 39

Somewhat related 19 31

Closely related 69 30



Chapter 3

The Meaning of an Education-Related Job

The movement toward career education has expanded the ways in which

education is viewed as useful for the world of work. Career education is

more than vocational/technical education: Going beyond training for

a single job or occupation career education considers how educai-ion affects the

total of one's life work. The development of life ork, representing many

choices throughout a lifetime, is influenced by many factors in addit.,on to

technical skills (NIE, 1974). Hence, education may achieve career-education

goals if it helps people not only develop work related competencies but also

realistic decisions about the educational requirements for attaining career

goals. Career-education goals for society are met if education improves

economic production and social service through better matching individual

talents and societal needs and increasing awareness of how the economy

functions and the importance of human resources (ME, 1974).

Some have argued that career education is not synonymous with education

in general. Career education, which focuses on the interface between the

individual and.the economic sector, is primarily concerned with education as

it relates to career development. More broadly, education is concerned with

the development of critical thinking and th3 love of leiAg, transmission

of diverse cultural heritages, and full participation of idividuals in their

society (NIB, 1974). Of course, this differentiation between career and

general education begs the question of whether the development of critical

thinking and so on is irT)ortant in achieving goals said to be career-education

oriented.

One consequence of this career-education movement is the evaluation of

education in terms of the extent to which it is used in the world of work.
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A problem of interpretation arises when an employer hires someone with

educational attainment or skills above the minimumrequired and then adjusts the

job to take advantage of the greater skills. An example is th2 secretary.

Clearly, most e,iployers would agree that a high school education is the

minimum requirement for a secretary. However, today, many secretaries

have advanced degrees. Some draw the conclusion that secretaries are

undereraployed; that is, their education is not suited to their careers.

However, as they possess more education and greater skills, secretaries

may be L.Ked to perform tasks that clearly could not be handled by

those possessing only minimal requirements. Jobs probably are modified

to utilize the skills of those who hold them.

What aspects of college training are care,-T related from the viewpoint

of those who have received the training? Which definitions of career

education put forth by federal officials and others are valid?

The most direct way to decide whether education is related to

careers is to determine the extent to which the substance of college

courses is used on the job. However, many other traits that can be

acquired in college contribute to job success: clear thinking, ability

to learn, appreciation of learning, leadership, ability to develop

life goals, and others. The little empirical evidence that has been

available on the education-work relationship has been limited to

responses to such questions as, "Are you working in a j ich is

related to your major?" What does this .aean to people? What is

a related job? This study asked a wide variety of questions intended

to extract data on the use of education in work, to understand the

various dimensions of work, and to explain what people mean when they

say their job is related to their major. Their answers tell us about

respondents' perceptions of their general coll*.ge experience and of
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what they got out of college which was directly used in work. To what

extent can individual differences in perceptions of the relatedness

of education to careers be explained by perceptions of how specific

aspects of college directly apply on the job? To what extent can they

be explained by perceptions of how college affects individuals in ways

that do not directly impact on career success?

To see whether people are matched to their jobs, one can compare

the educational requirements for particular jobs with the educational

attainment of individuals in these jobs. The Occupational Outlook

Handbook (BLS, 1974) describes jobs in the United States and specifies

their minimum standards. Although occasionally the work is explained,

little attempt is made to see that minimum educational requirements

are consistent with the job. Those holding the jobs are not questioned.

Another approach to determining the match between educationiand

jobs looks at the names of majors and of jobs and asks who fails into

a job category with the same name as the major. For example, if an

accdunting major is working as an accountant, he is automatically

assumed to be working in a related or matched job. However, this

study found that only 80 percent of business administration majors

working as accountants think they are in closely related jobs; 70

percent in administration and 72 percent who are business owners think

they are in related jobs. The literal definition of relatedness

does not always apply.

Table 1 shows perceptions of the relationship of job to college major
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by specific occupations. In which occupations are people most likely to

consider their jobs related to their major? Seventy-nine percent of health

professionals, 77 percent of accountants, 84 percent in allied health jobs,

84 percent of natural scientists, and 82 percent of teachers think their jobs

are closely related to their major. Almost all these occupations :::eguire career-.

specific training except, possibly, teachers. Apparently, arts aim humanities

preparation is considered career specific for teachers or humanities subjects.

In what occupations are people least likely to consider their jobs related

to their major? Fifty-two percent of administrative assistants and 50 percent

of computer programmers think their jobs are not related to their major. Many

in skilled, semiskilled, business-related, and transportation-related jobs

feel, too, that their jobs are not related to their college training. In many

of these areas, the number of respondents was small. Nevertheless, large

proportions of people in secretarial fields (74 percent), sales (45 percent?,

military (47 percent), business owner (34 percent), buyer (37 percent) and !

counselor (39 percent) think theyi,are in unrelated jobs.

A small percentage of those in jobs not closely related to their major

appear to be holding those jobs voluntarily (Table 1). Respondents were asked

why they were not in related jobs. Those who indicated the following responses

were assumed to hold their job voluntarily: "never planned to take a closely

related job," "prefer line of work not closely related," "tried closely related

employment but did not like it," "first job was unrelated to major and I became

interested in this type of work," "joined family business or firm," "found a

better paying job," "found a job that offers a better chance for career

advancement," "no longer in closely reiated job due to promotion." Those who gav

the following responses were assumed to hold their job involuntarily: "wanted part-

time work, flexible hours," "wanted to work at home," "am on temporary assignment

(Vista, Peace Corps, USIA, Foreign Service, missionary work, etc.)," "jobs related
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to major are not available where I live and I do not want to move,"

"am in the military," "could not get a closely related job but would

prefer one," "limited in job selection by situation of spouse, family

responsibilities," "very few jobs are related to my major," "employment

opportunities are scarce for people in jobs related to my major,"

To jump ahead and present evidence that will be elaborated upon

later,it should be noted that job satisfaction is much higher for those

holding their unrelated job involuntarily, whereas those voluntarily in

unrelated jobs are almost as satisfied as those in related jobs.

Table 2 provides the degree of satisfaction of those in jobs not closely

related to their major, according to the reasons their job is not closely

related. Of those indicating they are voluntarily not in closely related

jobs, between 52 percent and 72 percent are very satisfied. Job satisfaction

varies greatly depending upon the reason for being in an unrelated job involun-

tarily. Of those who are involuntarily holding jobs not closely related,

between 15 percent and 71 percent are very satisfied, with most reasons

given by groups in which less than 57 percent are very satisfied. If those

in the military are left out, the range becomes 15 percent to 56 percent very

satisfied.

-
Time Frame for Career Selection

It is unlikely that people will prepare for some particular occupations

in college. Some jobs require less than a baccalaureate education. Once

again, if these job holders have more than the minimum education necessary,

the jobs may be modified. Certain jobs may require knowledge and skills

that build upon a college education but are not often taught in college; in

this case, actual tasks might be learned in another setting. Careers are

often selected after college or at least after the time when college education

can be tailored to later job plans. Certain jobs require skills that can only

7 3
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be picki".d up on the job. Table 3 shows when individuals in particular occu-

pati3ns decided cg their type of work. The occupations are those for which

there were more tha7, 100 reop.mdents. Although this selection might imply

that only occupations with college training as a minimum requirement are

included, in almost all occupat4.ons many individuals in society as a

whole have less than a college degree.

For allied health, engineering, and teaching, over 40 percent of job

holders selected their occupation before entering college. Since these

jobs require specific curricula, individuals have to decide on the occupation

before college or soon thereafter. Accounting is another occupation that

should be selected early; in this case, a majority selected it either before

or during college. Over half of those in the military selected their occu-.

pation before or during college. Experience with military-related programs,

such as ROTC, while in college may be a major factor in this career choice.

Most other occupatons are selected after graduation but within five

years thereafter. These occupations fall into two groups: those into which

individuals move because they are promoted or because they make a conscious

decision to better themselves, and those selected because they are preferred

to so-called more related jobs.

Into the first group fall such occupations as administration, where individuals

working in more education-related areas, such as laboratories or production or

teaching or research, take on more administrative responsibility until their

prime activity changes from substantive to administrative. Similarly, individuals

who begin as prcgrammers and learn about macrocomputer systems might decide to

become computer scientists after several years of lower level jobs. Business

owners, most of whom assume that position within five years after graduation,

probably spent the time between graduation and ownership accumulating enough

capital to afford their own business. In communications, new entrants take
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rather menial jobs to.prepare for what is generally agreed upon as professional

work within the industry. It is probably a number of years after graduation

before individuals in communications view themselves as specialists, having

moved up from office boy at a television station, for instance.

Some people, those involuntarily in unrelated jobs, probably ended

up in their jobs by default; that is, because other opportunities more related

to college training were unavailable. Except for specialized cases,

most sales people, secretaries, and perhaps-even social welfare

workers probably aspire to jobs more directly related to their college

training. They probably accepted their jcbs after finding that the

first few years beyond college did not lead to satisfactory jobs in

college-related areas.

Table 4 indicates how beneficial college education is in providing

knowledge and skills useful in the current job. Workers in certain occupations,

such as accountancy, allied health, engineering, and education, are still most

likely to think their college education is very useful after eight years of

work. These are fields that require college-specific knowledge.

In a sense, two factors are at work. On the one hand, occupations that

require specific college training must be selected before embarking on college.

On the other hand, certain jobs that do not require specific college training

can be held either by those who are unable to find jobs that use their college

training or by individuals who were unable to select a curriculum to prepare

themselves for a specific job. Certain.jobs can be performed equally well,

with or without a college education, even if the general competencies required

to complete college are also required for the job.

College education has prepared few people for the following specific tasks

performed by large numbers of college graduates: administration, manayement,

counseling, production, quality control, program planning, or budgeting

d
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(Bisconti & Solmon, l976). These positions are not low-level functions,

even though they.are most often learned on the job. A college education may

greatly facilitate learning higher level skills, even if these skills must

be learned after the worker is in the job.

Table 5 shows how, in addition to college education, workers in

different occupations acquire job skills. Although by far the most

prevalent way is on-the-job training, much of this learning is probably

incidental, that is, obtained as workers become experienced. However, in

many occupations workers pick up additional skills in formal training

programs either at the company (e.g., sales people) or outside (e.g.,

mathematicians or scientists). Few people indicate that no additional

training is required beyond college.

Considering that a large number of high-level skills require experiential

learning, should colleges prepare people to perform these high-level functions?

College should provide the foundation on which people can build a solid career,

while leaving to employers the responsibility to develop specific job

competencies. Given changing career plans, job requirements, and employer

needs, over-specific vocational-like training in many areas is probably

not beneficial.

Job Level

Relatedness may have several dimensions. Clearlye one is task

orientation. If an individual is trained as a chemistry major and

works with test tubes in a laboratory, his tasks are related to his

college study. However, if the tasks involve cleaning test tubes

as a lab assistant or filling them as a lab technician, a chemistry

major may say he is not using his education in his job.
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We hypothesized that another important dimension might be job level,

particularly as it relates tO expectations acquired in college. If this

chemistry major is conducting lab experiments, the level of his job

indicates he is working in his field, that is, at a related job.

Individuals with adequate job status who make progress in their careers,

use their skills, work at a professional level, and make sufficient

income are likely to believe they are using their education. Moreover,

people who work with colleagues and supervise people trained in the

same field are likely to think they are using their education. Studying

the relationship between the substance of college courses and the

tasks college graduates perform is not the only route to defining the

the relatedness of education and work. Job level as well as job content

must be considered..

To see whether the level of particular jobs affects workers' per-

ceptions of relatedness between education and occupation, regressions

were run for individuals within those occupations for which there were

sufficient respondents. These regressions attempted to determine whether

variables indicating the job level were significant in explaining the

rel I: variable. The relatedness variable was a response to the

question, "How closely related is your job to your undergraduate major

field?"
1

1
The responses were coded so "closely related" received a three,
"somewhat related" a two, and "not related" a one.
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Th independent or explanatory variables indicating job level reflected

whether individuals felt they had sufficient job status, they were making

satisfactory career progress, their skills were fully utilized on the job,

and they were working at a professional level. An income variable was included

because one would expect income to be a good indicator of job level. It is

striking that, within occupations, little of the individual difference in

relatedness was explained by the five variables indicating job"level. Other

variables accounted for a much higher proportion of variance (R
2
).

In only one occupation--communications specialists (reporter, writer, t.v.

advertising, public relations)--is sufficient job status a predictor of

relatedness, and the sign on the job-status variable was negative. Those

not using their training, perhaps because they have developed skills beyond

those acquired in college, think they have sufficient job status. Apparently,

utilization of skills, working at a professional level, and income are

somewhat more powerful predictors of relatedness. However, in cases where

these variables are significant, the explanatory power of the model is

still low (Table 6).

Since the study explains many individual differences in perceptions

of how related education is to jobs by a different set of variables, the

distinction between perceptions of relatedness which depend on level of

job and those which depend on the work done on the job is probably not strong.

Table 7 provides the percentage of men and women in each occupational

field which responded to the variables hypothesized as indicating job level

within an occupation. Although variation is substantial, depending on the

the specific aspect of job level, it appears that generally women think they

have slightly lower level jobs within occupations except on skills fully used.

For some occupations, the respondents of a particular sex are too few to

generalize. The most notable sex difference is in income, where 61 percent



of women but under 10 percent.of men earn below $10,000. This difference

might result because more women than men worked in the past when salaries

were lower but are not working now.

In Table 8, which provides data on income by time when last worked, only 8

percent of men and 36 percent of women currently working fall into the bottom

third of the income distribution, whereas those who are not currently working

but have worked fall into the bottom third much more frequently. (42 percent

of men and 81 percent of women). The further into the past men and women held

their last job, the more likely they are to be in the lowest income group.

For both sexes, the occupations of middle-level administrator, buyer,

computer programmer, counselor, farmer, foreign service worker, librarian,

salesperson, social scientist, secretary, social welfare worker, technician,

transportation worker, and the various categories of manual workers include

the most individuals holding low-level jobs (indicated by the lower percen-

tages in Table 7). In many of these occupations, women appear more frequently

than they do in other occupations. In such occupations as secretary or sales7-.

person, many people performing these jobs see that they are not working at a

professional level or making full use of their skills. However, those with

advanced education may work better because of their background. Secretaries

with more education might, indeed, perform different functions than

secretaries with little education. However, certain occupational categories,

such as secretary, by their nature are perceived as low-level, regardless

of the tasks performed.

Usefulness of Education in Work

What aspects of the college experience are used on the job, and

what job cha acteristics lead individuals to perceive that their jobs

are closely related to their college major? The survey questionnaire
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(Appendix I), asked many questions pertaining to the interface between

education and work. Some deal with the same factor in slightly

different ways.

For example, as well as asking, "How closely elated is your job

to your undergraduate major field?" the questionnaire also asked, "How

frequently do you use each of several aspects of college education in

your current job?" One subquesion of this was concerned with how

frequently one uses the course content of the undergraduate major.

Hence, it was possible to differentiate between use of course content

and value in job of pursuing a major that provides general knowledge,

ability to learn, and similar attributes that do not explicitly involve

the course content.

Table 9 summarizes ratings of usefulness of college education for

respondents' current jobs. The largest proportion of individuals

indicated vsefulness in terms of "increasing general knowledge" and

"increasing chances of finding a good job." Sixty percent indicated

that the bachelor's degree was a factor in being hired by the current

employer.

In addition to the aspects of relatedness apparent from the questionnaire,

certain responses were used to construct other "relatedness" variables. For

example, respondents recommended courses that would be most useful for someone

preparing for a job like theirs. Table 10 shows the study areas most recom-

mended overall, regardless of particular job: The most frequently recommended area

business administration, since manY workers probably believe that business-

related skills are useful the job. However, the second most frequently

recommended area is English, a subject not generally viewed as vocational.

Clearly, it is the grammar, writing, and reading abilities most people are



recommending, rather than knowledge of Shakespearean 'plots. Psychology is

the third most frequently recommended study area, probably because workers

believe getting along with people rather than knowing how to conduct experi-

ments, is a useful skill for work.

In reconstructing one of the relatedness variables, responses to the

question about what courses are recommended for one's job were recoded according

to whether an individual recommended courses in his own major for the job he

currently held. If an individual indicated that he was working at a job

closely related to his major or that he was using the content of his major

courses but he did not recommend that major as preparation, this respc-

might be significant in our understanding of the education-job relatic, J-

In reconstructing a second relatedness variable, responses to a list

of work activities were used which indicated not only those that the respon-

dents were currently performing, but also those for which their college education

prepared them. For each individual, tallies wertt made of the activities

for which they were prepared but which they were not currently using. This

variable (called "useless") wad developed to test the hypothesis that .

even if one uses certain aspects of college training, if that training

provides additional skills not used, the individual will perceive that

he is not making use of his college education.

A third variable looked at the activities an individual was performing

and calculated a proportion of those for which his college education trained

him. The share of activities was hypothesized to be another dimension

of how related a job is to the college experience.

Variables to Explain Relatedness

In the first attempt to determine thc relationship between education and

job, the forward (stepwise) multiple regression method of selecting independent
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variables from among the complete list available was used. In this method,

the independent variale that explains the greatest amount of variance in

the dependent variable enters first; the variable that explains the greatest

amount of variance in conjunction with the first enters second, and so on.

This list comprised not only variables directly retrievable from the question-

naire but also those constructed from other questionnaire responses. The

dependent variable in these analyses was the question, "How closely related

is your job to your undergraduate major field?"2

Eight independent variables were chosen from the complete list and

entered into the regressions presented here. Among them were variables

indicating the degree to which the respondent uses the content of his

major courses on the job; whether this respondent worked w'th colleagues

who are trained in this field; whether he recommendeC his major to

someone preparing for his job; and whether he indicated that his collet:re

education provided him with knowledgE useful in h.is current job. The

variable "useless" indicated the number of activities for which

college trained an individual but which he is not using on his current

job. Other variables indicated the individual's use of the content

of other (nonmajor) undergraduate courses in his job, whether the

respondent supervised people trained in his field, and whether college

training gave one the ability to think clearly. Table A in the Appendix

describes why these eight variables were chosen.

The study hypothesized that an individual would be more likely to

indicate the relationship between his education and job if he was

2Among the statistical problems with this approach was the excessive

multicolinearity among the independent variables. Since this
regression allowed any and all possible explanatory variables to enter,

a reduced number of variables were selected to define relatedness.

;c1,
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working with colleagues or supervising people trained in his field. More-

over, the ability to think clearly in and of itself and as a proxy

for some omitted variables would be perceived by some as valuable on

the job, even though this characteristic is usually thought to have

broader impacts than merely usefulness in work.

Appendix Table B presents simple correlations between the

relatedness-defining variables and the extent to wht one's job is

closely related to one's major field. Appendix (*able C presents inter-

correlations of the relatedness variables. Evan though all variables

in these tables are not included in the regressions described in this

chapter the total possible set of relationships is displayed in Tables

B and C.

Defining an Education-Related Job

Approximately 60 percent of individual variance was explained in

responses to the question "How closely related is your job to your under-

graduate major field?" by the eight variables: frequency of use of major

courses, frequency of use of other undergraduate courses, the usefu1ne3s

of college education in increasing ability to think clearly, the usefulness

of college education in providing knowledge and skills used in current job,

whether the respondent supervised people trained in his field, whether most

of his colleagues were trained in his field, whether he recommended his

major for someone else preparing for a job like his, and the number of

activities for which his college education prepared him but which he is

not performing in his job.

The greater the frequency of use of undergraduate major courses, the

more likely the respondent to vieW his job as closely related to his field.

This result, obvious as it is, confirms that use of course content is the
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most powerful predictor of perceptions of the relationship between college

major and job. One might ect that other aspects of the college experience

were more useful, and these 2 perceived as contributing more to the

relatedness of education to fter controlling for the fact that

individuals use or do not use the conte-:2t of their major courses, there are

significant piedictors of the perception that college major is

to one's current job. Table ll summarizes regressions to explain

individual differences in the extent to which college major is related to

one's job.

Table 12 provides detail on how frequently individuals with different majors

indicate they use their course content. Those in education use their major

most frequently, followed by those iu business, natural sciences, and

engineering. Minor courses are used most frequently by education majors

(who may teach their minor).

Table 13 shows which majors in which occupations use their major

course content frequently or almost always. Administrators, educators,

and "other" prOfessionals use the content frequently or almost always

regardless of major. In other fields, specific majors are frequently used.

After controlling for the extent to which the content is used on

the job (Table 11), individuala who recommend their major for people

prepaiing for ia job like theirs are more likely to feel their job is closely

related. A number of people use their major but feel that other preparations

are more appropriate for a job like theirs. TnJse who recommend their own

major as preparation are even Yore likely to feel their jobs are closely

related. After controlling for these two variables, an indication that college

education provides knowledge useful in the current job added to the power

of the regression. This response probably represents knowledge, in addition

to specific major course content, useful on the job, including that from
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other courses, as well as experience in problem solving, learning how to

learn, time management, and the like.

The meaning of these vaciables comes into sharper focus in considering

three additional significant explanatory variables that enter the equation

with negative signs. The greater the axtent to which other (nonmajor) courses

are used on the job, the less likely the respondent to indicate that his

undergraduate major is closely related to his job.

This negative coefficient represents the partial correlation between

relatedness and degree of Ise of nonmajor courses, holding -onstant such

factors as the extent of use of major courses and perceptions of the degree

to which college provided knowledge and Skills useful in the job. For a giv n

degree of use of major courses and perception of contribution by college

of useful skills, the more nonmajor courses used, the less likely the

respondent to view his job as related to his major. Use of nonmajor

cc,urses is Niewed aa an alternative 6D relatedness of job to major rather

than as a reinforcer of that relationship. For a given degree of use of

--ntent of major and nonmajor courses, the greater the degree to which

college education provides knowledge and skills useful in the current

job, the greater the perceived relationship between job and major. The

provision-of-knowledge variable reinforces the relatedness perception.

The relationship of job to -ajor depends not only on use of major course

content, but also on provision by college of a wider set'of competencies.

Given this, workers who hold jobs requiring use of nonmajor courses are less

likely to perceive a link between job and major.

Similarly, the _arger the IMber of activities for which college

prepared an individual but which are not being performed on the current

job, the less likely the individual to indicate that his college major is

closely related to his current job. If an individual has been prepared for
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many activities, only some of which appear useful, the likelihood is greater

that the college education appears unrelated. If one goal of college training

is to provide education that will be perceived as related to later work, then

it does not :,eem necessary to prepare an individual with a broad set

of skills in addition to the skills and knc4ledge akquired from his concen-

tration and from the more general college experience. Individuals prepared

to do things they are not doing and those using knowledge acquired In nonmajor

courses are less likely to perceive their jobs as rulated to their undergraduate

major. Of course, the importP-t underlying question is yhether per-

one's job as related to one's major is a meaningful gpal. TI-s in Arion

is meant to determine just that.
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Those who indicate that their college education gave them the ability

to think clearly are less likely L :,.ndicate that their job is closely

related to college major. Posir, , those i 'inralated jcbs'are attempting

to rationalize the usefulness of their collegc e:qperience by indicating

that the training provides a generally useful skill, e/,.4n if it is not

directly related to current work.

The characteristics of coworkers, both peers and subordinates, are

significant determinants of the perception of relatedness of job to major.

Individuals who supervise and ;ork with people trained in the same field

are more likely to indicate that their job is closely related to their

major, even after controlling for all the above factors. If a worker is not

significantly more likely to us his major or to feel that the job provides

opportunities to use additional attributes from college, and if he is equally

likely to use nonmajor courses and to be prep:.red for work he is not doing,

the fact that he is working with or superving people trained in his major

gives him a feeling that his job and majc Al:e related.

Although all variables are highly significant for the total respondents, the

four variables with the highest degree of significance (that is, tl.'2 highest

partial correlations with the dependent variable) are :'.ndications that the

content of major courses is used frequently, one is working with colleagues

trained in the same field, one's major is recommended for someone training

for the same job, and collec.e education provides knowledge and Skills useful

in the job. Three of these deal directly with the positive contribution of

the major courses and other noncourse experiences in college.

Sex Differences in Perceptions of Relatedness

The same regression equation war estimated separately for men and women.

Although the 7oefficients differed somewhat, the signs for both were always

'd 7
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identical. In only two ca:.;es--an indication by women that they supervise

people trained in their field and that they use the content of other courses--

are the predictor variables not statistically significant. The first one

is not surprising, given the low frequency of women in supervisory positions.

Because there was tatistically significant difference (according to the

Chowtest, F=5.96) in the relationship for men and for women, the various

explanatory variables had different weights in the male and female equations.

A weight, or impact of a particular factor, is a function both of the. mean

value of a variable and the correlation between that variable and the dependent

variable. In both cases, indication of the frequency of use of major courses

has at least three times the weight of any other factor in explaining the

dependent variable. However, for men, the n:txt two most important factors

are an indication that one recommendn one's major for someone preparing for

the job and an indication that knowledge obtained in college is useful on

the current job. HoweVer, for women, after an indication of use of major

courses, the next most powerful variable was an indication that the

works with colleagues trained in the same field. Perhaps,

women are more sensitive than men about interpersonal aspects of a joi.; ;in

particular, the characterir2tics of colleagues) when they evaluate the rela-

tionship bet..esA their college major and their job. The three regressions

explaifing the rele:tionship between college m- or and job appear in Table

which provides the beta weights. Table 14 demonstrates the derivation of

weightc to predict the relationship that considers L,Lh the B coefficient

and the mean value of the varjables in the cases of men, women and total

separately. Except for the variable indicating that college education

provided the ability to think clearly, the mean values of ali irdependent

and dependent variablE3 are significantly different for men and women.
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Effects of Adding Other Variables

Table 15 extends the analysis by including, in addition to the

independent variables in Table 11, a set of background and other variables

that indicate characteristics on one's job level and career progress. The

table shows to what degree the relatedness-defining variables above retain

their significance when other elaracteristics of the individual respondents,

their college experience, and their jobs are included to explain the per-

ception of the extent to which college major is related to job. Apparently,

relatedness-de-ining variables remain highly significant even after adding

the backgroum and other variables. In addition, the statistically significant

difference between the male and the female equation persists (according to

the Chow test, F=3.45).

In this larger regression, the first set of comments pertains to the

variables that are not significant for either wen or women. The study

hypothesized that the higher the grade point average in college, the more

likely that one would perceive the undergraduate major as related to a job.

College grade poirt average is never significant in the regressions, perhaps

becaus those with higher grade point averages tend to vary in selecting

jobs closely related to major. The study also hyI,othesized that the longer

an individual stayed with the same employer, the less likely that he would

be in a related job because he would probably have been promoted. This does

not appear to be the case either, perhaps because those who stay with the

same employr for longer periods might still be working with or supervising

colleagues trained in their field. These factors increase the proLability

Jf the perception of a closer job/ma;,..,r relationship, even though the respon-

dent would no longer be using the specific major course content. Similarly,

it was predi -ted that thP number of years an individual has been employed
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full time will have a negative effect on the education-job relationship,

but this prediction, tro, never appears significant. Two variables indicating

marital status were included to determine whether married men or single

women, in part_Lcular, were more likely to pursue jobs related to their college

major. It was hypothesized that married men would be more likely to take

jobs that use their training, perhaps to avoid risky jobs when family

responsibilities are ev'..dent. In other studies, single women Are shown

to have characteristics more like men. Hence, single women might be more

likely to pursue careers tt use their educational background. However,

no maritml-status variablr, appears significant in either the male or female

regresli,ns. The omitted dummy variable or lrital status was "widowed,

divorced." The results indicate no significant differences between married

and divorced or single and divorced. Finally, in determining whether an

indication of satisfactory carear progress would be related to perception

of relatedness between education and job, the study in-"icated that those who

feel they are making satisfactoly pgress are neither more nor less likely

than others to perceive thielves as in closely related jobs.

A number of the iables added in Table 15 do appear lignificantly

related to perceptions of how closely related one's .,.)13 ij to ,Lale's

major. Most significant is the variable indicating the tit!,,! when

an occupation is selected; the earlier the occupation is chosen (i.e.,

betore college), the more likely an individual to be in a job related to hi:7

major.

Four dummy variables indicated whefac!,: (value of 2) or not (value of 1)

the ro.:.-)onden is employed in a partiLul.- sector (business, heavy industry,

education, or government) to see whether that sector is related to the employee's

perception of the relationship of his major to his job. One possible

O
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employment sector was omitted to act as a reference grow. for the comparison

of all the other employment groups. The omitted sector, "other",

included human services, social welfare, health, and unknown sectors.

Respondents in the four sectors for which dummies were inserted

are more likely than those in the "other" sector to perceive a strong

relationship between major and job. Women in business firms--the

only exception--are lets likely to view their jobs as related to.their

major, probably because many are secretaries. Women in heavy industry

and government are neither more nor less likely than those in the "other"

sector to view their jobs as related, probably ..cpr the same reason.

Both men and women in education are most likely to v their jobs as

related. After men in education, men in heavy industry and th a in

business and governm,nt are most likely Lo their jobs as related.

Those in the latter two sectors are. more likely to be administrators

than to be working in the 7ubstantive area of their major.

Both men and women who attended more selective institutions

(Astin, 1971) are less likely to indicPte that their jobs are closely

related to their major,perhaps becausc those from more highly selective

institutions are able to choose from a wider variety of jobs with

more opportunities, even if they cannot use their specific major.

Only one level variable is significant. Women who think tiley art.

at zi professional level are more likely to feel a relationship between

their education and work. Possibly, women perceive themselves as at a

professional lav-1 if they also think they are using their college training.

Table 3 summarizes soma of the findings of Tables 11 and 15.

It presents the R
2
's after particular groups of variables were entered
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into the regression to explain relateJ.ness of major to job. The original

eight relatedness-defining variables explained 58 percent of the individual

variance in the dependent variable for men and 63 percent for women. When

.

adding the set of control variables, the R
2

Increased to 60 percent for men

and to 69 percent for women. The R
2
stayed approximately the same once the

other variables were added. Table L6 confirms that the original eight

variables thought to define relatedness of major to work contribute almost

all the explanatory power to the model. Even by adding personal, educational,

and job characistics, relatedness is not predicted any more accurately.

To explain approximately 60 percent of indi.dual d:ferences in the dependent

variable is highly significant. The elements that lead to the p adiction of

a percep ion of relatedness of major to job are readily apparent. They are,

in general, three: the specfi,-. use of content of major courses on the job,

other skills and knowledge acquired in college which are related neither to

major nor to other course content, and the aiblity to work with or supervise

individuals with similar training. The other variables that contribute to the

definition of relatedness are indeed significant but have less poaer.

Differances by Major

Table 17 replicates Table 11, but it showi., .,espondent,:i divided by major.
_

Inlividuals in this study indicated the field in which they took the most

,ourses. That response was used as a proxy for major. In earlier studies,

individuals sometimes were unable to respond to the specific question of

major, since they had dual majors or were in general programs. In some

cases, individuals ma,,' bE. considered in a particular major even though

more courses wcra taken in other fields. This study is most concerned with

indivicils divided by the area in which they took the most courses.
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Overall, about 60 percent of the individual variance in perceptions of

relatedness of college major to curre.c- job was explained by the eight proposed

defining variables. Although 71 percent of the variance in responses of those

majoring in arts and humanities other than English, and those majoring in

the natural sciences can be explained, only 36 percent of the individual variance

in responses of business majors can be explained. Those in other majors fall

somewhere in between. Moreover, in each major not all eight variables appear

significant. One variable is significant in every single field: the frequency

rz use of major course content on the job.

There are a number of reasons why particular variables w-uld not be

significantly related to the dependent variable for those in a particular major.

On one hand, most people in major might have responded identically to a

question, even when all individuals felt that college contributo in the parti-

cular way implied by the question. For exa lle, all English majors might have

felt that their college training provided the abilitv to think clearly regard-

less of whether they felt their major was related to their jcP. On the other

hand, a particular major might not provide certain -.haracteristics at all.

For example, English majors mi,4ht not have been prepared for many activities

they _o not por".7orm. Also, for people in a particular maior, there is no

re: ionship between one of the attributes on the job cr the education and

the perception of relatedness, even though there is variance in individual

responses.

Tables 18 through 25 consider the .;arial j_ity of the relatedness-defining

variables ajor. Table 18 provides responses to the question that is

the most powerful defining variable. Although only 26 percent of social

sicer Drs, compared with over 60 percer.t of majors in certain other

fields, the coNtent of majors almost always or fresuently, quite a
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,...xge number of respondents fall into almost all categories of frequency

of use. This variability is one reason for the power of this factor.

For those ma)oring in English, other significant variables are: working

coll:agues trained in the field, college training providing knowledge

useful in the current job, and recommending one's major to o'riers preparing

for a similar job.

Table 19 indic-tes that few people in any major think their college

education is not at all useful in providing the ability to think clearly.

However, about halt the respondents feel college is somewhat useful in

this way, and half feel it is very useful- Regarding usefulness of college

in providing knowledge and skills in current job, the most frequent response

is "somewhat"; the least frequent response is "not at all." For the variables

analyzed in Tables 18 , 19, and '20; variation in responses is substantial.

In almost all majors except business and engineering, a great majority

(usually 75 percent) indicate that they are not supervising peop trained

in their fields (Table 21). About 60 percent (with education, engineering,

and natural sciences lower) indicate they are not working with people trained

in their field (Table 22)., The restricted variation 4. thes4,, two factors

probably accounts in part for their lower explanatory power.

E:tcept for business and education, where mor,_ respondents recommend

their major to others prei g for their job, approximately half of the

responde-ts recommend their major (Table 23), and half do not. Similarly,

about half use nonmajor courss on the ane half do not (rable 24)-

Table 25 presents the average number of activities for which collele

prepared respondents in various majors which they are not currentl:

on their jobs. Although most respondents were prepared for only one or tvo

activiti,:L, not 'being used, 39 percent of business majors, 31 percent of

engineering majors, and 28 percent of English majors ,:ere prepared fo: three

more "useless" activities. even this variable miaht hP
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significant for the pooled sample, although it might be less important

in regressions focusing on specific majors. Actually, in all regressions

except English and arts and humanities, this variable is significant,

probably because small variatns in number of "useless" activities have

a strong impact on individual erceptions of relatedness.

-n Table 17, for arts and humanities other than English, those indicating

that their college education provided the ability to think clearly are less

likely perceive themselves as in closely related jobs. Those working

with colleagues trained in their field, and those who feel that their college

education provided useful knowledge are more likely to indicate that they

aye in closely related jobs. ThoJe who recommend their major for their

job are also more likely to be closely related jobs. All four of these

additional significant variables are consistent with the overall pattern.

In economics, the only significant relatedness variable is the use of the

major. For social sciences other than economics, all except two of the

defining variables are significant in the same way as the combined sample.

The two insignificant variables are an indication that restondents supervise

people trained in their fields and that they use course,: other than those

in their major. Here, it might be that social science majors aze not in

sl:pervisory positions and use of other courses is infrequent.

L)r natural science majors, additional significant variables are an

indication that college training provided knowledge useful in Ithe current

job, a recommendation of the major for those preparing for the job, working

with colleagues in their field of training, and the number of activities

they prepared for but o not perform. The signs of these variables are the

same as those for the pcoled sample. For those trained in mathematics, all

vc Lables have zigns similar to those for the poole6 sample, eLcept the
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indication that responunts supervise people trained in their field and that

other courses are used on the job, which are not significant. This ir;

similar to the social sciences.

Business majors are more likely to think their education is related

to their job if they indicate that they work with or supervise people

trainell in t r field and recommend their major to people who want similar

jobs, less likely if they use the content of other courses or are prepared

for des they do not perform. Once again, this is consistent with

tj- o,-,All 10 ',ern. Education majors also show patterns similar to those of

tfl pcoi ple, except that the ability to think clearly and the supervisory

are not significant. Education majors in supervisory positions

probably no longer teaching and, hence, no longer using the content of

their major. Engineering majors have a pattern similar to that of the pooled

sample, in that all se-Jen of the eight proposed variables appear significant.

The ability to think clearly is not significant for this group.

Table 26 indicates the increment in the R
2
s which results from adding

the background and other variables in the regressions for particular majors.

Although the general conclusion is that these variables, in addition to the

relatedness-defining variables, do not add much to the explanatory power of

the model in English, mathematics, and education these additional variables

have the most incremental explanatory power. These tnree.fields probably shcw

the greatest dichotomy between those who specifically use their training and

those in j.)bs very much unrelated to the college major. Whether or not English

or ma.aematics majors, in particular, enter related jobs probably depends,

more than in other fields, on personal characteristics In a1mc3t all cases,

the final set of variables adds virtua:ay nothing, and the im.:rement beyond

the defining variab:es comes from the addition of the personal and job
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characteristic variables.

Differences by Occupation

Although congruence between certain occupations and certain majors is

substantial, Table 27 persents the simple relatedness-defining regressions

separately for certain occupations. This table can be compared with Table 6 .

which attempts to explain relatedness by level variables. Clearly, the

defining variables have much greater power iv explaining relateaness.

As in the regressions by major and sex, the use of major is always

highly significant. Although working with colleagues trained in one's

field is significant in the regression by major, this variabie is not signifi-

cant for the occupations of allied health, computer programming and science,

social work, and secretary. In the first three cases, almost all colleagues

are probably similarly trained, whereas for secretaries, this variable is

irrelevant. As in the regressions by major, ability to think clearly is

negatively related to the dependent variable, but here it is significantly

negative only for secretaries and teachers.

For those in administration, all other relatedness-defining variables

are significant as in the pooled case except for "useless." For teachers.

all variables are significant except for the supervisory variable. In this

case, the coefficient is negative but not statistically significant, probably

because few teachers are supervisors, and tbose who are feel they have moved

out of the job that enabled them to use their training. Since suCh a large

proportion of the sample are either in administration or teaching, they

probably account for most of the patterns In the pooled regressions.

The lack of significance of the supervisory 7ariable for those in allied

health, computer, sales, secretarial, and social work might reflect the fact

liat people in these fields do not supervise. The lack of significance of

9 7
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the variable indicating college provided knowledge and skills for current

job for many occupations probably reflects the fact that these jobs require

learning by doing. In all cases except sales, where college does not

provide useful knowledge, other undergraduate courses are not associated

with relatedness either. Finally, in all fields except communications

and allied health, respondents who recommend their major are more likely to

perceive its relationship to their job.

Table 27, with Table 15, supports the conclusion that certain relation-

ships between the defining variables and the dependent variable are specific

to the nature of certain jobs, while others are more a function of major.

However, the overall-results appear quite strong.

Conclusion,

One dimension that appears to determine the degree of relatedness

of education to job is the time of career selection. After eight years

in the labor force, workers in occupations that require college-specific

knowledge (e.g., accountancy, allied health) are more likely to think

their college education is very useful in their jobs than those in the

more generally college-prepared occupations. Two factors may be working

here: (1) occupations that require specific college training must be

selected befbre or early in the college years, and (2) certain jobs that

do not require specific college training can be held eithsr by those who

are unable to find jobs that use their training or by individuals who

were unable to select a curriculum to prepare themselves for a specific

job. Certain jobs can be performed equally well with or without a

college education, even if the general competencies required to complete

college are also required for the-job.

Few respondents indicated that no additional training is required
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beyond college. Most, however, indicated that most of their job skills

are learned through on-the-job training. College is probably more

beneficial in prol.riding the foundation rather than the specific job

competencies for building a career.

Another dimension of relatedness is job level. It was conjectured

that perhaps those in higher.level jobs, who think they have sufficient

status and prestige, would consider their jobs more related to their

college educatiov. However, little individual difference in relatedness

was explained by the five variables indicating job level. It was also

revealed that more women than:men are in low-level jobs.

In defining an education-related job, the most powerful variable

was the frequency of use of the content of major courses. The more

frequently workers use their major courses in their jobs, the more

likely they are to report that their job is closely related. Education

majors use the content of their major most frequently, then business,

natural sciences, and engineering majors. The content of their minor

courses is alE, used most frequently by education majors. In the

occupations, administrators, educators, and "other" professionals use

the content of their major frequently or almost always regard2ess of

their majcr.

Also contributing to perceptions of being in a closely related

job are: recommending the wajor as preparation for the job; thinking

college education provided knowledge useful in the current job; and

working with or supervising people trained in the same field. Consequently,

the relation of job to major depends not only on the use of major

arse content, but also on the provision by college of a wider set of

competencies.

The greater the number of activities for which college prepared an

9 9
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individual but which are not being performed on the current job, the

less likely that that individual will indicate that his college major

is closely related to his current job. If one goal of college training

is to provide an education that will be perceived as related to later

work, then it does not seem necessary to prepare an individual to

perform a broad set of skills in addition to the skills and knowledge

acquired from his concentration and from the more general college

experience.

Significant differences were found between the male and female

perceptions of relatedness. Although the greatest factor for both

groups is the frequency of use of con'nt of major courses, the next

most important factors for men are rect,1nding their major and

reporting that the knowledge obtained in college is. useful-on the

curreat job. For women, however, the next most important factor is

working with colleagues who were trained in their field.
-

Even after the addition of other background, education, and job

variables, the relatedness-defining variables remain highly significant

and the significant differences between-the men and the women persist.

There is a large range in the variance explained by the relatedness-

defining variables across majors and occupations. In each major and

occupation regression, not all relatedness variables appear significant.

In fact, only one is significant across all regressions: frequency of

use of content of major courses.



Table 1

Occupation, by Relation of Job to College Major

(in percentages)

'Occnpation
Relation of job

to ma or
Voluntarily

Related
Involuntarily

Related

Closely Somewhat Not Somewhat Not Somewhat Not

Accountant 204 77 14 9 11 8 3 0

'Middle Admini-
strator 228 18 30 52 24 41 6 11

Business Admini-
strator 463 39 33 28. 31 26 3 2

Education Admini-
strator 41 37 39 24 34 22 5 2

Government admini-
Strator 138 31 39 30 36 27 4 I

Allied health
worker 184 84 9 6 5 5 4 2

Architect 36 75 17 8 14 6 3 3

Business owner 175 35 31 34 29 33 2 2

Buyer 38 34 29 37 29 29 0 8

Clergy 17 65 18 18 6 18 12 0

Computer pro-
grammer 74 14 36 50 32 45 4 5

Computer scientist 150 13 49 39 45 39 3 0

Conservationist 23 61 30 9 22 9 9 0

Communication
specialist 119 37 36 27 29 24 7 3

Counsolor 33 21 39 39 27 30 12 9

Artist 31 55 19 26 16 19 3 6

Engineer 293 64 32 4 27 3 5 0

Fariner 56 36 34 30 30 29 4 2



Table 1 (con't.)

Occupation by Rela'ion of Job to College Major

(in percentages)

Relation of job Voluntarily Involuntarily

Occupation tT to major Related Related

Closely Somewhat Not Somewhat Not Somewhat Not

Poreign Service
worker

Health professional

Librarian

Law enforcement
officer -.

,

Mathematician

Military person

Salesperson

Natural scientist

Social scientist

Secretary

Social welfare
worker

Teacher

Professor

Technician

Transportation
worker

Skilled worker

Semi-skilled
worker

Unskilled worker

Other

3 33 67 0 33 0 33

28 79 14 7 7 7 7

28.-:,.. - 14 5.7 29 39 18 18
.:

. .

28'. 11 36 54 36 39 0

:... .

17 . 47 29 24 18 12 12
..

111 12 41 47 22 32 19

322 24 30 45 . 28 41 2

88 84 11 4 7 '4 4

6 17 83 0 67 0 17

145 12 14 74 8 . 40 7

142 47 29 24 la 15 11

1383 82 12 6 8 4 4

48 75 . 17 a 8 6 a

48 42 31 27 17 19 15

17 6 18 77 18 59 0

25 4 28 68 20 56 8

17 6 12 82 6 47 6

12 0 0 100 0 25 co

L

503 29 29 42 24 36 6

0

0

11

14

12

14

4

0

.34

9

18

12

35

75

6



Table 2

Satisfaction, By Reason Job is Not Closely Related to Major

(in percentages)

Reason - Voluntary

Never planned to take a closely related job

Prefer line of work not closely related

Tried closely related employment, but did not like

First job was unrelated and I became interested in this type of work

Joined family business

Found better paying job

Found job that offers better chance for career advancement

NO longer in closely related job due to promotion

Reason - Involuntary

Wanted part-time work, flexible hours

ted to work at home

hm on a temporary assignment

Jobs related to major are not available where I live and I
do not wa t to move

hm in the military

Could not get a closely related job, but would prefer one

Limited in job selection by situation of spouse, family
responsibilities

Very few jobs are related to my major

Daployment oppotunities are scarce for people in jobs related
to my major

N giving
reason

Very
Satisfied

548 58

.615 58

445 53

755 52

177 72

509 56

707 45

126 56

111 39

104 56

24 38

335 38

124 71

277 15

291 30

566 43

605 38



Table 3

Occupation, by-Time of Selection

(in percentages)

)ccupation

iccountant

Id:minis '7

:rator

Cmidd1e,.

sisinessf.

rover=ent)

ailed
lealth
Porker

Wainess
Nmer

ter
ammer

Scientist

ons
pecialist

tary
Person

alesperson

retary

cial
lfare
rker

eacher

TOTAL

N*
Before
College

During
College

At Gradu-
ation Time

Within 5
Years After

More
Recently

205 19 40 14 20 6

833 7 12 22 44 15

186 54 23 6 14 4

175 9 16 11 37 27

227 2 10 26 56 6

118 19 20 14 36 11

293 47 20 11 17

110 19 38 19. 20 4

223 5 6 16 45 28

145 9 8 21 40 22

144 15 28 17 34 6

1384 45 36 9 9 1

4043 26 24 15 28 10

Only occuoations with an N7100 are reported here (



Table 4

Occupation, by Usefulness of Education ia

Providing Knowledge and Skills

(in percentages)

Occupation
Very
Useful

Somewhat
Useful

Ndt at All
Useful

Accountant 62 36 2

Office Worker 17 60 23

Administrator
(business executive,
etc.) 26 62 13

Sales Person 16 64 20

Mathmematician
& Scientist 28 54 18

Allied Health
Worker 82 16 2

Engineer 56 42 2

Educator 67 31 2

Social Worker,
Counselor 43 52 6

Other "professional" 34 53 13

Other "not
professional." 14 60 26

All miscellaneous occupations classified as other were further cat ecl°tized

as professional or not on the basis of responsw4 to the item "I aot Ifttkieg

at a profe3s:.onal level."



Table 5

Occupation, by Method Job Skills Acquired

(in percentages)

Occupat. n On-the-job
training

Picked
it up
myself

Formal training
(at the company or
outside institution)

No
training
required

Accountant 93 45 62 1

Office Worker 84 59 46 4

Admdnistrator 87 64 65 1

Sales 90 57 79

Mathematician
& Scientist 90 52 88 1

Allied Health 83 34 56 1

Worker
Engineer 88 61 58 2

Educator 72 66 30 4

Social Worker
& Counselor 81 68 63 5

Other
Professional 84 58 63 2

Other non-
Professional 80 58 50 4



4'

Table G

Predicting Relltedness Using Job Level Variables, By Occupation

(Beta Coeffic1ents)

Administration Computer
(Middle, Science Communi-
Business, and cations

lob level Govern- Allied Program- Special- Engin- Secre- Social
qariable ment) Health ming ist eering Sales tary Welfare Teaching

lufficient job
status or
prestige .013 .039 -.125 -.256 .021 -.089 .086 -.133 .010

Satisfied with
career p.-og-

ress to date -.045 .023 .000 .069 .008 .114 .092 .137 .066*

Skills are
. fully util-
ized.in my
job .152 -.058 ..144 -.018 .155* .032 .136 .294* .130

Alm working at
a profes- * * *
sional level .093 .337 -.12 .267 -.023 -.026 :022 -.011 .000

* * *

Income .136 .156 .156 i -.011 .141* .003 .103 -.072 -.026

2
.062 .114 .054 .124 .052 .015 .096 .107 .028

809 176 221 115 285 315 116 134 1328

Significant at the .05 level

si 7



Table 7

Occupation, by Occupational Level and Sex

(in percentages)

Occupation N
Sufficient

Status
Career

Progress

Skills
Fully
Used

Profes-
sional
Level Income

Men
WO-
men Men

WO-
men Men

Wo-
men Men

WO-
men Men

Wo-
men Men Women

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Accountant 181 17 68 76 64 71 40 29 77 65 3 40 57 37 53 11

Aghlin- 123
istrator

97 53 47 54 38 15 11 46 38 6 65 29 56 42 2

"sine" Admin- 425
istrator

39 84 82 83 80 36 38 65 80 1 28 70 18 41 41

Education Ad- 31
minlstrator

11 74 54 55 36 29 64 71 100 10 63 27 64 18 18

GovernmemarAd- 10, 32 70 78 67 84 34 44 80 97 3 51 46 9 67 24
ninistrator

Allied Health 43 140 65 61 67 53 35 45 81 81 7 44 49 53 46 1

Architect 32 4 72 50 69 25 44 50 88 50 9 66 25 25 75 0

Business
Owner 158 17 77 88 69 47 3P 18 43 6 9 26 66 53 35 12

Buynr 28 11 68 82 46 91 7 18 39 46 7 61 32 18 82 0

Clergy 12 5 83 40 58 60 58 60 75 60 67 33 0 80 20 0

Computer
Programmer 36 38 44 50 44 68 25 16 64 53 3 73 24 22 70 8

Computer
Science 113 38 64 76 55 71 23 34 79 82 0 37 63 10 40 50

Conservation- 20
ist

3 80 33 75 33 35 33 80 67 10 70 20 100 0 0

Communications 60 57 77 65 68 53 33 28 87 67 5 61 34 37 51 12

Specialist

Counselor 18 15 61 80 61 33 11 20 83 53 17 78 6 56 .44 0

Artist 17. 14 35 64 29 57 41 71 82 71 71 29 0 69 31 0

Engineer 286 5 64 60 60 40 30 20 76 80 1 41 58 25 50 25

Farmer 33 5 79 40 58 40 42 0 28 0 34 50 16 100 0 0



IZOntinued

Table

Occupation, by Occupational Level and Sex

(in percentages)

occupation

Skills Profes-

Sufficient Career Fully sional
Status Progress Ur 'd Level Income

I

Men

loreign
Service 2

Health
Professional 11

Librarian 1

Law.
... Enforcement

Officer 26

lathematician 11

litary person 109

alesperson 288

atural
Scientist 49

Social
Scientist 3

Secretary 10

ocial Welfare
Worker 21

eacher 309

ofessor 18

echnician 31

Transporta-
tion worker 13

WC-
men Men

WO-
men Men

WO-
men Men

WO-
men Men

SIC-

men Men Women

Low Mid Eigh Law Mid High

i 100 0 50 0 100 0 100 0 0 100 0 100 0 0

17 73 65 82 59 45 47 100 88 0 46 54 47 53 0

26 0 54 0 58 0 27 0 58 100 0 0 70 30 0

1 89 100 81 100 23 0 69 100 0 35 65 0 50 50

6 82 50 82 50 18 17 54 50 9 36 54 33 50 17

3 88 100 85 100 38 0 82 100 1 34 65 33 67 0

31 67 64 58 55 22 16 63 55 j 34 60 47 38 16

38 61 58 53 55 33 40 76 60 8 67 24 49 46 5

3 67 100 67 67 0 33 67 67 0 33 67 100 0 0

108 40 30 40 19 30 '6 20 6 70 20 10 89 11 0

118 57 58 38 54 24 24 81 77 32 68 0 59 40 2

1050 56 64 57 62 35 42 76 75 19 78 3 69 31

28 67 71 61 57 61 50 83 86 20 80 0 59 33 7

15 39 47 42 27 10 47 39 53 39 54 6 87 13 0

2 69 50 38 0 15 0 38 0 20 67 13 50 50 0

I 0 9



Continued

Table g

Occupation, by Occupational Level and Sex

(in, percentages)

Xcupation

Skills Profes-

Sufficient Career Fully sional

N Status Progress Used Level Income

Total

WO- WO- Wo- Wo- Wo-

Men men Men men Men men Men men Men men Men Womea

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Skilled 20 1 50 0 40 0 5 0 0 0 30 56 13 100 0 0

Worker

Semi-skilled 10 3 20 33 30 0 0 0 0 0 50 50 0 100 0 0

Worker

Unskilled 7 0 43
* 29 -- 0 -- 0 -- 77 15 8 -- -- --

Worker

Other 311 183 69 61 61 55 26 31 69 62 12 42 47 56 32. 11

5174 .68 61 64 57 31 35 68 67 .9 46 45 61 35 4

*No women fall into unskilled category

-4

1. °



Table q;

Income Level, by Work Period and Sex

(in percentages)

Income Men Women

Currently
Full-time Worked in past, not now

Within 4-12 Over
last mos. 1 year

Total 3 mos. ago ago

CUrrently
Full-time Wozked in past, not now

Within 4-12 Over
last mos. 1 year

Tbtal 3 mos. ago ago

_Low ($0-9,999) 8 42 31 42 54 36 81 67 70 83

Middle
($10,000-16,99) 46 44 55 39 38 55 18 29 28 16

-High
($17,000 and
over) 46 14 14 18 '8 7 1 5 2 1

2995 88 1021 1302



Table 9

Ratings of Usefulness of College Education for Job

(in percentages)

Educational Benefit Usefulness for Job
NOt

Very Somewhat at all

It increased my general knowledge 73 27,

It increased my chances of finding
a good job 69 27 5

My bachelor's degree was a factor in
my being hired by my current
employer 60 21 19

It increaded my ability to think clearly 43 53 4

It taught me a skill that enabled me
to get my first job 42 29 29

It gave re knowledge and ski11
use in my current job 38 50 12

It increased my leadership ability 22 at 20

It helPed me...choose my life goals 21 49 29

The contacts I made in college with
professors or friends helped me
get my current job 5 11 84

*Indicates less than half of 1 percent.



Table 10

Study Areas Recommended for Own Job by Workers in

A21 Occupations

Study Area Percentage of all Workers
Recommending

Business Administration 45

English 32

Psychology 31

Economics 28

Accounting 27

Mathematics 23

Social Sciences 18

Education 17

Engineering 17

Other Business 15

Arts & Humanities 14

Other Social Sciences 21

Biological Sciences 11

Chemistry 10

History 9

Physics 8

Languages 8



Table U.

Independent Variables Defining Relatedness Subjectively, by Sex

(Be- q in final step)

Variable Total Men Women

Use content of major courses .607 .573 .631

Colleagues trained in my field .155 .114 .193

Recommend major as preparation
for job .110 .131 .083

College taught knowledge and
skills Ised in current job .114 .139 .094

Number of work activiti,es college
prepared but not using -.066 -.057 -.073

Use content of other undergraduate
courses -.062 -.091 -.025*

College increased ability to
think clearly -.048 -.036 -.067

Superlse people in my field .040 .068 .014*

R
2 .602 .580 .631

*Not significant at the .05 level. All the other variables are significant at
the .05 level.

i)



Table 12

Use of Course Content in Work, by Major

(in percentages)

Course
Almost
Always/Frequently Sometimes Rarely Never

En lish
Major 44 23 21 12
Minor 27 32 25 17
Other 21 42 26 12

Arts and Humanities (other
Major 35 19 23 22

Minor 29 28 23 21
Other 25 45 23 a

Economics
Major 37 36 20 8
Minor 30 34 21 14
Other 21 50 23 0

Socal Sciences
Major 24 26 30 21

Minor 25 28 25 21
Other 21 48 23 9

Natural Sciences
Major 51 19 18 12
Minor 33 33 20 14

Other 22 50 24 4
Mathematics'

Major 37 33 23 7

Minor 20 29 28 3

Other 18 47 29 6
Business

Major 55 31 11 2

Minor 27 37 25 11
Other 17 49 29 5

Education
Major 61 23 10 6

Minor 40 29 18 14

Other 30 50 15 5

Engineering
Major 49 28 20

Minor 22 44 21 13

Other 18 48 29 5



(

1...11,.......

Table 13

Majors Using Major Course Content

Almost Always or Frequently, by Occupat!on*

(in percentages)

Account- Office

Worker

Adminis-

trator Sales

Math &

Sciences

Allied

Health

Engi-

neer

Educe

tor

English

ALts and

Humanities

(other)

Economics

Social Sciences

Natural Sciences

Mathematics

Business

Education

Engineering

1.11,

-

_

84

-

.

9

10

-

47

1B

32

19

31

14

60

-

26

40

21

.

_

39

-

_

_

59

19

_

ISO

.

.

88

_

_

IMB

-

.

-

-

-

63

73

70

..

53

74

75

.111

75

*percents shown for occupations reported by 10% or more of respondents in each major field (e.g.

;!:Iglish majors reported being administrators,
and, therefore, the table shows the percent of En,

employed as administrators who use tile content of their major "almost always or frequently,u)



Mapors Using Major Course Content

Almost Always or Frequently, by Occupation*

(in percentages)

Other Other Nol

ffice Adminis- Math & Allied Engi- Educa- Profes- Profes-

orker trator Sales Sciences Health neer tor sional sional

47 73 34 23

18 70 33 22

32 40 39 30

9 19 21 53 20

31 59 88 74 48

- 14 . 19 . _ 75 -

- 60 39 - - - - 40

. - _ - - - 75 -

. 26 . . . 63 . . _ .

!

ions reported by 10% or more of respondents in each major field (e.g. 10% or more of 1

ing administrators, and, therefore, the table shows the percent of English majors

who use the content of their major "almost always or frequently,u)



Table 14

Derivation of Weights to Predict Relation of Job to Major Subjectively, by Sex

Variable

Total Men

B* Mean Weight B Mean Weight B Me

Wom

Use content of major courses
0,w

.39448 3.36 33.4 .38184 3.23 35.0 .39685 3.

Colleagues trained in my field .27328 1.33 9.1 .20997 1.27 7.6 .32400 1.

Recommend major as preparation

for job .18471 1.60 7,4 .22045 1.62 10.1 .13916 1.

College taught knowledge and

skills used in current job .14035 2.24 7.9 .17611 2.23 11.2 .11111 2.

Number of work activities college

prepared but not doing -.03710 1.07 -1.0 -.02943 1.20 -1.0 -.0474) 0.

Use content of other under-

graduate courses -.10410 1.40 -3.7 -.15348 1.37 -6.0 -.04147 1.

College increasod my ability

to think clearly -.06950 2.39 -4.2 -.05175 2.40 -3.5 -.09857 2.

Supervise people in my field .07610 1.25 2,4 .12025 1.31 4.5 .03156 1.

Constant .21543 5.4 .14041 4.0 .33608

*This is the raw coefficient, not the standardized beta weight.



Table 14

In of Weights to Predict Relation of Job to Major Subjectively, by Sex

Total

B* Mean Weight

Men

Mean Weight

Wome_--;_--
B Mean 1-ght

.39448 3.36 33.4 .38184 3.23 35.0 .39685 3.54 18.8

ield .27328 1.33 9.1 .20997 1.27 7.6 .32400 1.41 12.6

:ion

.18471 1.60 7.4 .22045 1.62 10.1 .13916 1.57 6.0

job .14035 2.24 7.9 .17611 2.23 11.2 .11111 2.26 6.9

:ID/lege

-.03710 1.07 -1.0 -.02943 1.20 -1.0 -.04749 0.88 %1.2

-.10410 1.40 -3.7 -.15348 1.37 -6.0 -.04147 1.45

1?

-.06950 2.39 -4.2 -.05176 2.40 -3.5 -.09857 2.39

Ai .07610 1.25 2.4 .12025 1.31 4.5 .03156 1.15 1.0

.21543 5.4 .14041 4.0 .33608 9.3

IN

it, not the standardized beta weight.

li9



Table 15

Relatedness and Background Variables Defining Relatedness Subjectively, by Sex

(Betas in final step)

Variable Tot? Men Women

Relatedness

Usn content of major courses .530* 533* .499*

Colleagues trained in my field .103* .088* .103*

Recommend major as preparation
for job .108* .127* .079*

College taught knowledge and
skills used in current job .090* .113* .068*

Number of work activities college
prepared but not doing -.044* -.044* -.044*

Use content of other under-
graduate courges -.067* -.088* -.038*

College 4.ncreased ability
to t-aink clearly -.034* -.027* -.047*

Supervise people in my field .056* .071* .033*

Background

Sex -.016

College grade point average -.004 -.008 .004

Selectivity of institution -.037* -.034* -.036*

When chose my occupation -.175* -.136* -.233*

Years with employer -.003 -.002 -.019

Worked in past, not now .024 -.002 .026

Years employed full-time -.002 .008 -.000

Number of graduate courses taken -.003 -.012 .021

Business firm employer .022 .057* -.038*

Heavy industry employer .058 .096* -.017

Education employer .091* .080* .058*



Table 15 continued

Variable Total Males Females

Government employer .023* .046* -.006

Single .007 .004 .014

married .007 .006 -.006

Level

Design own work program .017 .019 .010

Have policy responsibility -.015 -.021 -.012

Sufficient job status -.004 .010 -.023

Satisfied with career progress -.010 -.016 -.004

Work at professional level .024* .005 .052*

*Significant at .05 level.



Table 16

R
2s After Each Step for Defining Relatedness

Subjectively', by Total and Sex

Step r 'Total Men Women

Relatedness .60 .58 .63

Background .63 .60 .69

Other (final) .63 .60 .69.



Table 0

Independent Variables Defining Relatedness Subjectivelyf by Major

(Betas in step after relatedness variables enter)

Variable

Arts &

English Humanities

Eco-

nomics

Social

Sciences

Natural
Mathe

matics

-

Sciences Business Educati

Use content of major courses .597* .720* .630* .564* .620* .534* .448* .459*

Cblleagues trained in my

field .270* .077* .087 .144* .109* .134* .064* .299*

Recommend major as pra-

paration for job .099* .071* .039 .093* .196* .120* .196*. .149*

College taught knowledge

and skills used in current

job .102* .104* .069 .156* .085* .087 .035 .062*

Number of work activities

college prepared but not

doing -.024 -.041 -.076 -.078* -.079* -.129* -.078* -.149*

Use content of other under-

graduate courses -.042 -.043 -.026 -.006 -.035 -.041 -.076* -.073*

College increased my ability

to think clearly -.031 -.106* -.010 -.051* -.034 -.090* -.018 -.041

Supervise people in my field .014 .002 .064 .007 .016 -.046
.095*

-.023

R2 .582 .706 .502 .563 .711 .493 .361 .556

435 445 259 938 556 284 738 548

*Significant at .05 level.

ANIM1=11.11.q1Id.....0.10.11....1



Table 1/

Independent Variables Defining Relatedness Subjectivelyi by Major

(Betas in step after relatedness variables enter)

hglish

Arts &

Humanities

Eco-

nomics

Social

Sciences

Natural Mathe-

Sciences matics Business Education Engineering

.597* .720* .630* .564* .620* .534* .448* .459* .395*

.270* .077* .087 .144* .109* .134* .064* .299*

.099* .071* .039 .093* .196* .120* .196*. .149* .144*

.102* .104* .069 .156* .085* .087 .035 .062* .226*

..024 -.041 -.076 -.078* -.079* -.129* -.078* -.149* -.116*

..042 -.043 -.026 -.006 -.035 -.041 -.076* -.073* -.114*

..032 -.106* -.010 -.051* -.034 -.090* -.018 -.041 -.062

.014 .002 .064 .007 .016 -.046 .095* -.023 .131*

.582 .706 .502 .563 .711 .491 .361 .556 .544

435 445 259 938 556 284 738 548 339

12,1



Table 18

Use of Major Courses in Job, by Major

(in percentages)

Use

kjor Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently Almost Aiwa:3

kglish 11 19 21 23 26

rts & Humanities 21 20 18 14 27

:onomics 9 20 36 25 10

)cial Science 19 28 27 18 8

ktural Science 10 16 19 26 29

kthematics 7 22 32 20 19

isiness 2 11 31 31 25

location 4 8 20 35 33

kgineering 3 20 27 33 16

dher 6 9 17 22 46



Table 19

College Gave Ability to Think Clearly, by Major

(in percentages)

: ,.

Major Not at all Somewhat Very Much

English 3 51 46

Arts & Humanities 4 54 42

Economics 4 47 49

Social Science 4 52 44

Natural Science 5 49 46

Mathematics 4 53 43

Business 4 58 38

Education 4 62 35

Engineering 2 40 58

Other 5 54 41

,;'



Table 20

College Gave Knowledge and Skills Used in Job, by Major

(in percentages)

Ma'or Not at all Somewhat Very Much

English 17 51 31

Arts & Humanities 22 45 33

Economics 13 66 21

Social Science 24 56 21

Natural Science 13 41 45'

Mathematics 13 58 30

Business 5 55 39

Education 9 40 51

Engineering 5 48 46.

Other 9 34 56



Table 21

Workers Who Supervise People in Field, by Major

(in percentages)

Major Do not supervise people Supervise people

English 84 16

Arts & Humanities 91 9

Economics 75 25

Social Science 85 15

Natural Science 69 31

Mathematics 75 25

Business 58 42

Education 89 11

Engineering 57 43

Other 68 32



Table 22

Workers With Colleagues In and Out of Own Field, by Major

(in percentages)

Major Colleagues outside field Colleagues in field

English 73 27

Arts and Humanities 76 24

Economics 83 17

Social Science 78 22

Natural Science 64 36

Mathematics 71 29

Business 73 27

Education 32 68

Engineering 58 42

Other 63 37



Table 23

Workers Who Recommend Major for Job, by Major

(in percentages)

Major Do not recommend major Recommend major

English 46 54

Arts & Humanities 47 53

Economics 55 45

Social Science 47 .53

Natural Science 36 64

Mathematics 42 58

Business 16 84

Education 32 68

Engineering 20 80

Other 100 0



Table 24

Workers Who Use Content of Other Courses in Job, by Major

(in percentages)

Major Do not use content

English 61

Arts & Eumanities 58

Economics 57

Social Science 62

Natural Science 56

Mathematics 71

Business 65

Education 56

Engineering 69

Other 53

Use content

39

42

43

38

44

29

35

44

31

47
i



Table 25

Number of Activities College Prepared Workers for

'Which are Unused on Job, by Major

(in percentages)

Activities

Major 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-21

English 71 22 4 2

Arts &
Humanities 81 14 4 1

Economics 72 19 7 1

Social
Science 74 20 4 1

Natural
Science 73 21 5 1

Mathe-,

matics 76 19 5 0

Business 61 26 11 2

Education 78 18 3 1

Engineering 69 23 5 3

Other 76 18 4 1



Table 26

R
2
s At Each Step for Defining Relatedness Subjectively, by Major

Arts and Social Natural Mathe- Busi- Educe- Engine

Step English Humanities Economics Science Science matics nese tion ing,

Relatedness .58 .70 .50 .56 .71 .49 .36 .56 .54

Background .68 .74 .53 .61 .74 .62 .40 ,70 .60

Other (final) .69 .75 .54 .61 .74 .64 .41 .71 .60

1 3



Table 26

ch Step for Defining Relatedness Subjectively, by Major

and Social Natural Mathe- Busi- Educa- Engineer-

ities Economics Science Science matics ness tion ing . Other

70 .50 .56 .71 .49 .36 .56 .54 .62

74 .53 .61 .74 .62 .40 .4 .60 .68

75 .54 .61 .74 .64 .41 .71 .60 .69



Table 27

Independent Variables Defining Relatedness Subjectively, by Occupation

(Betas in Final Step)

Variable

Administration Computer Communica-

(middle, busi- Allied programming tions Engineer- Secre- Sod

nesse government Health 6 science Specialist ing Sales tary Welf

Use content

of major courses

Colleagues work

in my field

Recommend my

major for my job

College taught

knowledge and

skills used in

my job

NUmber of work

activities college

prepared but

not doing

Use content of

courses other

than major

College increased

ability to think

clearly

Supervise people

trained in my field

i

i J.)

R
2

.544* .662* .522* .569* .352* .654* .643*

.104* .062 .090 .180* .203* .088* .082

.132* .098 .199* .015 .160* .142* .174*

.076* .139* .086 .087 .236* .051 -.035

-.044 -.081 -.070 .021 -.052 -.037 .026

-.125* -.065 .041 -.099 -.120* -.145* .080

-.009 -.004 .002 -.065 .020 -.029 -.140*

.157* .061 .024 .146* .126* -.020 .024

794 172 217 115 288 315 109

.522 .602 .499 .543 .440 .500 .607

101M......71MINNIWIIIIMM..11
tSiTnifica;-: at .05 level

.5

.0

.2

4



Table 27

Npendent Variables Defining Relatedness Subjectively, by Occupation

(Betas in Final Step)

:ration

p busi- Allied
marnment Health

Computer

programming

& science

Communica-

tions

Specialist

Engineer-

ing Sales

Secre-

tary

601141

Welfare Teaching

.662* .522* .569* .352* .654* .648* .548* .523*

.062 .090 .180* .203* .088* .082 .074 .169*

.098 .199* .015 .160* .142* .174* .204* .083*

.139* .086 .087 .236* .051 -.035 .078 .092*

-.081 -.070 .021 -.052 -.037 .026 -.066 -.088*

-.065 .041 -.099 -.120* -.145* .080 -.074 -.118#

-.004 .002 -.065 .020 -.029 -.140* -.103 -.066*

.061 .024 .146* .126* -.020 .024 .057 -.028

172 217 115 288 315 109 123 1265

.602 .499 .543 .440 .500 .607 .472 .353

136



Chapter 4

The Effect of Relatedness on Career Outcomes

On one level, the concern that college education be applicable to

the world of work is justifiable. If students are led into college and

into particular programs expecting that what they learn will be useful.

on a job, the failure of this expectation to materialize implies imper-

fections in the economic or educational system. However, since demands

for workers with particular skills fluctuate, it i wise to inform

college students about the probabilistic nature of tie job market and

to suggest curricula that provide flexibility rather than specific

skill training. And, if the effects of college extend beyond work one

must ask whether it is general college experience or specific curricula

that best serve these purposes. Clearly, it costs more to produce a

graduate trained in a laboratory science than one in humanities. Hence,

if the overall payoffs (including iyoffs unrelated to the job market)

are invariate by major, then one might argue that individuals should

major in the least expensive fields.

People interpret the meaning of usefulness of education or work

differently. Whether individuals who, in whatever sense, believe

they are using their college education in their jobs have more satisfactory

career outcomes (for example higher job satisfaction and income) than

those who felt otherwise is a question for investigation. That the

answer is "yes" underlies much recent literature on the potential

for revolution in this country led by underemployed college graduates

who are discontent with their careers and lives. Even though the

1965 graduates we are studying cannot speak for the experiences of the

class of 1975 it is crucial that we know how those already well

1 137
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established in the labor force use their training. By seeing whether

or not utilization of training is related to job satisfaction and income

of this group, we Might infer effects of utilization on more recent

graduates.

Job Satisfaction

The variance is great in the proportion of people in different

majors very satisfeid in different types of occupations. Table 1

presents the proportion of respondents with a particular major in a

particular occupation who are very satisfied in their jobs. Data are

given only where there are at least 10 people with a particular major

in an occupation. Although 87 percent of history majors in middle-

level administration are very satisfied with their jobs, only 8 percent

of majors in the arts are very satisfied. Whereas 80 percent of the

social science majors working in business administration are very

satisfied, only 7 percent working as secretaries are very satisfied.

On one hand, it appears that individuals working in business administration,

those who own their own businesses, and many in sales are very satisfied

with their jobs, regardless of college major. On the other hand, one

cannot say that certain major fields turn out individuals who are very

satisfied regardless of their occupation. Although certain occupations

are relatively distasteful regardless of major, even in these some

job-holders are very satisfied. All jobs are liked by some people, even

though no jobs are liked by all people.

As indicated before, a larger proportion of men than women think

their jobs fit long-range goals: 56 percent of men and 37 percent of

women (Table 1, Chapter 2). Most people are satisfied with their jobs,

regardless of relative pay. However, of those not satisfied, over

-I -3 8
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70 percent say they are not well paid. When respondents compared their

salaries with those of others in the same occupation, with the same

employer, and with the same education, the most important determinant

of satisfaction was comparison with the same educational level. Table

2 presents the relationship between relative earnings and job satis-

faction.

To what extent does relatedness of job to major affect job satisfaction

and income? Table 3 shows a relatively high degree of job satisfaction in

the sample regardless of the relation of jobs to major. In one exception

to this trend, those involuntarily in jobs not closely related to college

major are significantly less satisfied. However, those voluntarily in

closely related, somewhat related, or unrelated jobs are equally satisfied.

Few individuals involuntarily hold jobs not closely related to their

major. Roughly 60 percent of those voluntarily in closely related and

unrelated jobs are very satisfied with their occupation. Those in-
;

voluntarily holding somewhat related jobs are less satisfied (only 33

percent are very satisfied), while those holding jobs unrelated to their

major are very satisfied and one-quarter are not at all satisfied.

Of course there are many other determinants of job satisfaction.

However, the attempt here was not to develop the ultimate model of job

satisfaction or income determination. The purpose of the following regressions was

to see the extent to which relatedness variables affect the two dependent

variables. Some factors known or hypothesized to affect individual

differences in income or job satisfaction were not included. However,

the omission of Important correlates with income and job satisfaction biases

the results in a direction opposed to the hypotheses. The variables

included, particularly some of the relatedness variables, are probably

3 9
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correlated with some of the variables omitted. Some of the significance

the model attributes to the included variables would be more appropriately

attributable to some of the excluded variables. If the variables with

which this study is concerned add little to the explanatory power of the

model, then it can be anticipated that, had additional variables been

included, the power of the variables upon which the study focuses would

be even less. Only if some of the omitted variables were suppressor

variables would it be possible to observe the relatedness variables

increasing in explanatory power after the addition of the omitted variables.

In regressions to explain satisfaction and income-- 1

specifically to discover the

contribution of relatedness-defining variables after contro3ling for

other determinants-- certain groups of variables were forced to enter

1
the explanatory model in a specified order. The first step was an

attempt to explain income and job satisfaction by background variables

related to personal and educational characteristics and the sector in

1We measure relatedness by looking at the set of relatedness-defining
variables discussed in Chapter 3. One alternative way to measure
relatedness would be to represent it by a trichotomous variable of
responses to the question, "How closely related is your job to your
college major?" As Table D in the appendix demonstrates, more individual
differences in both income and job satisfaction can Lie explained by
defining variables than by responses to the direct question.

The approach -selected has an additional advantage. By including
degining variables, or the components of the perception of relatedness,
the aspects of a related job which contribute to workers' satisfaction
can be understood. The perception of holding a job related to one's
college training is affected by a variety of job and educational
characteristics. It is valuable to understand which of these is linked
to job satisfaction, since they all have a significant relationship
to the perception of relatedness.



which the respondent was employed. iese variables included sex,

marital status, grade point zorerage, siectivity of Institution, and the

number of graduate courses taken in addition to courses required for

the bachelor's degree. Data also included time when respondent chose

his occupation, time spent with current employer, whether he is currently

working or worked in the past, and years employed full time. In addition,

dummy variables indicated whether the respondent was employed by a

Creating a variable based on responses to the "how closely related"
question and considering reasons why those in unrelated jobs are holding
them (Chapter 3) enables five dummy liariables to be developed, indicating
the extent of relatedness of job to major and whether those in relatively
unrelated jobs are holding them volunatrialy or involuntarily. The
five-dummy possibility was eliminated because the direction of causation
between these variables and job satisfaction was unclear. Those who
hold satisfying jobs might indicate that they are holding them voluntarily
and those in unsatisfying jobs that they are holding them involuntarily,
with the direction of causation running from job satisfaction to perception
of voluntary or involuntary reasons for holding a job. The choice was
between the three-way response to the relatedness questioa or the set
of defining variables.

Table D demonstrates that the greatest explanatory power would
have come with the addition of the five dummy variables rather than the
defining variables. However, this line of investigation was not
pursued since it seemed clear that the effect of job satisfaction on
perceptions was as great as the perception of voluntarily holding a
job on job satisfaction.



business firm, heavy industry, aa educational institution, or the

government. The coefficients on these employment-sector variables

reflect differenceS in job satisfaction or income for individuals in

particular sectors compared with those in the sector designated "other,"

which includes social service.

One alternative way to measure relatedness would be to represent

it by a trichomtomous variable of responses to the question, "How

closely realted is your job to your college major?" As Table D in

the appendix demonstrates more individual differences in both income

and job satisfaction can be explained by defining variables than by

responses to the direct question.

The approach selected has an additional advantage. By including

defining variables, or che components of the perception of relatedness,

the aspects of a related job which contribute to workers' satisfaction

can be understood. The perception of holding a job related to one's

college training is affected by a variety of job and educational

characteristics. It is valuable to understand which of these is linked

to job satisfaction, since they all have a significant relationship

to the perception of relatedness..

Creating a variable based on responses to the "how closely related"

question and considering reasons why those in unrelated jobs are holding

them (Chapter 3) enables five dummy variables to be developed, indicating

the extent of relatedness of job to major and whether those in relatively

unrelated jobs are holding them voluntarily or involuntarily. The five-.

dummy possibility was eliminated because the direction of causation

between these variables and job satisfaction was unclear. Those who

1 4-2
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hold satisfying jobs thight indicate that they are holding them voluntarily

and those in unsatisfying jobs that they are holding them involuntarily,

with the direction of causation running from job satisfaction to perception

of voluntary or involuntary reasons for holding a job. The choice was

between the three-way response to the relatedness question or the set

of defining variables.

Table D demonstrates that the greatest explanatory power would

have come with the addition of the five dummy variables rather than the

defining variables. However, this line of investigation was not pursued

since it seemed clear that the effect of job satisfaction on perceptions

was as great as the perception of voluntarily holding a job on job

satisfaction.

After forcing in the relatedness-defining variables, a set of dummies

was inserted indicating the respondent's occupation and college major.

Entry was limited to those with significant F values at' the time (sig-

nificant at the .05 level). It was hypothesized that job satisfaction

and income could be a function of either occupation or major, in addition

to other variables. After income was forced in to see if it affected

job satisfaction, other variables dealing witn values of college, excluded

from the set of definitional variables, were used. These included

indications that college education provided the respondent with leadership

skills, the ability to choose life goals, and skills for his first job.

Another set of variables, including responses to questions about whether

college improved chances of finding a good job or provided skills for a

first job, and whether the BA was a factor in being hired for the

current job, served as a check to see whether the inclusion criteria

were biasing the results. Finally:a set of additional variables; considered

1, i
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an indication of job characteristics (Does the respondent have policy

responsibility? Is he/she self-employed? Does he/she design own program

of work?), was included. These were hypothesized td affect job satisfaction

independent of whether the respondent is holding a related job. As with

the occupation and major dummies, the additional relatedness factors

and job traits only entered the regression if they were significant at

the time of entry.

One variable not included in the relatedness-defining set was an

indication of whether the respondent thought his skills were being

fully utilized on the job. This variable was allowed to enter the

regression as the last step if it was significant. Its behavior demonstrated

the point above. Skills fully utlized was excluded for two reasons:

First, this question was probably viewed as referring to a broader

set of talents than those acquired in college. Hence, responses could

not be interpreted as referring only to skills acquired in college--the

focus of this study. Table 4 presents simple correlations between

responses concerning full-skill utilization and other relatedness variables,

as well as job characteristics. For men, whether or not skills are fully

utilized is not significantly correlated with any relatedness-defining

variables. For women, it is significantly correlated with only three

relatedness variables: that college provided knowledge useful in the

current job, that the respondent uses the content of major courses in

the job, and that college helped in choosing life goals. The latter

can only be viewed as a relatedness variable in a general sense. Skills

fully utilized certainly does not refer only to college-acquired skills

for men respondents, and probably refers to more than college-acquired
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skills for women. The interpretation clearly differs by sex of respondent.

The correlation between utilization and the variable indicating how

closely related one's job is to major is .204, statistically significant

for women but not for men. Nevertheless, the correlation between fully

utilized skills and job satisfaction is .302 statistically significant

for both men and women. Job satisfaction derives from the perception

that many talents beyond those acquired in college are used in work.

The second reason for excluding responses to the question, Are

your skills fully utilized? from the set of relatedness-defining

variables was the circular nature of its effect: it may be that people

who are satisfied indicate that their skills are fully utilized rather

than that people whose skills are fully utilized indicated job satisfaction.

If the direction of causation runs both ways, the variable should have much

explanatory power. After controlling for all other factors, skills

fully utilized had a large impact on job satisfaction. However, this

variable had an insiqnificant correlation with income. ApparentlY,

those who earn a great deal think they have many skills in addition to

those utilized.

The research focuses first on job satisfaction as the dependent

variable, then on income regressions separately by sex, since there

were significant sex differences.2 The regressions are presented

According to the Chow test, calculated after the relatedness step,
F=3.15 for the job satisfaction regressions, and F=8.61 for the income
regressions--both significant at the .01 level.
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after all the background and relatedness-

defining variables were forced to enter the regression (before the

other variables entertd). This enabled a focus on the background and

relatedness factors, although the omitted variables bias the results

toward artificially increasing the significance of the background and

defining variables. However, beta coefficients from the last step--

after all variables are entered7-are also presented, as is a list of-

"significant other" variables with their signs which entered later.

Table 5 shows the proportion of variance explained after successive

groups of variables entered into the job satisfaction regression. The

combination of variables included in the model explain approximately 20

percent of the individual differences in job satisfaction of men and

women. Moreover, after controlling for background factors,. the variables

suggested as components of relatedness contribute .017 to the R
2

for



men and .034 to the R
2
for women. Of course, since some multicolinearity

between groups of variables exists, the later in the sequencing that

relatedness-defining variables enter, the smaller their contribution to

R
2

. The addition to R
2
contributed by the relatedness-defining

variables is statistically significant (F=11.96, significant at the

.01 level). However, contributions of this magnitude do not have important

policy implications in terms of the importance of relatedness for

increasing job satisfaction. In models with thousands of observations,

even the most inconsequencial changes can be statistically significant.

Nevertheless, the perception of relatedness of job to major is a more

important factor in determining job satisfaction of women than of men.

The addition of dummy variables indicating occupations and majors

added about the same amount to the power of the model as the addition

of the relatedness variables. Income contributed a relatively small

amount (about.015 percentage points).

The inclusion of other perceptions of the contribution of college,

which did not warrant inclusion in the definition of relatedness, added

little to the explanatory power of the model. The individual differences

in three postulated job characteristics increased the R
2
for men by

.028 and for women by .008, an indication that autonomy is both more

important to and more frequently .Achieved by men than women. An indication

that the respondent thought his skills were fully utilized on the job

was allowed to enter last. After considering all previously entering

variables, this factor still added substantially to the explanatory

power of the model. The increase in R
2
for men was .047, for women .063.

There may be a two-way influence on this variable, that is, rather

than fully utilized skills leading to job satisfaction, those satisfied

in their jobs are probably more likely to think their skills are fully

1 Li 7
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utilized. The power of this variable in the job-satisfaction regressions

contrasts with its insignificaL la ,Nplaining individual differences

in income.

Table 6 presents the results of the regression estimates to explain

individual differences in job satisfaction for men and women. The first

column for each sex provides the beta coefficient after the background

and relatedness-defining variables have entered. The second column for

each sex indicates the coefficient in the final step after all other

variables have been allowed to enter if significant. The table also

lists those variables in addition to the background and relatedness

sets which are significant in the final step of the regression.

For men, three background variables affect satisfaction at both

stages of the analyses: Tbe longer a man has been employed full time,

the more satisfied he is. This confirms that older or more experienced

workers are more satisfied than younger workers. Married men tend to be

more satisfied than single, divorced, or widowed men. Men who worked in

the past but who are no longer working are less satisfied than those

currently employed.

For man, a number of dumMy variables tied to the employment sector

initially appeared-significant, indicating that men in heavy industry,

education, and government are significantly less satisfied than those

in business firms or other sectors, primarily social services. However,

after the other variables entered, these factors no longer seemed

significant in the final step. Variables that entered later considered

specific majors and individual occupations, so these sector variables

no longer reflected occupation and major.

For women, the more years of experience, the more satisfied the

f Q
0
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respondent with her job. The effect here ia the same as the years-

employed-full-time-variable for men. Those not currently employed are

less satisfied than those still employed--also similar to men. For

women employed by business firms, job satisfaction is greater than for

those in other sectors. However, this effect becomes statistically insig-

nificant once the major and occupation are inserted, although in the

alai step, women employed in'heavy industry appear more satisfied

than those in other sectors.

Grade point average, selectivity of college, and time when occupation

was chosen never affect job satisfaction for either men or women. Marital

status never affects job satisfaction for women. At all stages for

both sexes, there is an insignificant negative coefficient on the number

of graduate courses taken, possibly indicating an attempt by those

less satisfied to obtain additional credentials to change jobs.

It is also possible that these respondents had to lower their expectations

because they did not finish their graduate work.

Background variables explain no more than 6 percent of the individual

differences in job satisfaction for either men or women. Apparently

other factors are more important, since the complete set of variables

explains over 20 percent of individual differences.

There were significant sex differences in the effects of the relatedness-

defining variables On individual job satisfaction. Table 5 shows only

.017 percentage points added to the R
2
for men, but .034 added for women.

In part, the explanation is that only two of the relatedness-defining

variables were initially significant in the male regression, whereas

four had significant effects on female differences in job satisfaction.

Men and women, who indicated that their college education provided

skills and knowledge useful in their current jobs are more satisfied.

Do "skills and knowledge" include only the substance of courses, or does

1 4. 9
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use of general college experiences add to job satisfaction? Several

clues help answer this question.

For men, the use of content of major or other courses on the job

does not affect job satisfaction. However, women who use their major

and other courses are more satisfied, that is, these variables are

statistically significant, as is the indication that college provided

useful skills and knowledge. The satisfaction resulting from the

provision of skills and knowledge for men probably refers to knowledge

of the substance of major and other courses, whereas for women this

variable refers to competencies in addition to substance of courses.

Table 7 shows that the correlation between "use of content of major"

and the indication that college provided skills and knowledge useful

in the job is higher for men than for women (.606 versus .502). For

men, the latter has a higher partial correlation, after controlling for

the background variables, with job satisfaction, than the former (.094

versus .065). For women, the partial Yz.fdeen job satisfaction and

indication that college provided useful flaills and knowledge is the same

as the partials between'job satisfaction and use of major course and

job satisfaction and nse of other courses (.126). For men, the significance

of the "skills and knowledge" variable is picking up (or representing)

the significance of the "use of major" variable', whereas, for women,the

"skills and knowledge" variable stands for something different than use

of specific course content.

The relatedness component variables add little to the ability of

the model to explain individual differences in job satisfaction. However,

men do appear more satisfied only if they think they are using course

content on their job, whereas women get more job satisfaction not only

.,()
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by using course content, but also if they think college provided additional

skills and knowledge used at work. To speculate, these other competencies

might include competitiveness and leadership skills, probably acquired

earlier in life by more men than women; work habits; learning how to

learn, and others.

Several other relatedness-defining variables were significant at

the time the set entered. Changes also appeared by the final step of

the regression. In addition to skills and knowledge, men who feel that

college provided the ability to think clearly are more satisfied with

their jobs. Whether individuals supervise people or work with colleagues

trained in their field, are trained for activities they do not do or

recommend their major as preparation for their job has no effect on job

satisfaction.

After adding the remaining variables, an indication that college

experience provided knowledge useful in the current job was no longer

significant. However, the indication that college provided the ability

to think clearly remained a statistically significant factor in explaining

job satisfaction of men. In the final step, there was a significantly

negative relationship between supervising people trained in one's field

and job satisfaction, implying that, after controlling for all other

factors, those in relatively unrelated jobs were more satisfied.

Women who indicated that their colleagues were trained in their

field tend to be more satisfied, suggesting that interpersonal relationships

are more important for women.

After adding the remaining variables to explain individual differences

in job satisfaction of women, the significant relatedness-defining

variables changed. As with men, an indication that college provided

.1 i
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knowledge Useful in the current job no longer appears Significant. Also

losing significance.is an indication that women use the content of the

courses in their major and that colleagues were trained in their field.

In the job satisfaction regression for women, two variables gained

significance by the time all bad entered. In the final step, those

women who recommended their major are less satisfied; the more activities

for which college prepared women but which they are not using, the more

satisfied they were. These two variables had a relationship with the

relatedness variable opposite to that with the job-satisfaction variable.

That is, those who recommended their majol for job preparation are more

likely to say they are in a related job; the fewer activities for which

an individual was trained but is not performing, the more likely that

individual is to indicate she is in a related job. In addition, those who
-

are using their nonmajor subjects are more likely than those who are

not to indicate they are in an unrelated job.

These three factors, the only significant ones in the final step,

indicate that there is a significant negative relationship between

relatedness and job satisfaction after other factors affecting satisfaction

are introduced. Those women who end up in jobs least prepared for by

'college are most satisfied. This is not as surprising as it might

appear, given the types of jobs women have traditionally prepared for

during college.. Whereas a man might have majored in business and taken

an unrelated minor, a woman more typically would have majored in English

and taken several business courses on the side. If business is a satisfying

oareer, then one would expect a positive relationship between use of

major (business) and satisfaction of_a man working in business, but a

negative relationship between use of major (English) and satisfaction

of a woman in bnsiness. For women, one might
t.)
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also expect a positive relationship between use of nonmajor courses (if

they are in business) and job satisfact_)n. The data show that those women not

using their.college major or nonmajor courses are more satisfied. However,

this is not the case for men.

Table 6 describes other variables that entered the final step

of the job satisfaction regressions. Office work, engineering, and

accountancy are relatively unsatisfying occupations for men, whereas

administration, other professional occupations (primarily social services)

and education are satisfying occupations for women. Men who major in

economics are significantly more satisfied with their jobs, while men

who major in English are significanity less satisfied. For women, a

major in education results in a more satisfying job than do other majors.

Despite its small contribution to the overall explanatory power of

the model, salary has a significantly positive effect on job satisfact

for both men and women. Men who are self-employed, have policy responsi-

bility, or design their own work programs are significantly more satisfied

as well. However, women with policy responsibility are not significantly

more satisfied, and the self-employment variable does not even enter

the female regression. The insignificance of these last two factors for

women indicates not that women do not find these characteristics important,

but that there are almost no women whose jobs entail policy responsibility;

there are also almost no self-employed women.

Five college characteristics not included in the relatedness-

defining set of variables entered the regression later for men, but

only three entered for women. For both men and women, a feeling that

skills were fully utilized is associated with greater job satisfaction.

As noted, a dual direction of causation was probably the reason for
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the power of this variable. For men, an indication that a bachelor's

degree is a factor in being hired leads to lower job satisfaction. If

the BA is still a credential 10 years after they have entered the labor

force, men are probably not attaining satisfactory jobs. Men who think

that the BA improved hheir chances for finding a good job and was

necessary for promotion are more satisfied. Apparently, college education

is still serving certain indirect credentialing functions, leading to

better jobs; for example, once hired, thase without a degree do not get

p,mmoted. Finally, for men, those who think that college education

helped them choose their life goals are more satisfied. This characteristic

might have nothing to do with jobs directly, but it might indicate that

when college enables individuals to make good decisions in their overall

lives this'ability leads to more satisfactory work relationships as well.

Women who think that college provided them with leadership skills

they can exercise on their jobs are more satisfied. In the regression

equation for women, those who indicated that college improved their

chances of.finding a good job are more satisfied. Apparently, those

who have good jobs attribute part of the reason to their college education.

Table 6indicates which aspects of relatedness affect job satisfaction.

Apparently, men are more satisfied when college courses provide useful

facts that can be applied to work. However, characteristics of colleagues

and the contribution of college in providing general knowledge do not

seem to have a significant effect on job satisfaction of men. With all

factors included, only an indication that college provided the ability

to think clearly contributes to satisfaction. For women, it appeared

at one stage of the analysis that the contribution of both specific

sourse content and more general competencies contribute to job satisfaction.
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However, after controlling for other factors, including a particular

major and occupation, women who hold jobs specifically unrelated to

college are most satisfied. Other than providing general useful

experiences, college does not affect job satisfaction of men and women.

College training is something to avoid using to obtain a satisfactory

job, particularly for women, who have traditionally been limited in

the types of jobs for which they can seek preparation in college.

Income

Do those who use their college education earn more than those

who do not, after controlling for a variety of other factors? There

are a number of reasons why one would expect individuals using their

college education to earn more. /n particular, if college education

enables cne to be more productive in specific jobs, then those who are

able to hold jobs requiring college-level skills should be more productive

than individuals unable to use their acquired skills. Economists have

argued that in general those who earn more are more productive. The

education-income relationship, then, demonstrates that those of a given

educational level who are able to apply their learning are more productive

and earn more income.

Much credentialing discussion has centered around thelgficacy of

the practice of paying more for individuals with higher levels of

education; the assumption being that the more highly educated who are

using their skills are more productive. Since all individuals in this

study have the same amount of educationmainly a bachelor's degre.1--

credentialing could be based on grade point average, specific major,

selectivity of institution, or other such criteria. It is possible to

net out effects of all these factors to see whether those using their

edijcation are, indeed, earning more.

i
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Table 8 calculates the contribution of the groups of variables to

the model to explain individual differences in income. The complete

set of independent variables served to explain 32 percent.of individual

income differences amOng men and 46 percent among women. The set of

background variables is important in explaining individual differences

in income. Specifically, the background characteristics explain as much

of the individual differences in income as the full set of variables

explain individual differences tn job satisfaction. The background

variables explain almost twice as many of the individual differences

in income for women as for men.

Considering the background factors, relatedni.xis-defining variables

add a ...mall(even if steltistically significant) amount to the power of

the model to explain individual income differences. The eight defining

variables contribute .027 points to the R2 for men and .012 to the R2

for women. With the many ;observations in the regressions, even the smallest

increment to R
2
can be statistically significant. However, that the

change in R
2
is =all still must be noted despite its significance.

Individual differences in occupation and major add .061 to the e for

men and .087 for women. Lfter allow-ng the occupation in major dummies

to enter, the other perceived contributions of college add virtually

nothing to R
2

. For men, job characteristics such as self-employment,

policy resy,pility, and opportunity to design one's own work program,

add aboat .026 to the R
2
, whereas for women these variables contribute

only 004.

Finally, for men the variable representi7g the perception that one's

skills are utilized is not sufficiently significant to enter the equation

at the end. Although this variable did enter for women, it added

virtually nothing to the explanatory power of the mcdel. Although

4
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fully utilizi,g skills is positively associated with job satisfaction,

the perception that one's skills are fully utilized has no independent

explanatory power in a model to explain individual income differences.

The first observation--the association between full utilization of skills

and job satisfaction-7has already been explained by noting the circular

nature of the possible causation. The insignificant relationship

between the perception that one's skills are fully utilized and income

can be explained by the observation that highly productive people are

likely to feel that they have unused talents beyond those enabling

them to earn high incomes.

Table 9 provides details of the income regressions. Although

background variables explain less than 6 percent of individual differences

in job satisfaction of men and women, they explain 20 percent of the

differences in income of men and over 34 percent in income of women.

This set of variables includes a number that were important determinants

of income in earlier studies (Solmon, 1975). In particular, college

selectivity, years of experience, years employed full time, and marital

status are positively associated with income for both man and women.

Grade point axage is also associated with higher earnings for men.

Single men make less, whereas single women make more, also a customary

finding. For m,m, the earlier an occupation is chosen, the higher the

income, implying that those who have had more time to prepare for their

chosen careers generally choose careers with higher earnings. Several

dummy variables indicating employment sector were significant in the

final step of the regressions for both men and women, indicating that

different sectors have differential pay scales. Almost all the

variables retained their effects in the final step after all variables were

allowed to enter. However, for men, years of full-time employment was

not initially significant but became significant by the final step; the

7
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same thing occurred with marital status. For women, marital status

had an effect initially but, after controlling for other factors, it

was no longer important.

Despite the large contribution of the background factors, the

additional variables to the income regressions contributed 10 more

percentage points to the explanatory power of the model. However,

the relatedness variables contributed virtually none of this. Never-

theless, in the male regression, five of the relatedness variab1es

had significant relationships with income at the time they entered and

four retained their statistical significance in the final step.

Those who indicated that they supervise people trained in their

field earn more than other:3. This finding Might have nothing to do

with the fact that they supervise people trained in the same field.

Those who think college education provided them with the ability to

think more clearly earn more. Possibly, it is the general competencies

provided by college which lead to higher income rather than the specific

contribution of course content. Those who use the content of their

major courses earn significantly less than others. However, the more

things that college prepared one to do which he is not doing, the lower

the income. Also, those who recommend their major for a job like theirs

tend to earn more than cthers. These findings together might imply

that those who recommend their major are niot doing so with the intention

that those studying their major will use the specific course content but,

rather, that they will gain More general abilities that will lead to

higher income. It is not the tasks that college prepares one to do

which lead to higher income but, rather, the more general competencies

that help with work even if not sp,ecifically applied on the job.

Another possibility is that they may not feel the course content is

related. but they may feel it is useful on the job. Overall,
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it appears that those men who think that college contributed in general

ways to their competency are also those who earn higher incomes.

Far fewer of the relatedness-defining variables have any relation-

ship to the incomes of women. In the step after the relatedness variables

entered, an indication that a woman supervises people trained in her

field is associated with higher income, but this association might

simply indicate that supervisory jobs yield higher income. This

variable is not significant in the final step. The only other 1.rariable

significant in the earnings function for women, both at the end of the

relatedness step and in the final step, is the number of activities for

which college trained a woman but which she is not using. As with

men, the relationship here is negative, indicating that women trained

to do many things they are not doing tend to earn less than others. This

finding implies that to acquire a lot of skills in college which will

not be used is counterproductive in an income-glnerating sense.

However, this may be an artifact of particular occupations and will

be explored in later chapters.

Of the other variables that enter into the earnings functions after

the relatedness-defining variables many simply indicate which occupations

are relatively high paying for men and women. For men, these occupations

are administration, sales, accountancy, allied health, other professionals

and mathematical and scientific occupations. Women in administration,

mathematics and science, sales and other professionals,allied health,

accountancy, social work, and education tend to earn more. Men who

majored in economics, business, and engineering earn more. Women who

majored in mathematics make more, but those who majored in natural sciences

make less.

Men who indicated that they are self-employed, set their own work

hours, and have policy responsibility earn more, while women who indicated

I 6 9
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that they have policy responsibility earn more. That these other job

characteristics do not enter the equation for women once again is

probably because few women possess jobs with these characteristics, rather

than because these characteristics are not associated with higher income

for women.

Only two of the other potential values of college are significantly

associated with income of men, whereas three are related to earnings of

women. Men who say that their college education increased their chances

of finding a good job tend to earn more, but the circular nature of

this variable is evident. Men Who say that college provided them with

a skill useful in their first job tend to earn less. Men who think

college served as a credential for their first job are probably unable to

benefit from other noncollege Skills that contribute to earnings as well.

Women who think that the BA was important to their being hired and

promoted tend to earn more. Apparently, women think the bachelor's

degree is more important as a credential in terms of their earning

ability than do men. Since some evidence indicates that they are

discriminated against in hiring, women probably need the educational

credential more than men who might be hired for other reasons. Women

who think th:Li- lkills are fully utili d tend to earn more. Apparently,

women attribute higher earnings to full utilization of skills more often

than men.

This study explains a good many of the individual differences in

income -.)f both men and women. However, the contribution of the related-

ness variables to this model is slight. For women, relatedness-defining

variables rarely enter the equation; for men the general contributions

of college rather than the specific course content are more often

1 .0 0



associated with higher earnings. ThL particular occupation and major

selected by workers seem more important than the interface between

education a. , the particular job responsibilities.

Job Level

Earlier, this study hypothesized that job level might be a significant

factor in perceptions of relatedness. It was shown that job level did

not have an important independent effect on this perception. Here the

focfla is on the extent to which job level affects job satisfaction.

Although only 20 percent of individual differences in job satisfaction

can be explained by the full set of variables (Table 5), Table 10

explains 27 percent of individual differences in job satisfaction by

the set of five level variables alone. The five variables are highly

correlated with and, indeed, part of the definintion of job satisfaction.

An indication that one is making satisfactory career progress,

that one has sufficient job status, and that one's skills are fully

utilized are all positively associated with job satisfaction, as is

high income. The perception that one is working at a professional level

does not affect job satisfaction significantly. Table 10 also indicates

a simple correlation between level varibles and income and job satis-

faction.

Table 11 provides data on the income level of individuals in-

dicating that they have high level jobs. Sixty-nine percent of men

think they have sufficient job status and, of these, 52 percent fall

into the top third of the income distribution, while only 6 percent

fall into the low third. Similarly, of the 68 percent of men who

think they are working at a professional level, about 50 percent are

in the high third of the income distribution. Only 31 percent think
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their skills are fully utilized, 49 percent in the high third and 8

percent in the low third of the income distribution.

Although apprOximately the same proportion of women think they have

high-level job4i, where these individuals fall in the income distribution

is quite different. sixty-one percent think they have a job of

sufficiently high status, but 56 percent of those have incomes in the low

third of the income distribution, and only 6 percent have incomes in

the high third. Similarly, 67 percent of the women think they'are

working at a professional level. but 53 percent are in the low income

third. Thirty-five percent think their skills are fully utilized,

but 53 percent in the low income third and only 6 percent are in the

high income third. Job level is much more a function of income for men

than for women. Women can think they are in high-level jobs despite

low income, where this is a rare occurrc indeed for men. Whether

this is a rationalization because women at= unable to obtain jobs

among the highest paying is unclear.

The data partly pxplain the sizeable individual differences in both

job satisfaction and income. But the interface between education and

work, particularly the specific application on the job of facts learned

in college, does not have much impact on either job satisfaction or

income. In short, a related job does not assure happiness and riches.



Table 1

Respondents Very Satisfied With Job, by Occupation and Major

Occupation
En-
glish

For-
ign
Lan-
guages Arts

Bco-
mimics

(in percentages with N in parentheses).
Bio-

So- logi-
Ply- cial cal

Soci- chol- His- Sci- Sci- Matha-
ology ogy tory once nce matics

Chem-
is-
try

Phys-
ics

Other
Physi-
cal
Sci-
ences

Ac-
count-
ing

Accountant 48 56
(23) (117)

'Middle 73 SO 8 28 64 33 87 41
Administrator (22) (10) (13) (18) (14) (15) (28) (17)

Business 67 70 79 47 62 68 80 74 79 60 66
.Administrator (30) (10) (47) (15) (16) (26) (30) (19) (19) (10) (32)

Government 50 27 60 53 54
Admibistrator (12) (11/ (10) (17) (11)

Aili:d 48 56
Stealth (63) (34)

Architect

Business 80 83 82 N
78

Owner (10) (24) (11) (9)

Buyer

Zomputer 48
Programmer (23)

Computer 73 46
Scientist (11) (58)

Conserva- 62

tionist (13)

COmmuni- 11 44 70
cations (27) (9) (10)

Specialist

Counselor 60

(5)

Artist 41

(17)

Engineer 69 30 100

farmer

(16) .(20) (2)

Military 80

(5)

Sale 14 62 74 68 58 52 62 62 73
(15) (21) (35) (19) (24) (23) (21) (16) (11)

Natural 28 50
Scientist (28) (42)

Secretary 19 23 28 27 0 12 7 .

(21) (13) (14) (11) (11) (17) (14)

Social 40 74 30
Welfare (15) (58) (23)

reacher 51 43 42 57 51 34 46 39 40 52
(185) (76) (102) (14) (35) (32) (84) (38) (52) (89)

?rofessor

Technician 21

(14)

?tiler 38 54 54 64 63 52 38 64 55 53 64 90
(39) (22) (41) (31) (30) (31) (33) (28) (31) (19) (22) (10)



Table 1 (Continued)

Respondents Very Satisfied With Job, by Occupation and Major

(in percentages with N in parentheses)

Occupation

Busi-
neat
Admin-
istra-
tion

Susi-
news

Archi-
tecture

Educa-
tion

Engi-
neering Other

Accountant 43
(30)

Middle 23
Administrator (39)

landiness 72 82 60
Administrator (118) (33) (20)

Government 58
Administrator (19)

Allied 52
Health (54)

Architect 92
(13)

Businesa 78
Owner (50)

Buyer. 57

(24)

Computar
Programmer

Cbmputar 38 46
Scientist (23) (13)

Conservationist

COmmunications 54
Specialist (26)

Counselor

Artist

Inginter 45
(212)

rammer 75
(12)

Military 69 87
(23) (15)

Sales 69 69 60 70

littoral

(59) (23) (25) (20)

Scientist

Secretary 20 0
(20) (10)

Social
Welfare

Teacher 65 73 60 60
(20) (11) (485) (94)

Professor 83

(12)

TechniCian

Other 54 61 67 49
(46) (28) (18) (47)



Table 2

Relation of Earnings to Job Satisfaction

(in percentages)

E rnings
Well Paid, Compared Well ?aid, Compared Well Paid, Compared
With Others With With Others With With Others With

Satisfaction Same Employer Other Employer E.me Education

Not Satisfied 3 36 60

Somewhat Satisfied 4 32 64

Very Satisfied 3 31 66



Table 3

Job Satisfaction, by RelwLedness Index

(in percentages)

Closely Related Somewhat Related Not at All Related
Job Satisfaction Voluntary /nvoluntary Voluntary Involuntary

Very satisfied 61 59 33 57 26

Somewhat satisfied 37 39 58 39 49

Not at all satisfied 3 2 9 4 26

Total 101 100 100 100 101

Note: From Bisconti, A. S., and Solmon, L. C., "The Utilization of Postsecondary Education
in Careers," a study for the National /nstitute of Education and the College Placement
Council, /nc., in progress.



Table 4

Simple Correlations Between Skills Fully Utilized,

Relatedness Variables, and Other College and Job Variables, by Sex

Variable.
Correlation with Skills Fully Utilized

Total Men Women

Relatedness

College increased ability to think clearly .047 .064 .020
* *

College taught knowledge and
sxills used in current job

.199 .172 .234

* *
Use content of major courses .215 .168 .273

Supervise people in my field .106 .142 .071

Colleagues in my field .156, .121 .191

Recommend major as preparation
for my job

.080 .066 .108

Use content of other undergraduate
courses

.121 .105 .136

-Number of work activities college
prepared, but not doing

.-.079 -.056 -.112

Other

College increased general knowledge .003 -.014 .022

College increased leadership ability .063 .044 .086

College taught skill that helped me .142 .104 .186

get my first job

College increased my chances of.
finding a good job

.109 .089 .136*

*
College helped me choose my life

goals
.155 .120 .199

BA was a factor in hiring .070 .033 .129

BA was necessary for promotion .034 .024 .053

College provided contacts which
enabled me to get current job

.078 .046 .117

I set my own hours .062 .107 .013

I design my own work program .092 .105 .090

Have policy and decision-making
responsibility

.140 .181 .128

Am self employed .057 .088 .009
* * *

Job satisfaction .302 .300 .323
* *

Relation of job to major .204 .167 .251

Salary .018 .067 .078

Significant at .05 level
1 7



Table 5

R
2

is n Job Satisfaction Regressions, by Step

Step Total Men Women

Background 0.046 0.060 0.047

Relatedness 0.067 ' .077 0.081

Occupation 0.099 0.107 0.109

Major 0.103 0.111 0.116

Income 0.116 0.130 0.123

Other college-education variables 0.128 0.142 0.135

Other job variables 0.149 0.170 0.143

Skills fully utilized 0.200 0.217 0.206

4291 2688 1603



Table 6

Job Satisfaction Regression with Relatedness Variables, by Sex

Variable

Men (N=2,688) Wc.en (N=1,603)
Beta After
Relatedness
Step

Final
Beta

Beta iter
Relatedness
Step

Final
Step

Background:

C011ege grade
point average

-.008 -.009 .013 .000

Selectivity of
institution

-.001 -.026 -.003 .006

When occupation
was chosen

.009 .003 .010 .056

Number of years
experience with
current employer

-.016 -.022 .115 .106

Have worked in
past, not now

-.115 -.097 -.121 -.085

Years employed
full time

.098 .055 .013 -.031

Number of graduate
courses taken

-.038 -.025 -.033 -.032

Business firm
employer

-.027 -.043 .067 .041

Heavy industry
employer

-.074 -.025 .042 .055

Education
employer

-.102 -.048 .002

Government
employer

-.079 -.032 .013 .004

Single .004 .034 -.004' -.047

Married .105 .089 .056 .036

Significant at .05 level.



6 (Continmed)

Job Sc.tisfaction Regressinn with P:tiatedness Variables, by Sex

14w1 (N1'2,688) Women (N=1,603)

Beta After
Relat'Aness

Variable Stop
Final
Beta

*

Beta After
Relatedness
Ste

Final
Ste

Relatedness:

College increased .071

ability to think
clearly

,040 .023 .000

College taught .062

knowledge and
skills used
current job

.031 .085 .043

Use content of major .030
courses

.002 .085 .038

Supervise people in .016

my field

-.039 .001 -.016

Colleagues in my -.003
field

.014 .067 .019

Recommend major as .008

preparation for
my job

.007 -.028 -.048

Use content of other .036
undergraduate
courses

.009 .089 .070

Number of work -.024 -.008 .015 .047

activities college
prepared, but not
doing

For men: Other variables significant in the final step and their signs were office work
occupation (-), engineering occupation (-), accountant (-), English major (-), economics
major (+), salary (+), college helped choose life goals (+), BA was a factor in hiring (-),
college increased chances of finding a good job(+), have policy and decision-making responsir.
bility (+), am selfepployed (+), design own work program (+), skills are fully utilized
in my job(+), and BA was necessary for promotion (+). Other variables not significant in the
final step were mathematics and science occupation, social work, and other professional
occupations.

For women: Other variables significant in the final step and their signs were administra-

tors (+), other professional occupations (+), education occupations (+), education major (+),
salary (+), college increased chances of finding a good job (+), college increased leadership
ability (+), design own work program (+), and skills are fully utilized in job (+).

Other variables not significant in final step were office work occupation, sales, have policy

decision-making responsibility.

Significant at .05 level.
'7 n



Table 7

Intercorrelations of Job Satisfaction and Relatedness Variables, by Sex

Variable

Men

Partial r with job
satisfaction, con-
trolling for back-
ground variables

Job
Satis-
faction

Use
Content
of Major
Courses

Use
Content
of Other
Undergra-
duate
Courses

Recam-
mend
Major
as Prep-
aration
for My
Job

College
Tauaht
Knowledge
and Skills
Used in
Current
Job

Job satisfaction 1.000

Use content of
major courses

.079 .083 1.00n

Use content of
other under-
graduate courses

.065 .059 .288 1.000

Recommend major as
preparation for
my job

.034 .041 .304 .040 1.000

College taught
knowledge and
skills used in
current job

.094 .097 .606 .262 .256 1.000

Women

Job satisfaction 1.000

Use content of
major courses

.124 .140 1.000

Use content of
other under-
graduate courses

.126 .138 .317 1.000

Recommend major as
preparation for
my job

.004 .026 .269 .048 1.000

:ollege taught
knowledge and
skills used in
current job

.126 .172 .502 .265 .236 1.000

I



Table 8

R
2
s In Income Regressions at Each Step

Step Total Men Women

Background 0.383 0.202 0.347

Relatedness 0.400 0.229 0.359

Occupation 0.447 0.281 0.438

Major 0.454 0.290 0.446

Other college-education variables 0.458 0.296 0.448

Other job variables 0.474 0.322 0.452

Skills fully utilized in my job (never
came in)

(never
came in)

0.455



Table 9

Income Regression with Relateaness Variables, by Sex

Variable

lackaround:

Men Women
Beta After Beta After
Relatedness Final Relatedness Final
Step Beta Step Step

College grade
point average

.113 .111 .006 -.013

Selectivity of
inst.-.tution

.117 .111 .136 .101

When occupation
was chosen

-.048 -.080 .017 .018

* * * *
Number of years

experience with
current employer

.071 .081 .143 .123

Have worked in
past, not now

-.034 -.022 -.177* -.145*

* * *
Years employed

full time
.140 .103 .239 .208

Number of graduate
courses taken

-.045 -.009 .025 .021

* *
Business firm

employer
.168 .064 .097 .043

* * *
Heavy industry

employer
.082 .051 .126 .089

* * *
Education

employer
-.181 -.082 -.107 -.118

* *
Government

employer
.007 .008 .108 .083

*
Single -.094 -.069 .085* .052

Married .025 .013 .069 .025

Significant at .05 level.



Table 9 (Continued)

Income Regression with Relatedness Variables, by Sex

Nen Women
Beta After
Relatedness Final

rariable Step Beta

Beta After
Relatedness Final
Step Steo

Relatedness:

College increased .056 036 -.004 .007

ability to think
clearly

College taught -.006

knowledge and
skills used in
current j,Ao

.002 .002 -.029

Use content of major -.035
courses

-.05/ -.004 -.025

Supervise people in .136 *

my field
.102 .07Er .025

Colleagues in my -.041
field

-.004 .038 .010

Recommend major as .067

preparation for
my job

.038 .004 .005

Use content of other .017
undergraduate
coursez:

.010 -.016 -.009

Number of work -.047 -.042 -.070 -.056
activities college
prepared, but not

ing

For men: Other variables significant in the final step and their signs were aaministratOrs--t+)
sales (+), accountant (+), allied health worker (+), other professional occupations (+),
mathematics and science occupations (+), economics major (+), business major (+), engineer
major (+), college increased chancer of finding a good job (+), college taught skill that
enabled me to get my first job (-), am selfemployed (+), set own hours (+), and have policy
decision-making responsibilities (+). Other variables not significant in the final step

were BA was a factor in hiring, and college increased leadership ability.

For women: Other variables significant in the final step and their signs were administra-.

tor (+), mathematics and science occupations (+), sales (+), other professional occupations ( ),

education occupations (+), allied health worker (+), accountant (+), social worker (+),
mathematics major (+), natural science major (-), BA was a factor in hiring (+); have policy
and decision-making responsibilities (+), skills fully used in job (+), and BA was necessary

for promotion (+). Other variables not significant in the final step were office work occupa
tion and engineering occupation.

1 4Significant at .05 level.



Table 10

Piedicting Job Satisfaction with Level Variables,

and Theit Correlations with Income and Job Satisfaction

Variable Raw Beta in Final Step
Simple Correlation

Income Job Satisfaction

R
2

.27

* *Income .02 .19
* * *

Satisfied with career progress .37 .24 .45

* *
Skills fully used in my job .22 .02 .30

* * *
Have sufficient job status .20 .20 .36

*
Am working at professional level .02 .13 .20

Constant 1.14

5119

Significant at .01 level.



Table 11

Income and Job Level, by Sex

(in percentages)

Men
Level Variable Low Income Middle Income High Income Percent Saving Yes

Have sufficient job status 6 41 52 69

Skills fully used in my job 8 44 49 31

Am working at professional
level

6 44 50 68

Women

Have sufficient job status 56 38 6 61

Skills fully used in my job 53 42 6 35

)

Am working at professional
level

53 41 6 67

6



Chapter 5

Relatedness and Career Outcomes by Major

In considering income and job satisfaction outcomes of the interface

between education and work, male and female differences are important.

Since men and women have traditionall- lected different majors, it is

not unreasonable to suggegtthat substantial differences in these two

outcomes may be found among individuals who have majored in different

undergraduate fields or who have chosen various occupations. Perhaps

job satisfaction for those who majored in English, economics, o,ler

social sciences, and education depends on how related the jobs are tc

major fields of study. Those in business, engineering, and the naturaj.

sciences are more likely than those in the humanities, social science,

and educaticn to find related job.; in the current market and, therefore,

relatedness may be of less concern to them. Whether a job is related to

the major may vary in importance as a determinant of job satisfaction according

to major field. The results below are of the income-and job satisfaction analyses by

major field, with special emphasis on the effects of relatedness variables.

For these analyses, responses to the question "In which area did

you take the most courses for your undergraduate degree?" were grouped

into five generic categories. The largest category, "natural sCiencee

and engineering," has 1,049 cases and includes biological sciences,

mathematical sciences, chemistry, biochemistry, physics, eart' A.ence,

engineering, and other physical sciences. The seccnd largest category,

"economics and social sciences," has 1,032 cases. It includes cconomics,

sociology, psychology, history, and other social sciences (e.g., anthropology,

.7 7
geography,political science).
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"Education" is the smallest category with 456 cases. The other

groups are "business," with 688 cases, including accounting, business

administration, and ther business areas; and "English and humanities,"

with 730 cases encompassing English, foreign languages, fine arts, music,

philosophy, and other arts and humanities.

Job Satisfaction

In the stepwise multiple regressions explaining job satisfdction by

major, six groups of independent variables were forced in. Table 1

summarizes these six steps. Since the concern is more one of explaining

the relationship between relatedness of college education to work and

the level of job satisfaction than of developing a full model to explain

job satisfaction, steps one and two in Tables 1 and 2 are of greater

interest. As in tne total regression, first all background variables

were forced in, regardless of level of significance; then the eight

relatedness-defining variables were forced in in the same manner for

each generic major regression. At the third step, income was forced

in . The remaining variables were allowed in only if their entering

F values were significant at the .05 leve'..

Economics and Other Social Science Majors

The background variables contribute a greater proportion of the

variance in explaining individual differences in job satisfaction

(8.6 percent) for this category of majors than for the other four

categories (Table 1). Five background variables are important in

relation to job satisfaction after the relatedness step (Table 2).

In Tables 2, 3, 6, and 7,a = means the variable is significantly

related to greater job satisfaction, a - indicates a signiflIcant

relationship to lower job satisfaction, and 0 signifies no relationship-

S
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Important for greater job satisfaction for economics and other social

science majors are being female, married, and being employed full time

many years since graduation. Women report greater job satisfaction

than men, regardless of major. But this is particularly true in

economics and other social seiences, and education. The leager they

have worked full time, the more satisfied they ara with their job. If

they are satisfied with their work, one would oxpect them to work as long

as their job was secure. Moreover, as seniority is acquired, workers

probably get more responsibility and more satisfying jobs. Lower job

satisfaction is associated, for economics and social science majors,

with having worked in the past but not currently working full time.

That they are significantly less satisfied may be because they quit

their last job precisely because they were dissatisfied with it. For

economics and other social science majors, this relationship and the

sex effect are the only two background concomitants that hold up in the

final equation. Marital status and number of years of full-time work

become insignificant when income is forced into the regression. Focusing

on the relatedness step (Table 1), it is apparent that these variables

add little to the proportion of variance in explaining job satisfaction

--2.5 percentage points. Only two relatedness variables are important

in explaining job satisfaction for economics amiother social science

majors,and only one remains significant in the final equation (Table 2).

Being employed by an edur.ational institution is also associated

with lower job satisfaction This negative relationship may be a proxy

for dissatisfaction with lower income and lower job level, since those

who work in the education sector (few BA recipients are at the professorial

level) typically earn less than their counterparts in other employment
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sectors and have less ,,rtunity for advancement within the sector.

When income and the job level variables enter the regression equation,

the significant education-sectorP-t-satisfaction relationship no

longer exists (Table 3) ct, working in the education sector is

no longer an important ,Iant of job satisfaction for all majors.

For respondents in this group of major fields, using the content

major courses in the current job is associated with greater

..5faction in that job, as is using the content of other under-

graduate courses. However, only this last relationship holds up in

the final analysis. It may be the use of other skills, in addition

to those learned in major courses, which leads to promotion, and

consequently, to greater.satisfaction.

Income alone increases the explained variance by 2.1 percentage

points (Table 1) . The greater the income, the greater the job

satisfaction. When other education-oriented variables were

allowed to enter, only one entered as significant for the economics

and other social science majors. Responding that the BA was necessary

for promotion is associated with greater job satisfaction. This

response could be a proxy for having a higher level position and

therefore being more satisfied with status. However, this promotion

variable remains significant even after allowlng such job level

variables as setting one's own hours, designina one's own work

program, and having policy- and decision-ming responsibility.to enter

the regression equation.

Two job-oriented variables, both signifying a sense of autonomy, arc_

important in explaining job satisfaction for the economics and other

social science majors. Together, having policy-..and deoisión-making

responsibility and being self-emnloyed increase the R.2 in explaining



greater job satisfaction by 3.5 percentage points.

Along with feeling they have some autonamy on the jobv greater

satisfaction for working is also associated with the feeling that

their skills are fully utilized. These skills probably include those

learned in and outside of college. This variable, after controlling

for all the background, relatedness, income, and other education- and

job-oriented vartables, contributes by far the most-variance in

explaining job satisfaction (excv..pt for the background variablen)

for the economics and other social science majors (a 4.6 percentage

point increase in the R2, Table 1).

Eng/ish Other HtmanitieS'Majors

The background variables explain 6.3 percent of the job satisfaction

variance for the English and other humanities majors (Table 1). After

the relatedness step, only one srariable is important in explaining

greater satisfaction: the greater the nutber o. years of experience

in the current job. However, by the final step, this variable is

insignificant, and two others are significantly related to greater

satisfaction: being female and being employed in heavy industry.

Years of experience is probably a proxy for college having helpo-7.d

workers choose their L'e goals, since it is n longer significant

when the life goals variable enters the regression. Contrary to

much current speculation, some humanities majors must have found jobs

that fit in with their life goals. Those who had stayed in one job

the longest wer :robably 1 lped in selecting a career by collegn.

Sex becomes a si,-Tnificant v_riable when the income and job level

variables enter. Possibly, these aspects of the job are more highly

vplued by women humanities majors, or wome, were more willing to

g

0
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accept lower paying jobs. It is only when the skills-fully-utilized

variable enters that being employed in heavy industry becomes

significant. Unlike humanities majors employed in other sectors,

those in heavy industry think that fully utilizing their skills is

an important aspect of job satisfaction. Since leavy industry is

probably the sector least related to the contents of humanities

courses, humanists in this sector who think that their skills ari.:

fully utilized are almost certainly referring to a broader variety of

skills than those acquired 41 college courses.

For English and other humanities majors, the rcdatedr ss

variables contribute 3.9 percentage points to the ex-)1-tihed

variance. Two of the variables are significar-...y related to

greater job satisfaction: using the content of major courses :LI:

the current job and working with colleagues who are also t4..aioed

in the humanities. Only the lat: remained sgnificz..,.... in the

final step. When the skills-fully-utilized vat.iable enters the

regression. using the content of major courses (.ir _Is to inzin4.fit,a,ce.

Again, it is not so mlch the use of major that is important, bat the

use of work-related abilities that May-have bcc". lcgv:re: in utside

of college.

El:en though higher earnings are significantly reated to gre,ztJr

job satisfaction, the income variable increases the R
2
by mer,, O.

percentage point in the regression by humanities mjors. Th& ole cther

Aucation-or: variable important to greater :F:tisfactior, is th,

aollege very imh helped workers choose their life goals. Me contribution

to the explained variance in this case is 1.1 percentage points.

As in the regression for economics and other social science majors--
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and, in fact, in all regressions by majorhaving poliCy- and decision-

making responsibility in the arid fee3ing that their skills are fully

utilized are significantly related to graar:er job satisfaction.

Natural Science, Mathematics, and Engineer Majors

For natural science, mathematics, and engineeril,g majors, the

background variables explain 7.5 percent of the job satisfaction

variance (Table 1). After the relatedness step, six background,

variables are important concomitants of job -atisfaction, two positively

and four negatively.

Being married and having Chosen their occupation more recently-,

rather than before or during college, are significantly associated

with greater job satisfaction. The latter relationship is surprising,

given that those using science or engineering in their jnbs certainly

had to prepa: during collegethat select their.careers early.

Perhaps these majors are most satisfi( they are-not using their

college-acquired training.- In fact, aoong the relatedness variables,

use of courses is not significant. This finding--that greater satisfaction

is associated with later career choice--could also indicate that scance

majors at the BA level are more satisfied in business than in science

careers, in whiCh the proTress of the BA recipient is limited. Settings

other than busiaess teud co decrease the probable level of job satisfaction.

Neither years of e.lperience nor yflars of full-time employment is

important to job satisfaction for these majors. However, having worked

in the past but not being currently emoloyed full time is associated

,ith lower satisfaction, as it was for the economics and other social

science majors.

Three employment sectors--heavy industry, education, and government--

as opposed to business and other sectors are related to lower job



satisfaction for the natural science, mathematics, and engineering majors.

But working in education and government becomes insignificant in the

final equation. The education sector variable drops in importance when

the income vari.' ? enters indicating that dissatisfaction with a job in

education means dissatisfaction with the lower pay in this sector. The

government variable locomes insignificant when the sk--1.1s-fu11y-uti1ized

variable eers the equation. Dissatisfaction with a government job

means dissatisfaction with the lack of opportunity to use sills

optimally in this sector.

The relatedness variables contribute 3.3 percentage points to the

proportion of variance in explaining job eatisfaction. Only one

variable enters significantly and, by the final step, it loses its

importance. At first, the response that college education very much

increased the ability to think clearly Was significantly related to

greater job satisfaction, but in controlling for two autonomy and jci

level variables, thi.s relatedness variable reduces to insignificance.

For those who majored in the natural sciences, mathematics, and

engineering, college may have taught a "scientific" way of thir3cing

which thes- respondents may have translated into an a:.)ility to "think

Like the social science and humanities majors, these majors indicated

tiat the more they earn, the more satisfied tht-:y P-e with their job.

The inc....me variable adds 3.3 percentage points to the e;(plained varianc

The other education-oriented variables oontrioute 3.8 2ercentage

poin_s to the R2. Sharing the importance, in relation L(, greater

satisfaction, are coll,g teachinida skill that enabled workers to get

their first job, college increasing the chances of finding a gocd job,
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college helping workers Choose their life goals, and Ulla BA as a factor

J.:I being hired by their curret employer. More than respondents in any

other major field, it seems, these natural science, mathematics, and

engineering majors are more likely to be satisfied if they see their

baccalaureate degree performing a credentialing function. Those with

satisfying jobs tend to credit their degree with helping secure the

job. If screening is based on the type of degree, those with degrees

in the sciences or engineering probably are favored.

The of r job-oriented variable:; contribute an increment of 2.3

percentage points to the R2. As in the other four regressions, having

policy- and decision-making respansibilities is significantly associated

wit..., greater job satisfacion. Another autonomy-ijob level indicator,

being Able to design% their own work program, is si-_,nificant in the

same direction for natural science, mathematics, and engineering majors.

As in all other regressions 1-y major, being able to fully utilize

skills on the job is -alated to greater job satisfaction, even after

col.trolling for all other variables (Table 3). The skills-fully-utilized

variable alone accounts for 4.8 percentage points Of the total

explained variance.

Business Majors

For business majors, the background variables explain about 6.2

peLcent of the job satisfaction variaiic,1 (Table 1). Only three variables

are important aftei the relatedness step. Like the economics and othe::

social science majors, significant7- related to c_;:eater job satisfaction

is the number of years mployed full time since graduation. Also, this

variable no longer si9nificant in the final step. In both regressions,

it i a proxy for earning a higher salary.
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Significantly associated with lower satisfaction for busine majors

is having taken more graduate courses. Perhaps those who have taken more

graduate work subsequently view- themselves as overqualified for their jobs,

or perhaps there ig a'discrepancy between what they planned for themselves

and what the outcomes were. Also related to lower satisfaction is being

employed in government, where business principles are less likely to be

applied.

The relatedness variables account for 3.6 percentage points of the

variance in explaini'ag job satisfaction. When they first enter, three

variablescollege increasing the ability to think clearly, college

teaching knowledge and ills used :;.n the current job, and using the content

of undergraduate cours0,-; (other than major) in the current job--are significantly

assoctated with greater job satisfaction By the final step, all three

are reduced to. insignificance. The other education and job variab/es

become more important.

For business majors, alt:lough the relatedness variable -upervising

people trained in their field, is insignificant aftr the relatedness

step, it becomes significantly asociated with lower job satisfaction once

salary is controlled for. Perhaps business majors feel more uncomfortable

working with othei ,siness-majors, even if they are in a supervisory

position and earning more income; or perhaps, evel in their super-sory

position they are earning a lower salary than they expected. Supervising

people in their field ir; significantly correlated with higher income

(r=.26; p.4.01), And, olf course, highei income is Significantly correla

with greater job ..Lon (r=.22; pL.05). Ancther possibility is tY

buFiness majors are a radier homogenec%.:.; group who, when working together,

fee... they .st be even more competve to climb the ladder of success.

With the addition of income, the R
2

x.icreases by 3.5 percentage



points. Business majors, on the average, earn more Clan other majors,

but they also have the greatest variance in salaries, as shown by the

means and standard deviations in Table 4.

The other education-oriented variables contribute only 1.1

percentage points.to the 112, with only one variable important for business

majors. Viewing college as having helped them choose their life goals

is significantly related tc greater job satisfaction for workers.

Other job-related variables add 2.4 percentage points to the explained

variance. Important here, in addition to having policy- and decision-

making responsibility, is designing the work program. A sense of autonomy

and having a higher position are significant aspe.....s of job satisfaction.

For business majors, as for all others, thinkin4 that they fully Utilize

their skills in their jobs significcAtly relates to greater jo7.) satisfaction

and, in this case, increaes the explained variance by 5.2 percentage

points.

Education Majors

For the education majors, the background variables account for 6.4

percent of the variance in explaining job satisfaction. Being female

and working more years at the current job are significantly and positively

related to job satisfaction after the relatedness step. But when the

skills-fully-utilized variable enters, the sex variable becomes

insignificant nrobably indicating that sex differences in job satisfaction

for education majors reflect male and female differences in feeling that

skills are fully utilized. Women are more likely than men to think

eiemen"lry and secondary school teaching provides an opportunity to

fully utilize their skills.

Si-nificantly related to lower job satisfaction are taking more

graduate courses and being employed in the education sector. Again, this

_ ) 6
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latter variable becomes insiificant with the addition of skills fully

utilized. Women more than men who teach think they are using their ski. s.

The relatedness variables for education majorL; account for 5.7

percentage points of the variance, the greatest increase of all categories

of majors. The two most important variables reflect the predominance of

women in this field. As in the regressic by women (Chapter 4)., college

having tauc:'-- knowledge and skills used in the current job and using the

content of t,,,..jor courses in the job are significantly related to greater

job satisfaction. Howeve, as with other major fields, when skills-fu2ly-

utilized enters the regression, using the content of major courses becomes

insignificant.

Contrary to the patterr in the other fo-r regressions, income is

not a significan concomitant of job satisfaction for these education

majors.
2 Other education-oriented variables are not important in

relation to job satisfaction, once the background and relatedness

variables arc :;ontrolle'. Education majors, most of whom expect to teach,

enter their careers for other than financia2 reasons-(Bisconti. L975).

In addition to policy- aw' decision-making responsibility, however

setting their own hours is significnt11, associated with greater job

ItIot only co education majors have the lowest mean incoma of any
group, but the variance in income tor this group is also almost half

as big as the next lowest group.

'
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satisfaction. For teachers this last variable probably differentiates

between those who have a say about whel their courses are taught and

those who have no control over the schedule. Finally, as in the other

regressions, fully utilizing their !:*ills in the job is a very important

facet of satisfaction with that job, in this case increasing the R2 by

4.3 percentage points.

There is no one relatedness variable that is consistently important

across all five majors. Since the moat popular definition of relatedness

is the match between the person's major and his job, and the most popular

suaaested cause of the collece-educated worker's dissatisfaction with

his job is the mismatch, one might hypothesize that the vari_jale, usirur

the content of major courses in the current job, would be a lignificant

concomitant of job satisfaction. However, after the relatedness step,

this variable is significa.... in only three regressions: the three

groups of majors currently having the most trouble finding "reIted"

jobs. In the final analysis, after cor rolling for income, other

education- and job-oriented variables, and skills fully utilized,

using the content of major courses is not at all.significam: in any

regression. Content seems to be representing factors introduced later

in t1 analysis. It appears Chat factors other than relatedness can

sub.:;Atute ior it 1:: helping to achieve job satisfaction.

Income

How important is the relatedness of one's job to education in

explaining diiferences in income within and across majors? Do some

majors find that they earn more if the', hol_ jobs more related to their

college tr ing (e.g., business and engineering majors) , while for

other relatedness has nothing to do with their salary?

5 shows the five steps in these income regressions by

major. mbe same variables were allowed to enter in the same way

9
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as in the job satisfaction regressions, except, of course, that incom. is

the dependent variable. As tor the job satisfaction regressioas, the

attemvc. determine the effect of relatedness on income rather L:Ian

to predict income.

Economics and Other Socinl Science Aajors

The backgrc id variables explain 36 percent of the income variance

for economics and other social science majors (Table 4). All variables

entered and rema:ned signif2.cant, except for those indicating marital

status and graduate courses, which did not enter as significant in any

of the five regressions.

Since women earn significantly less than men, sex is significantly

related to income in all regressions by major '(Table 6). Controlling for

sex differences, for economics and other social science majors, three

background variables are significantly related to lower incom having

chosen their occubation more recently (. .1:e than 5 years aft A. graduation),

having worked in the past but not currently working full L.ime, and being

mom.mummeirmaggigailiz.e==thn sector.

The probability of earn:7177R1gher salary is greatl enhanced by

:aving ;7. high college grade point average, from a high

selectivity institution ,rking for the current erbkr many years, and

havinc worked at any job full time for many years since graduation. Also

associated with higher incone t. et;vnomics and other social sc'en,

is being emplcyed by a business firm, heavy industry, or governmer,t.

Controlling for all background variables, the re7dtedness viabLe5

add a mere 1.4 percentage points to the explanation of varianc in income.

Most imm.7)rtart, for these majors, in explainina higher salaries are super-

\,ising people trained in their field and using the cr.: of unde ;raduate
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courses in their current job. It is probably the "supervising" aspect of

the first variable,.rather than the "trained in their field" aspect, which

is significantly associated with higher earnings. When the variables

indicating that college incr,!ased leadership ability and that workers can

set their own hours enter th, Tegression, supervising people trained in

r field becomes insignificant.

That using the content of major courses is not related to.income

level,ut that using the conte*,t of other undergraduate courses is

indicates that for most social science graduates promotion and salary

increases are affected more by their full repertoire of skills than by

how related their major is to Work. Those who supplement their major

with useful cotrses, and latc .;e these, earn more. Also,

significantly related to higher earnings is the fewer number of work

activities college preparnd workers to do that they are not doing, or

the number of "useless" work activities. Higher salaries tend to be

awarded to those economics and social science majors who more fully

utilize all their college skills, ipplying that if less viAluable nonmajor

courses are taken but not used, the graduate will earl, less.

The other education-oriented variables contribute an increment

.:7,f 1.1 percentage points to the R2. Two variables are significantly

reied to lower incomecollege teaching a skill to get the first job

and college providing contacts which helped get the current jub (Table 7).

Related to higher incame are college increasing leadership ability and

chances of finding a good job. When college education functions in a

more cTeneral sense, ,conomics and other social science majors tend to

earn higher salaries; when it operates only in a specdfic sense by providing

Ary-level cdlls or job-securing contacts, these majors terd to have

lower paying positions.
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Increasing the proportion of variance explained by 2.9 percentage

points are the other job-oriented variables. Two autonomy, higher-job-

level indicators are significantly associated with higher earnings:

setting their own hours and having policy- and decision-making responsibility.

These are also prominent aspt.':s of greater job satisfaction, even after

cont. 1111,4 for level of incom0.

svIca nf the most important aspectc of job satisfaction, however,

negligible role in affecting salary level, if, indeed, it plays

1-
z _al. Whether the respondents think their skills are fully

o.tilized in thajob has no relation to the amount of money they earn.

;.i.ish and Other Humanities Majors

The background variables explain only slightly more of the variance

in income for the English and other humanities majors (36.6 percent)

than for the economics and other social science majors (36.0percent).

As in the other four regressions, being female is significantly

assrciated with lower income. Also related are having worked in the

past but not currently working full time and being employed in the

e,ucation sector. When the job-oriented variable, setting their own

hours, enters the regression, the education sector variable becomes

Probably,.when a humanities major be.:omes an

administrator or reaches some job position bove teacher status in

which his hours are more flexible, his salary is greater.

ALter the relatedness step, when workers choosing their

occupation is not signifirant, the earlier they choose it becomes

significantly related to higher income when the educ,tion-oriented

variable--college teaChing a skill to get the first job--enters the

regression. For those who believe their college education helped them
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secure their first job, higher earnings are associated with having

chosen to prepare for their occupation before or during college rather

than sometime after graduation.

As in the other regressions by major, higher selectivity of the

institution, the number of years of experience with their current

employer,and the number of years emp/oyed full time are significantly

associated with higher earnings. Also,important for the humanities majors

are being married and being employed in business, heavy industry, or

government.

The relatedness variables give an increment of only 1.2 percentage

points to the model for explaining incomedifferences (Table 5). Only one relatedness

variable is significantly associated with higher income for the humanities

majors: supervising people trained in their field of study. Since this

variable is no longer significant when having policy- and decision-making

responsibility is controlled for, it is the supervising aspect rather

than the relatedness aspect that is important in explaining greater

earnings. Relatedness,. for English and other humanities majors, really has

no effect.

The other education-oriented variables add only .7 percentage point

to the R
2

. Two are significantly associated with higher salaries--college

teaching a skill for the first job and increasing chances of finding a good

job. The cther job-oriented variables contribute 1.4 percentage points

to the R2 . Two are also important in explaining higher salaries: setting

their own hours and having policy- and decision-making responsibility.

Both indicate a certain amount of autonomy in the job and a higher

.level position. As for economics and other social science majors, thinking

their skills are fully utilized has no effect on reported income level or

133
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vice versa.

Natural Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Majors

For the natural science, mathematics, and engineering majors, the

background variables account for 33.6 percent of the variance.in explaining

income differences. In addition to being female, other variables

significantly associated with lower salaries are being employed in the

education sector, and being single or married rather than divorced,

separated, or widowed. This is the only group of majors an which being

married is a negative concomitant with income level.

In addition to high institutional selectivity, more years of

experience with current employer, and working full time, important to

high earnings are higher college grade point average and being employed

in business or heavy industry rather than government, education, or some

other sector.. All these significant background variables remain

significant, even after controlling for relatedness and other education-

and job-oriented aspects.

The relatedness variables increase the proportion of explained

income variance by 3.3 percentage points. Significantly related to greater

income are college having increased the ability to think clearly and

supervising people trained in the same field. Contrary to humanities

majors, the relatedness aspect of this latter variable holds up for the

natural science, mathematics, and, engineering majors. Using the content

of their major courses on the job is significantly related to lower income;

even after controlling for the variables indicating position level or job

status (Table 7). Considering the other two significant relatedness variables,

apparently these majors view the more general rather than specific facets of

94
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their college education as more useful in climbing the income ladder.

The other education-oriented variables give a 1 percent increment

to the R
2
, due to the positive significance of college increasing their

chances of finding a good job. Adding 2.5 percentage points to

the R
2

, three other job-oriented variables--setting their own hours,

having policy and decision-making responsibility, and being self-

employed--are significantly associated with higher earnings. Again,

autonomy and job level are important in explaining differences in income.

Business Majors

Compared with other categories of majors, the background variables

for business majors contribute the least variance (21.5 percentage

points) to the explanation of income differences. Four variables are

significant in all regressions by major--sex, selectivity of institution,

number of years of experience with current employer, and number of years

employed full time since graduation. In addition, higher college grade

point average is significantly related to higher salaries for business

majors, while being employed in the education sector is related to

lower salaries. Once the job variable indicating self-employment enters,

being married becomes significantly related to higher earnings.

The relatedness variables account for 3.7 percentage points of thr

variance in explaining income differences for buSiness majors. SignifiLautly

related to higher income is supervising people trained in their field. As

in the regression of natural science, mathematics, and engineering majors,

this variable remains significant after controlling for job level. However,

as with economics and other social
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science majors, the greater the number of work activities that college

prepared them to do but which they do not do, ("useless activities"),

the lower their reported salaries. General college education rather

than specific skills taught seem to contribute to higher earning power.

Those.wholearned skills which are useful later, rather than gaining

less relevant skills in college earn more. When the variable indicating

self-employment enters, the "useless" variable becomes insignificant.

It is when the business major is a business owner that he explicitly

uses the work skills learned in college. When the self-employed

variable enters, the relrtedness variable--college increasing ability

to think clearly--becos significant. The business owner, then, values

not only the specific skills learned in college, but also the more

general way of thinking.

Although other education-oriented variables add 2.7 percentage

points to the R
2

, none entering the regression remained significant

in the final equation. A rather large increment in the R (11.8

percentage points) is due to the addition of three job-oriented variables,

the same three that entered for the natural science, matheMatics,

and engineering majors: setting their own hours, policy- and

decision-making responsibility, and being self-employed.

Education Majors

The greatest proportion of the variance accounted for by the

background variables (50.2 percent) is given in the regression for

education majors. In addition to the four variables significant. in

all five regressions, significantly associated with higher income are

the more recently workers chose their occupation, being employed

1 9 ti
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by a business firm,.heavy industry, or government, and being single

or married (Table 6). Once their job level is controlled for,

hcwever, when workers chose their occupation and the number of years

of experience with their current employer become unimportant in

explaining income differences.

For education majors, the relatedness .1f college education to

work is even less important than for the other maj..Nrs, whether it is

considered in the general orspecific sense. Norelatedness variable is significant

in exPlaining income differences. Neither are the other education-

oriented variables important to education majors, even controi.ling

for the employment sector.

Contributing 1.8 percentage points to the explained variance is

the one job-oriented variable significantly related to higher salaries:

having policy and decision-making responsibility. Unlike other majors,

however, education majors' view that their skills are being fully

utilized in their job is significantly related to higher earnings.

This variable increases the R
2
by .5 percentage point.

Relatedness has little if any effect on income level. If the

college-educated worker view's his education as useful in his job or as

instrumental in increasing his salary, it is probably the more general

rather than the specific abilities acquired in college that he considers.

Regardless of major, what is more important in association with earning

power are the respondent's sex, the ;electivity of his undergraduate

institution, the number of years he has been employiid full time since

graduation, and having policy- and decision-making responsibility in

his job. Substantial differences are revealed among the various majors

when considering such variables as employment sector, grade point average,

and other education- and job-oriented dimensions.
4s_ 7



Table 1

R
2
s in Job Satisfaction Regressions at Each Step,by Major

Economics English Natural Business Education
& Social and Science
Science Humanities Math &

Step Engineer
(N=1,032) (N=730) (N=1,049) (N=688) (N=456)

Background nSS .063 .075 .062 .064

Relatedness .111 .102 .095 .098 .121

Income .132 .108 .128 .133 .128

Other Education
Variables .119 .166 .144

Other Job Variables .167 .130 .189 .168 .173

Skills Fully Used .213 .202 .237 .220 .216

ii-



Important Variables Associated with Job Satidaction

After Relatedness Step, by Major

Variable

Sign of Variable if Sii
1

Natural

Economics Mathematics
Sciences I

and Social English and and Engin-

Science Humanities eering

Background

Sex

When Chose Occupation 0

Number years experience at current job 0

Worked in past, not now 0

Number years employed full time since graduation

Number graduate courses 0

Heavy industry employer 0 0

Education employer 0

Government employer C 0

Married

Relatedness

College increased ability to think clearly
0

College taught knowledge and skills used in

current job

0

Use content on major coutses in current job

Work with colleagues trained in field 0

Use content of other undergraduate courses in job

A 4, means that the variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at the .

indicates a significant relationship to lower job satisfaction at the .05. level. A 0 signifie

Variablec in rog:csuiun equatn, but not P!.gntficant 11qc Trado point e7,2ngo, solectiv

clCbusiness firm ,.m.pl sA l-thoyer, gle, impee people trained in same field, recommend major as pr
Oct

curront job, numbor of college-taught, work activities not performed in current job.



Important Variables Associated with Job Satibfaction

After Relatedness Step, by Major

Sign of Variable if Sipificant*

Natural
Sciences,

Economics Mathematics
and Social English and and Engin-

Science Humanities eering Business Education

1 0 0

ae at current job 0 +

low - 0

I full time since graduation + 0

4S 0 0

'er 0 0

lity to think clearly

Idle and skills used in

courses in current job

trained in field

undergraduate courses in job

0

0

+

0

+

0

0

+

+

0

0

0 0

0 0 +

- 0 0

0 + 0

0

- 0 0

- 0 -
- - 0

+ 0 0

+ + 0

0 + +

0 0 +

0 0 0

0 + 0

variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at the .05 level. A -

: pqationnhip to lower job satisfaction at the .05. level. A 0 signifies no relationship.

equaVmr, hut not EI:f.Tqficant --)117c Trade point triuge, selectivity of institution

sngle, superViso people trained in same field, recommend major as preparation for 200
college-taught, work activities not performed in current job.



Important Variables Associated with Job Satisfaction

iv Final Step, by Major

111.11
Variable

Sign of Variable if Significant

Economics

and English

Social and

Science Humanities

Natural

Science,

Mathematics and

Engineering Busine

BachgEllt

Sex + +

When chose occupation 0 0

Number years experience with current employer 0 0

Worked in past, not now . 0

Number araduate courses 0 0

Heavy industry employer 0 +

Government employer 0 0

Single 0 0

0 0, Married

Relatedness

College taught knowledge and skills used in 0 0

current job

Supervise people trained in field 0 0

Work wib colleagues trained in field 0

0

0

WO

0

0

0

0

Variables in regression equation, but not significant: college grade point average, selec

institution, number of years employed full time since graduation, business firm employer, educa

college increased ability to think clearly, use content of major courses, recommend major as pr

current job, number of college-taught, work activities not performed in current job.

A + means that the variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at the .0

indicates a significant relationship to Lmer job satisfaction at the .05 level. A 0.signifies



Table 3

Important Variables Associated with Job Satisfaction

in Final Step, by Major.

Sign of Variable if Significant
MMEMMI=MaillIMMION.N.

Economics Natural

and English Science;

Social and Mathematics and

Science Humanities Engineering Business Education

....11.EMMME

+ 4- 0 0 0

0 0 + 0 0

0 with current employqr 0 0 0 0 4-

v . 0 - 0 0

li 0 0 0 - -

r 0 + - 0 0

0 0 0 - 0

1
0 0 + 0 0

0 0 + 0 0

?a and skills used in 0 0 0 0 4.

Bd in field 0 0 0 0

rained in field 0 0 0 0

bon equation, but nut significant: college grade point average, selectivity of

trs employed full time since graduation, business firm employer, education employer,

to think clearly, use content of major courses, recommend major as preparation for

aege-taught, work activities not performed in current job.

ariable is significancly related to greater job satisfaction at the .05 level. A -

elationship to lc4er job satisfaction at the .05 level. A 0.signifies no relationship.

rj 2



Tabla 3 (Continuld)

Variable

Sign of Variable if Significant

111Im.1WimIl.MMEMIIM..WWMIMINWIRIIMINMENIIMIIII

Economics Natural

and English Science,

Social and Mathematics

Science Humanities Engineering

Use content of other undergraduate courses in job + 0 0

Income

Income

Other Education

College taught skill which enabled me to get

first job 0 0 +

College increased chance of finding a good job 0 0 +

College helped choose life goals 0 4. +

BA was a factor in hiring a 0 0 +

BA was necessary for prrtion + 0 0

Other Job

Cal set own hours 0 0 0

Can design ovn work program 0 0 +

Have policy and decision-making responsibility + + +

Am sQlf-employed + 0 0

Skills Fully Utilized

Skills fully utilized

wwl

Variables in regression equation, but not significant: college grade point average, sell

institution, number of years employed full time since graduation, business firm emplcyer,

college increased ability to think clearly, use content of major courses, recommend major ai

for current job, number of college taught, work activities not performed in current job. :

A + means that the variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at the .05i

indicates a significant relationship to lower job satisfaction at the .05 level, A 0 signil



Table 3 (Continued)

Sign of Variable if Significant

w....11.1111111MMMIP11.../...........,...........mmat

r undergraduate cotaces in job

ill which enabled me to get

Economics Natural

and English Science,

Social and Mathematics &

Science Humanities Engineering Business Education
_

0

chance of finding a good job 0

oose life goals 0

n hiring 0

for promotion +

rk program

ecision-making responsibility

ed

ized

o

0

0

0 + 0 0

0 + 0 0

+ + + 0

0 + 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

=,..ggr. 1.111

ression equation, but not significant: college grade point average, selectivity of

of years employed full time since graduation, busiress firm emeloyer, education employer,

bility to think clearly, use content of major courses, recommend major as preparation

mber of college taught, work activities not performed in current job,

variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at the .05 level. A -

;ant relationship to lower job satisfaction at the .05 level. A 0 signifies no relationship,

2 0 4



Table 4.

Income Means and Standard Deviations, by Major

Economics Natural
and English Scient-e,
Social and Math tics &
SciPnce Humanities Engineering Business Education

Mean $15,754 $12,253 $16,865 $19,353 $10,32u

Standard
Deviation (7997) (6520) (7009) (9085) (3800)



Table 5

R
2
s in Income Regressions at EaCh Step, by Major

Economics
and Social

Step Science

English
and
Humanities

Natural
Science
Mathematics &
Engineering Business Education

TN=1,032) (N=730) (N=1,049) (N=688) (N=456)

Background .360 .366 .336 .215 .502

Relatedness .374 .378 .369 .252 .508

Other education
variables .385 .385 .379 .279

Other job variables .414 .399 .404 .397 .526

Skills fully used .531

2 0 6



Taal. e

Important Variables Associated with Income

After Relatedness Step, by Malor

Sign of Variable if Significant,

Natural
Sciences,

Economics Mathematics
and Social Englishamd and Engin.-

Veriable Science Humanities eering Business Education

Background

Sex - - - - -

Grade point average + 0 + + 0

Selectivity of institution + + + 4- +

When chose occupation - 0 0 0 +

Number years experience + + + + +
with current employer

Worked in past, not now - - 0 0 0

Number years employed + 4. + +
full time since graduation

Business firm ecployer + + + 0 +

Heavy industry employer + + + 0 +

Education employer - - - - 0

Government employer + + 0 0 +

Single 0 0 - 0 +

Married 0 + - 0 +

belatedness

College increased ability to 0 0 0 0
think clearly

Use content of major course 0 0 -
or job

Supervise people trained
in field

Use content or other under- 0 0
graduate courses in job

Number of owrk activities 0 0 -
college prepared, but not
doing

0

*
A + means that variable is significantly related to greater income at the .05 level.

A - indicates a significant relationship to lower income at the 05 level. A 0-signifies
no relationship. Variables in regression eaDiation, but not signifiLlant: nuMber of
graduate courses, collecre taught knowledge end skills used in current job, work with
colleagues trained in field, recommend major as prcparation for current job.

U
:^1 7
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Table 7

Important Variables Associated With

Income 'In Final Step , by Major

Far:1131e

Sign of Variable if Significant*

Natural
Sciences,

Economics Mathematics
and Social Englishand and Engin-
Science. Humanities eering Businew, F-lucation

ackground

.Sax

Grade point average

Selectivity of iustitution

When chose occupation

Number years experience at
current job

Werked in past, not now

Number years employed
full time since graduation

Business firm .,k.i.inver

Heavy industry , ,loyer

Education employer

Government employer

Single

Married

elatedness

College increased ability
to think clearly

Use content of major courses
in job

Supervise people trained in field

Use content of other under-
graduate courses in field

Number.of work activities
college prepared, but not
doing.

-

+

0 +

+

+

+

0

+

- - 0 0 0

+ + + 0

- - 0 0 0

+. + + + +

+ 0 +
+ + + 0 +

- 0 - - 0

+ , + 0 0 +
(

.0 0 - 0 +

0' + - + +
l

0 0 + + 0

0 0 - 0 0

0 0 + + A 0
4101"+ 0 0 0 or 0

0°

- 0 0 0 0

A + means that the variable is sisnificantly related to greater income at
the .05 level. A - indicates a significant relationship to lower income
at the .05 level. A 0 signifies no relationship. Variables in regression in
eguation, but not simificantt number of arnduate courses, college taught
knowledge and skills used in current job, work with colleagues trained in
field, recommend major as preparation for current job, BA was a factor in
beina hired.

2 0 8



Table 7 (Continued':

Variable

Sign of Variable if Significant*

Economics
and Social
Science.

Englishamd
Humanities

Natural
Sciences,
Mathematics
and Engin-
eering Business Education'

Other Education

College taught skill that
enabled me to get first job

+ 0 .0 0

College increased leadership
ability

+ 0 0 0 0

College increased chances of
finding a good job

+ + + 0 0

College provided contacts
which helped get current job

- 0 0 C 0

Other Job

Can set own hours + + + + 0

Have policy and decision-
making responsibility

+ + + + +

Am self-employed 0 0 + + 0

Skills FUlly_Rtilized

Skills fully utilized 0 0 0 0

A + means that the variable is signiff.cantly related to greater .income at

the .05 level. A - indicates a significant relationship to lower income

at the .05 level. A 0 signifies no relationship. Variables in:regression

equation, but not significant: number of graduate courses, college taught

knowledge and skills used in current job, work with colleague3trained in

field, recommend major as preparation for current job, BA was a factor in

being hired.

9
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Chapter 6

Relatedness and Career Outcomes by Occupation

Just as there were differences among groups of majors in explaining

job satisfaction and income, so there are differences among the five

groups.cf occupations.

The largest generic occupational category is accounPng, administra-

tion, and sales, with 1,174 cases, which inCludes accounting, financial

analysis, business and government administratioa, business .ownership,

buying, purchasing, sales, and brokerage. The next largest is education,

with 1,052 cases, which includes education administration, elementary

and secondary teaching, and professorial positions. Mathematics, science,

and engineering (546 cases) includes computer science and progrel:siing,

systems analysis, mathematics, statistics, actuarial positions, bio-

logicz.1, physical and natural saiences, and engineering. The two

smallest generic occupational categories are allied health and social

service (263 cases), which includes allied health work, hygiene, lab

technology, therapy, dietary positions, nursing, pharmacy, counseling;

social science, social welfare, and community work; and office work

(268) cases incorporating administrative assistance, middle-level office

work, and secretarial and clerical positions.

Job .S4..action

The variables for the job satisfaction regressions by occupation

were forced in the same six steps as those in the regressions by major.

Therefore, Table 1 here is comparable to Table 1 in Chapter 5. Most

other tables are also comparable..

Mathematics, science, and Engineering Occupations

The background variables account for 7.2 percentage points of

2
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the variance in explaining job satilaction for those.in mathematics,

science, and engineering occupations (Table 1). Important to greater

job satisfaction are being femle rather than male and being married

rather than single, separated, divorced, or widowed (Table 2).

Significantly associated with lower satisfaction are having worked in

the past but not currently working full time and being employed in

heavy industry or education. However, by the final step these employment

sector variables are insignificant (Table 3). Because the education

sector variable is no longar significant when salary enters the regression,

the respondents in education seem to equate job dissatisfaction with

dissatisfaction with low pay. But for those in heavy industry, feeling

that their skills are fully utilized in their job causes this employment

sector variable to become insignificant. In this case, dissatisfaction

with work means dissatisfaction with poor chances of using all skills.

The relatedness variables for those in mathematics, science, and

engineering contribute only 2 percentage points to the proportion of

explained variance, and only one variable is significantly related

to greater job satisfaction: college having taught the knowledge

and skills used in the current job. When the other education-oriented

variables enter, however, especially college increasing the chances

of finding a good job and helping with the choice of life goals, the

relatedness variable loses its significance. This result probably

indicates that responden*,1 who gained most from more general career-

related aspects of their college education and not necessarily from

specific skill training earn more.

/ncome adds a substantial 3.5 percentage points to the variance

in explaining job satisfaction for these occupations. 'The greater the

earnings, the greater the satisfaction. The set of other education-

'"1Li J.-
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oriented variables contributes 3.2 percentage points to the explained

variance. Three of them are significantly associated witil greater

job satisfaciton: 'college increasing chances of finding a good job

and the BA being necessary for promotion; and college helpirg with

the choice of life goals. The first tvm may indicate the credentialing

effect of the baccalaureate degree, although possibly those who feel

they have good jobs and have been promoted are more sF-isfied. Part

of their success is being credited to the credeut. Similarly if

the job is consistent with life goals, satisfaction results, partially

to the cri,Alt of the college experience.

Only one other c,lo-oriented variable is significantly related

to greater job satisfaction, increasing the R
2
by 2.8 percentage points.

That the respondents in mathematics,science, and engineering are

Able to design their own work program and have a sense of autonomy

in their job contributes substantially to their satisfaction. So

too does the feeling that their skills are'fully utilized; this

variable alone increases the proportion of variance explained by

5.4 percentage points.

Office Work Occupations

Although the background variables account for 10.5 percentage points

of the explained job satisfaction variance for office work occupations,

only two variables r..e significant after the relatedness step. Being

employed in heavy industry is significantly associated with greater

satisfaction, whereas being single is related to lower job satisfaction.

However, when salary enters the regression, both variables become

insignificant. Once salary and college increasing chances of a good

job are controlled for, being female is significant...y related to greater

job satisfaction.
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The relatedness variables add 6.6 percentage points to the proportion

of explained variance, with only one variable significant. For office

workers, using the content of their undergraduate courses (other than

major) in their job is concomitant with greater job satisfaction. Most

likely, these courses are more vocational in:type (e.g., stenography,

typing, accounting).

As in the regression by mathematics, science, and engineering

ccupations, higher earnings are significantly related to greater job

satisfaction for office workers. The income variable contributes 1.6

percentage points to the explained variance. No other job-oriented

variable and only one education-oriented variable, which increases the

R
2
by 3.2 percentage points, is significantly associated with greater

job satisfaction: college increasing chances of a good job. Even

though few office workers perceive that their job is high level--only

36 percent say they have policy- and decision-making responsibility--

some have found satisfying jobs that they say are "good." More important, -

if they think their skills are fully utilized in the job, workers tend

to express greater job satisfaction. The skills-fully-utilized

variable accounts for 4.1 percent of the 26 percentage points of

explained variance.

Accounting, Administration, and Sales Occupation

For accounting, administration, and sales, background variables

contribute 5.9 percentage points to the proportion of variance in

explaining job satisfaction, whereas being female, having been

employed by the current employer many years, and having been employed

many years full time are significantly related to greater job satisfaction,

having worked in the past but not currently working full time is,

surprisingly, associated with lower satisfaction. When income and

c")rt
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college increasing leadership ability enter the regression, however,

the number of years of full-time work becomes insignificant. Apparently,

this variance acts as a proxy for higher salaries and job level.

The relatedness variables increase the R2 by 1.7 percentage points.

Two variables--college increasing ability to think clearly and college

teaching knowledge and skills used in the current job--are significantly'

related tr, greater job satisfaction. But once skills fully utilized

enters the regression, the ability-to-think-clearly variable becomes

insignificant.

income contributes 2 percentage points to the explained job

satisfaction variance; as in the regressions by office work and mathematics,

science, and engineering occupations, the higher the salary, the greater

the satisfaction. The only other education-oriented variables signifi-

cantly related to greater job satisfaction are being able to design the

work program, having policy- and decision-making responsibility,

and being self-amployed. All indict,te greater autonomy in the job and

higher job level. Of course, as in the other four regressions, feeSling

tbat skills are fully utilized significantly relates to greater

satisfaction, adding an increment of 5.1 percentage points to the R2.

Allied Health and Social Service Occupations

The background Variables account for 11.8 percentage points of

the variance in explaining job satisfaction for the allied health and

social service occupations. Significantly related to lower satisfaction

is having worked in the past but not currently working full time.

Related to greater satisfaction is the greater number of graduate

courses taken. This is the only occupation regression in which

graduate courses have been important. When the job-oriented variable,

designing the work program, enters the regression, however, the graduate-

2 4



courses variable becomes insignificant. Perhaps employers promoted the

workers partly because Of their continued education so it is the higher

status that contributes to greater satisfaction.

For the allied health and social service workers, the relatednsss

variables account for 6.1 percentage points of the explained variance.

Only one relatedness variable is significant: using the content

of major courses in the job. The more frequently workers use the

content of their wjor, the greater-_their job satisfaction.

Unlike the first three occupational groups, income is not a

factor in job satisfaction. Neii.her are the other education- and job-

oriented variables. Skills fully utilized, however, incfeases the

R
2

by 5.6 percentage points. Evidently, for allied health and social

service workers, it is important to think they are fully utilizing

their Skills, especially those that were college prepared, in their .

work.

Education Occupations

For education, the background variables explain only 3.4 percent

of the differences in job satisfaction. Being female and having more

years of experience with the current employer are significantly

aSsociated with greater satisfaction. However, when the education-

oriented variable, college increasing the chances of finding a good

job, enters the regression, the sex variable becomes insignificant.

Apparently, men more than women in education think their college

education helped them find a good, satisfying job.

The relatedness variables contribute 4.2 percentage points to

the proportion of variance explainig job satisfaction. Three of these

variables are significnatly related to greater satisfaction: college

teaching knowledge and skills used irythe current job, using the

2
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content of major courses, and working with colleagues-who were trained

in the same field. When the skills-fully-utilized variable enters,

using the content of the maior becomes insignificant. Again, the

skills referred to ::e those learned during the course of their major

study and beyond.

As in the allied health and social service regression, income is

not a significant concomitanc of job satisfaction for education. occupations.

The other education-oriented variables, however, account for 3.1 per-

centage points of the variance Related to greater satisfaction are

college increasing leadership ability and chances of finding a good

job. But significantly associated with lower job satisfaction is

college teaching a skill that enabled workers to get their first job.

Increasing the R
2
by 1.8 percentage points is the one job-orientd

variable significantly related to greater satisfaction: having policy-

and decision-making responsibility. As in all other occupational

regressions, the skills-fully-utilized variable is significant for

the education occupations.

Relatedness is not a substantial factor in explaining job

satisfaction for any of these occupational categories. Using the

content of the major courses in the job is significant, in the final

step, in only one case: in the regression by allied health and social

service occupations. Only one variable, not a relatedness variable,

is significantly associated with job satisfaction across all occupations.

As in the analysis by majors, the relationship between job satisfaction

and feeling that skills are fully utilized is consistently significant

across all occupations.

2 6
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Income

The income regressions by occupion are comparable to those by

'Major. First, the background and relatedness variables were forced in;

then the other education- and job-oriented variable:; were allowed to

enter if significant at the .05 level.

Mathematics, 5cience, and Engineering Occupations

For mathematics, science, and engineering, the background.variables

account for 30.7 percentage points of the variance in explaining

income differences (Table 4). Consistlntly significant across all

occupations is the sex variable. Regardless:of occupation, men earn

more than women, even after controlling for job level variables (Tables

5 and 6). Also significantly associated with higher incomes, for

mathematics, science, and engineering, are higher college grade point

average, higher selectivity of undergraduate institution, more years

of experience with the current employer and working full time since

graduation, and the more graduate courses taken.

Significantly related to lower incomes are having chosen the

occupation more recently rather than before or during college, having

worked in the past out not working now, and being employed in the

education sector.

Increasing the R
2
by 5.5 percentage points are the relatedness

variables. Those who use the content of their major in the job

actually tend to have lower incomes, whereas those who supervise

people trained in their field tend to have higher incomes (even

controlling for the joblevel variables).

The other education-oriented variables add 2.3 percentage points

to the variance in explaining income differences. Lower salaries

are associated with the response that college increases general

2, 7
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knowledge, while higher salaries are significantly related to the

statement that college increases Chances of finding a good job.

Evidently, for these occupations, the more specific rather than

general college-taught abilities lead to good and higher paying

jobs.

Increasing the R
2
by 3.5 percentage points are two other job-

oriented variables. For mathematics, science, and engineering, being

able to design work program and having policy- and decision-making

responsibility are significantly associated with h*gher earnings. In

none of the five occupational regressions is the skills-fully-y 'lized

variable a factor in explaining income differences.

Office Work Occupatior3

The background variables account for 55.5 percentage points of

the variance for office work occupations, the largest proportion

accounted for by the background variables in any occupational regression.

With the three variables significant in all five regressions--sex,

having worked in the past but rot now, and the years employed full

time since graduation, four other variables are sianificantly related

to incmme. Office workers tend to report higher incomes if they

graduated from a higher Jelectivity institution and are employed by
.

business, heavy industry, and government.

Increasing the R
2
by 3.1 percentage points is one relatedness.

variable: using the content of the major courses in the job. This

probably shows that, although they may not have needed their college-

taught abilities to get their current job, if workers used such

knowledge and skills they were more likely to be rewarded monetarily.

For office work occupations, no other education-oriented and only

one job-oriented variable significantly adds to the variance in ex-
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plaining income. Those office workers who are self-eMpl9yed report

higher earnings; however, only 2 percent are self-employed.

Accounting, Administration, and Sales Occupations

The background variables account for the lowes,\proportion of

explained variance for accounting, administration, and sales occupations:

16.7 percentage points. This occupational category also has the

highest mean annual salary ($20,696 compared with $17,401 for mathe-

matics, science, and encTineering; $11,812 for allied health and social

service, $11,597 for office work, and $10,193 for education). In

addition to the three variables significant for all occupational groups,

related to higher earnings are higher grade point average, higher

instutitional selectivity and more years of experience with current

employer. Associated with lower earnings is having chosen the occupation

more recently.

The relatedness variables contribute 1.9 percentage points to the

proportion of explained income variance. Those in accounting,

administration and sales occupations who state they supervise people

in their field and who recommend their major as preparation for their

job tend also to report higher salaries. But those who use the content

of their major courses in the job and those to whom college gave fewer

unused work skills -("useless activities") tend to earn less. These

last two variables, however, become insignificant with the addition

of the job-level variables.

Increasing the R
2 by 1.3 percentage points are the other education--

oriented variables. Significantly related to lower income is college

teaching a skill for the first iob, whereas significantly associated

with greater income is college increasing the chances of finding a

good job. Those whose education emphasized general rather than specific
0 i 9



skills tend to find jobs that pay more. The other job-oriented

variables contribute a much greater proportion (5.1 percentage points)

to the explained variance than the education-oriented variables.

Three variables significantly related to higher earnings are setting

own work hours, policy- and decision-making responsibility, and

self-employment.

Allied Health and Social Service Occupations

For the allied health and social service occupations, the background

variables account for 44.2 percentage points of 'he variance in explaining

income. In addition to the three variables significant in all five

regressions, only two other background variables are significant. Those

who work in business and heavy industry tend to report greater income

than those in education, government, or any other sector.

This is the only occupational group for which thb relatedness

variables have no effect: no relatedness variable is significantly

associated with income.

The other educstion-oriented variables increase the R
2
by 1.8

percentage points, with two significantly associated with greater

income: responding that the BA is necessary for promotion and that

college provides contacts that helped get the current job. For these

occupations.college was instrumental in helping workers attain

higher incomes, not so much by content preparation but by credentialing

effect and by provision of job-market contacts. Only one other job-

oriented variable accounts for 7.6 percentage points of the explained

variance. Those self-employed in the allied health and social

service fields tend to earn more than those who work for others.

Education Occupations

The background variables for those in education occupations account
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for 41.4 percentage points of the variance in explaining income differences.

Significantly related to higher incomes are the higher selectivity of

the undergraduatelnstitution, the more recent choice of occupation., the

more years cf experience with the current employer (tenure), the more

graduate courses taken, and being employed by a business firm, along

with the three background variables significant in all occupational

regressions. When workers chose their occupation, however, becomes

insignificant with the entrance of policy-rand decision-making

responsibility. Evidently, those who are pulled into education

occupations later in their work life are pulled into higher level

positions.

Contributing only 1.1 percentage points to the R2 are the relatedness

variables. Related to greater income is supervising people trained in

the same field, wiLaa related to lower income is more "useless

activities."

Only 0.9 percentage points of the variance is accounted for by

the other education-oriented variables, but two are significantly

associated with income level. Related to greater earnings is the

statement that the BA was a factor in being hired. Concomitant

with lower income is responding that oollege provided contacts

that helped get the current job. The other job-oriented variables

contribute 1.2 percentage points to the proportion of explained

variance, with two being significantly related to higher salaries:

setting hours and having policy- and decision-making responsibility.

In this analysis of income differences by occupational group,

the set of background variables contributes the most of all five

sets of variables (Table 4) to the explanation of income variance.

Three background variables are consistently significant, in the same

221
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direction, in all five regressions: sex (higher income is associated

more with men than with women), having worked in the past but not

currently working full time (related to lower salaries), and the number

of years of full time employment since graduation (the more years of

full time work, the greater the income).

The re:Atedness variables do not contribute much to understanding

income differences. Not one variable is consistently significant

across all occupations. The same condition holds for the sets of

other education- and job-oriented variables. A variable first seen

as important in job satisfaction--skills fully utilized-- is not at

all importint in understanding salary levels. Ohe can question

economists' assumption that more highly educated people who use their

skills are more productive, and hence,sarn more.

4.1 Z'A.



Table 1

R
2
s in Job Satisfaction Regressions at Each Step, by Occupation

Mathematics, Science
and Engineering

Accounting, Allied Health
Office Administration & Social
Work and Sales Service Education

Step (N=546) (N=268) (N=1,174) (N=263) (N=1052)

Background .072 .105 .059 .118 .034

Relatedness .092 .171 .076 .179 .076

Income .127 .187 .096 .187 .076

Other Education
Variables .159 .219 .099 .107

Other Job Variables .187 .132 .203 .125

Skills Fully Used .241 .260 .183 .259 .187



Table 2

Important Variables Associated with Job Satisfaction

After Relatedness Step, by Occupation

Variable

Sign of Variable if Significant

Accounting

Mathematics, Science Office Administration

& Engineering Work & Sales

Background,

Sex + 0 +

Number years experience with current

employment

0 0 4.

Worked in past, not now 0

Number years employed full time since

graduation

0 0

Number graduate courses 0

Heavy industry employer 11.

Education employer

Single 0 0

Married

Relatedness

College increased ability to think clearly 0 0

College taught knowledge and skills used in

current job

*A .1. means that the variable is significantly relate to greater job satisfaction at tho

A - indicates a significant relationship to lower job satiafaction at the .05 level.

A 0 signifies no relationship,

Variables in regression equation, but not eimificantr college grade point average, sel

institution, when chose occupation, business firm employer, government employer, supervis

22 4 field, recorrend maor ae f?- '"11177 of coLlge-tug, vo..7% act

performed in current job.



Important Variables Associated with Job Satisfaction

After Relatedness Step, by Occupation

Sign of Variable if Significant

Accounting Allied Health

Mathematics, Science Office Administration & Social

& Engineering Work & Sales Service Education

ence with current 0

now

ed full time since 0

rses 0

Ayer

115ility to think clearly

pledge and skills used in

0

0

-

+

o

0

0

o 0 + 0

+ 0 0 0

0 o 0 0

- o o 0

o 0 0 o

0 0 0

variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at the .05 level.

Ilignifieant relationship to lower joh satiefaction at the .05 level.

irelationship,

tssion equation, but not sirmificanti college grade point average, selectivity of

chose occupation, business firm employer, government employer, supervise people in same

7184.or as .F.!prati'.:- of coLlge-tg4ue-;; actf.vities not

vint' job.
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Table 2 (Continued)

Sign of Variable if Signif

Accounting

Mathematics, Science Office Administra

& Engineering Work & Sales
Variable

Relatedness

Use content of major courses in job

Colleagues trained in field

0

Use content of other undergraduate

courses in job 0 0

A + means that the variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at

A - indicates a significant relationship to lower job satisfaction e the .05 level.

A 0 signifies no relationship.

Variables in regression equation, but not signifit: college grade point average, s
of institution, when chose occupation, business firm employer, government employer, su
people inEame field, recommend major as prepare '.on for current job, number of college

work activities not performed in current job.



Table 2 (Continued)

Sign of Variable if Significant*

Accounting, Allied Health

Mathematics, Science Office Administration & Social

& Engineering Work & Sales Service Education.

jor courses in job

1 in field

ler undergraduate

0

0

0

0 0 0

the variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at the .05 level.

significant relationship to lower job satisfaction at the .05 level.

u) relationship.

1Tession equation, but not significant: college grade point average, selectivity

when chose occupation, business iirm employer, government employer, supervise

Ield, recommend major as preparation for current job, number of college-taught
not performed in current job.



Important Variables Associated with Job Satisfaction

in Pinal Step, by Occupation

Sign of Variable if Signifi

Math, Science

Variable & Engineering

Office

Work

Accounting,

Administration

& Sales

Background

Sex + + +

Number years experience with current employer 0 0 +

Worked in past, not now - 0

married + 0 0

Relatedness

College taught knowledge and skills used in

current job C 0 +

Use content of major courses in job 0 0 0

Colleagues trained in field 0 0 0

Use content of other undergraduate courses in job 0 + 0

Income

Income + + +

* A + means that the variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at th

A - indicates a significant relationship to lower job satisfaction at the .05 level.
A 0 signifies no relationship.

Variables in regression equation, but not significant: college qrade point average, a
of institutioa, when chose occupation, nuMber of years employed full time since gradua
of praduate courses, busineau firm employer, heavy industry employer, education employ
govnIre-t IrIp1or2r, liWer :Wes? t5ility tc think clearly, supervise peop
field, recommend major as preparation for current job, number of college-taught, work a
performed, can set own work hours.



Important Variables Aseociated with Job Satisfaction

in Final Step, by Occupation

Sign of Variable if Sipificant

Math, Science

& Engineering

Office

Work

Accounting,

Administration

& Sales

Allied Helath

& Social

Service Education

+ + + 0 0

Lance with current employer 0 0 + 0 +

t now - 0 - - 0

+ 0 0 0 0

fledge and skills used in

0 0 + 0 +

xr courses in job 0 0 0 + 0

in field 0 0 0 0 +

nr undergraduate courses in job 0 + 0 0 0

0 0

MIIIINNEMMO

the variable is significantly related to greater jcb satisfaction at the .05 level.

a significant relationship to lower job satisfaction at the .05 level.

no relationship.
egression equation, but not significant: Lollege gado) point average, selectivity

, when chose occupation, number of years employed full time since graduation, number

urses, busineoe firm employer, heavy industry employer, education employer.

?!:-,coer Iso1'. 17 Ta- think clearly, supervise people in same
ala major as preparation for current job, number of college-taught, work activities not

set own work hours.
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Table 3 (Continued)

Variable

Sign of Variable if Signifi

Accounting,

Math, Science Office Administration &

& Engineering Wark & Sales

Other Education

College increased leadership ability 0 0 +

College increased chAnces of finding a good job + + 0

College taught skills that enabled me to get

first job 0 0 0

College helped choose life goals + 0 0

'HA was necessary for promotion + 0 0

Other Job .

Can design mo. gork program + 0 +

Have policy and decision-making responsibility 0 0

Am self-employed 0 0 +

Skills fully utilized

Skills fully utilized + +

2 3 0

A + means that the variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at

A-indicates a significant relationship to lower job satisfaction at the .05 level.

A 0 signifies no relationship.
Variables in regression equation( but not significant: college grade point average,
of institution, when chose occupation, number of years employed full time since grad
of graduate courses, business firm employer, heavy industry employer, education empl
employer, single, college increased ability to think clearly, supervise people in s

major as preparation for current jot- number of college-taught, work activities not

sot own hours.



Table 3 (Continued)

Sign of Variable if SignifJ,.ant

Accounting, .Allied Health

Math, Science Office Administration & Social

& Engineering Work & Sales Services Education

1111

eadership ability 0 0 + 0 +

hances of finding a good job + + 0 0 +

ls that enabled me to get
0 0 0 0 -

48 life goals + 0 0 0 0

w promotion 4. 0 0 0 0

:program + 0 + 0 0

dsion-making responsibility 0 0 0 0

0 0 + 0 0

Lzed

: the variable is significantly related to greater job satisfaction at the .05 level.

significant relationship to lower job satisfaction at the .05 level.

no relationship.

regression equation, but not significant: college grade point average, selectivity

n, when chose occupation, number of years employed full time since graduation, number

ourses, business firm employer, heavy industry employer, education employer, government

yle, college increased ability to think clearly, supervise people in same field, recommend

nation for current job, number of college-taught, work activities not performed, can
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Table 4

R
2
s in Income Regressions at Each Step, by Occupation

Math, Science
G Engineering
(N=546)

Office
Work
(N=268)

. .

Accounting,
Administration
& Sales
(N=1,174)

Allied Health
& Social
Service Education
(N=263) (N=1,052)

Background .307 .555 .167 .442 .414

Relatedness .362 .586 .186 .456 .425

Other Education Variables .385 .199 .474 .434

Other Job Variables .420 .598 .250 .550 .446

Skills fully used



Important Variables Associated with Income

After Relatedness Step, by Occupation

Variable

Sign of Variable if Signifit

Accounting, Alll

Math, Science Office Administration & S

& Engineering Work & Sales Se

Back9round

Sex

Grade point average

Selectivity of institution

When chose occupation

Number years experience with current employer

, Worked in past, not now

Number years employed full time since graduation

Number graduate courses

Business firm employer

Heavy industry employer

Education employer

Government employer

Relatedness

.

+

+

.

+

-

+

+

0

0

-

0

-

+

0

0

.

0

+

0

0

-

+

0

+

+

0

+

+

0

0

0

+

+

-

+

-

+

0

0

0

0

0

.

+,

+

-

0

Use contp- of major courses in job

Supervise people trained in field

Recommend major as preparation for job

Number work activites college prepared, but

not doing

A + means that the variable is significantly related to greater income at the .05 level.
a significant relationship to lower income at the .05 level. A 0 signifies no relationship.

Variables in regression equation, but not significant: single; married, college increase
clearly, college taught knowledge and skills used in current job, work with colleagues traine0/1,

4.4u to content of other undergraduate courses in current job.



Important Variables Associated with Incom

After Belatedness Step, by Occupation

Sign of Variable if Significant

Accounting, Allied Health

Math, Science Office Admdnistration & Social

& Engineering Work & Sales Service Education

e

titution

ion

ience with current employer

t now

yed full time since graduation

urses

oyer

loyer

or courses in job

rained in field

preparation for job

tes college prepared, but

411.1.
EN II

+ 0 + 0 0

+ + + 0 +

- 0 - 0 +

+ 0 + 0 +

_ - - - -

+ + + + +

+ 0 0 0 +

0 + 0 + +

0 + 0 + 0

- 0 0 0 0

0 + 0 0 0

- +

+ 0 + , 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

e variable is significantly related to greater income at the .05 level. A - indicates

reship to lower income at the .05 level. A 0 signifies no relationship.

ssion equation, but not significant: single, married, college increased ability to think

Oht.knowledge and skills used in current job, work with colleagues trained in field, use

t.graduate courses in current job. 234



Important Variables Associated with Income

in Final Step, by Occupation

Variable

Sign of Variable if Signi:

Accounting, Al:

Math, Science Office Administration & !

& Engineering Work & Sales Se]

Background

Sex

Grade point average 0

Selectivity of institution

When chose occupation 0 -

Number years experience with current employer 0

Worked in past, not now - - .

Number years employed full time since graduation + + +

Number graduate courses + 0 0

Business firm employer 0 + 0

Heavy industry employer 0 + 0

Education employer - 0 0

Government employer 0 + 0

Relatedness

Use content of major courses in job - + 0

Supervise people trained in field + 0 4.

Recommend major as preparation for job 0 0 +

Number work activities college prepared but not

doing 0 0 0,01.....,*

A + means that the variable is significantly related to greater income at the .05 level. 11

significant relationship to lower income at the .05 level. A 0 signifies no relationship.

Variables in regression equation, but not sigrificant7 single, married, college increased

I

early, college taught knowledge and skills 12sed :.: curre.:.t job, work with colleagues trained i
of other undergraduate courses in current job.



Important Variables Associated with Income

in Final Step, by Occupation

Sign of Variable if Significant

Accounting, Allied Health

Math, Science Office Administration & Social

& Engineering Work & Sales Service Education

+ 0 + 0 0

tution + + + 0 +

h .

- 0 - 0 0

nce with current employer + 0 + 0 +

how
- - -

d full time since graduation + + + + +

ses + 0 0 0 +

er 0 + 0 + +

yer 0 + 0 + 0

- 0 0 0 0

0 + 0 0 0

' courses in job

pined in field

xeparation for job

es college prepared but not

I

0

+ 0 o 0

o + o +

o + o o

0

variable is significantly related to greater income at the .05 level. A - indicates a

p to lower income at the .05 level. A 0 signifies no relationship. 236
salon equation, but not sign!licant single, marriel, college increased ability to think

knowledge and skills v.sed =re job, work with colleagues trained in field, use content

murses in current job.



Table 6 (Continued)

Variab:

Other Education

Sign of Variable if Significa

Accounting, All!

Math, Science Office Administration & Sc

& Engineering Work & Sales Seri

College increased general knowledge - 0 0

College taught skill that enabled me to

get first job 0 0 -

College increased chances of finding a good job + 0 +

BA was a factor u5 hiring 0 0 0

BA was necessary for promotion 0 0 0

, College provided contacts that helped get

current job 0 0 0

Other Job'

Can set own hours 0 0 4.

Can design own work program + 0 0

Have policy & decision-making responsibility 4. 0 +

Am self-employed 0 4- +

ISkills Fully Utilized

Skills fully utilized

C

C

C

C

i

4

A means that the variable is significantly related to greater income at ihe .05 level,

a significant relationship to lower income at the .05 level.. A 0 signifies no relationship.

Variables in regression equation, but not significant: single, married, college increased

clearly, college taught knowledge and skills used in current job, work with colleagues trained i

content of other undergraduate courses in current job.



Table 6 (CoAtinued)

Sign of Variable if Significant

Accounting, Allied Health

Math, Science Office Administration & Social

& Engineering Work & Sales Service Education

neral knowledge

that enabled me to

ances of finding a good job

iring

promotion

tacts that helped get

program

ion-making responsibility

ed

0 0 0

0 0 0

+ 0 +

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0 0

variable is significantly related to greater income at 'the .05 level. A - indicates

[lo to lower income at the .05 level.. A 0 signifies no relationship.

ision equation, but not significant: single, married, college increased ability to think

mowledge and skills used in current job, work with colleagues trained in field, use

iduate courses in current job.



Chapter 7

The Meaning of a Good Job

As discussed in Chapter 2,unrest is growing among educational

researchers and policy-makers over the general efficacy of the current

system of higher educatiqn.Educational purposes and goals are being widely

questioned. Much impressionistic writing points to the declining

monetary value of obtaining a college degree: a graduate can ho longer

be sure of using his skills on a good job.

Some critics not withstanding, there are many purposes to higher-

education, far more than merely providing students with specific skills

for jobs. Indeed, college preparation for work includes the ability to

think, read, write, calculate, learn, and get along with people. It

also includes the ability to use nonworking hours constructively, dither

in complementing or substituting for the satisfaction that comes from

work itself.

That the purpose of college is to enable graduates to get a "good

job" has been the premise upon which much criticism of higher education

has been based. Yet, the is no general agreement on what a "good job"

is. What might be an undesirable job to intellectuals critiquing higher

education might be a desirable position to one holding or Seeking it.

This lack of clarity has resulted partly from lack of data. The

findings of this study, which challenge some of the mord destructive predic-

tions presently in vogue, are based on a national survey of college graduates

rather than on subjective views. Because first jobs are often temporary--

indeed, half the graduates change career plans after college--the individuals

surveyed were men and women who entered college in 1961. While the responses

of the 4,000 baccalaureates now employed do not reveal the extent of

2 3 9
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unemployment nor the monetary payoff to college compared with different

levels of education, they do indicate the benefits people derive from

their college education, what they seek from their work, and what gives

college-educated persons job satisfaction.

The most discussed purpose of education--to prepare people for the

world of work--is easier to state than to define. The obvious aspect

is learning specific skills, facts, processes, and knowledge that will be

used directly in a job. Certain job skills are considered vocational,

such as the ability to install a toilet. This training is thought by some

to be vulgar, outside the purview of higher education, or an attempt by

certain social elements to keep "lower-class people" in their substandard

position.

Many universities are passive about the types of subjects that can be

taught and directly applied in future jobs. For example, one school of

thought maintains that students should be allowed to study what they will,

and there should be enough jobs available so they can use their knowledge

later in work. The question becomes Is it the role of education to train

people who are "needed" by the labor market, or is it the obligation of the

labor market to provide positions for all those who are trained? Some

observers maintain that certain subjects are more "vocationally oriented"

than others: That is, people can go into chemistry and be justified in

assuming that a job as a chemist will be available upon graduation. However,

those who study Latin may be less justified in assuming that they will be

able to use their training in a future job.

All these expectations, of course, are too Simplified. Vocationally-

oriented subjects are often defined too narrowly and other subjects are thrown

out as vocationally irrelevant. It is unrealistic to expect all chemistry

graduates to conduct chemical experiments in a laboratory: often they do not
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end up conducting experiments, not only because these jobs are unavailable,

but also because they would rather do something else, such as sell pharma-

ceuticals. It is also unrealistic to assume that the chemistry major who

sells pharmaceuticals is not using his training.

Traditionally, the humanities have been considered one area in which

graduates should not expect to find jobs that use their training. Yet,

communications skills--writing, reading comprehension, and the like--are

crucial in many jobs.

Baccalaureate graduates now in the labor force were asked what they

would recommend as the most useful course for someone preparing for a job

like theirs. Thirty-two percent of the workers recommended psychology,

31 percent business administration, and 30 percent English--that nonvocational

subject not generally considered useful in the job market. Since opportunities

for jobs related to the major may not be available at graduation, colleges

should focus on courses that teach students how to read, write, compute,

learn, and work with people rather than how to do a specific chemistry

experiment.

A/so, a prime function of today's colleges should be to provide career

information to students, before they enter college, when they are deciding

whether to attend and what field to study, and all the way to the-end, when

they are making post-college career plans. Colleges should indicate which

jobs are available and stress that good jobs, or related jobs, just might

not be available. It is a cop-out to argue, as some critics do, that college-

trained youth expect "good jobs" and that the universities are failing because

these jobs are unavailable. Colleges and universities must help students

redefine the concept of "good jobs" and break down the expectation that a

college education is merely a ticket to whatever job a student desires.
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Life Enrichment

An important question today is whether the role of postsecondary

education is to provide a means to a good job or a way to a good life.

There is a vast literature on the Impact of college on aspects of personal

growth. College significantly affects life goals, social responsibility,

family practices, ability to use leisure time, and the like. Indeed, in

addition to their role in enriching jobs, colleges and universities should

question their ability to help people enrich their nonworking lives. This

study has indicated that, regardless of field, over 68 percent of the workers

think their college education increased their general knowledge, about 35

percent believe it increased their ability to think clearly, over 20 percent

think it increased their leadership ability, and another 20 percent think

it helped them choose their life goals.

Education's critics should also be aware that, although 54 percent

of the men and 36 percent of the women in a group of college freshmen

in 1974 considered it important to be well off financially, approximately

60 percent thought it important to develop a philosophy of life, over 50

percent thought it important to raise a family, and over 33 percent thotght

it important to keep up with political affairs. Considering these views,

the college experience cannot be called a failure if all graduates do not

find related jobs.

Social Benefits

Most people agree that postsecondary.education serves a number of

functions from which society as a whole benefits. Unfortunately, these

functions have been more frequently verbalized than quantified. Some have

argued that a more educated society is one in which democracy is more likely

to flourish. Violent crime is lower in an educated society. Gross national
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product (GNP) is generally higher in societies where a greater proportion

of the citizens have large amounts of education. Although poverty is

certain to exist regardless of the level of GNP, it is difficult to al.4ue

that national income or welfare could be improved by educating fewer people.

Even in earlier periods, when a much smaller proportion of the nation's

youth attended college, many graduates took jobs that did not specifically

require their college training. Most of the scientific manpower for the

space effort was not new graduates, but rather people who worked elsewhere

when labor demands in science were low. .The move toward equal access to

college education has increased the opportunity for more citizens to parti-

cipate in the "lottery" for the relatively few related jobs. But whatever

the criterion for hiring, those with more educatio: 7ed with others

of the same age and other similarities, have broadened their perspectives,

expanded their capacity for involvement in the political process, and

increased their appreciation of the arts and a multitude of leisure-time

activities.

In considering the impact of college, society must acknowledge the

problem of accomplishing work that requires vocational training, or manual

skills rather than the intellectual skills developed in college. Rather

than arguing, as some do, that certain groups should be sent to vocational

school and -Fthers to college, or that this decision perpetuates a class

system, the full postsecondary sector should provide a variety of skills,

vocational and intellectual, to all participants. This might enable the

plumber to enjoy opera and the philosopher to fix his drainpipe.

To get its dirty work done, society must redefine manual tasks--

nonintellectual tasks--as necessary and valuable, rather than "dirty." It

might try to assure that most individuals perform some of these nonintellectual
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tasks for a few years, perhaps during youth or some later period in life.

A social no'ff, ,omewhat like the military draft might be useful. It

could be mo..lified so an eNplicit learning experience would be integrated

with the tasks for which people were drafted.

Those in nonintellectual jobs could have opportunities, if they

desired, to expand the intellectual aspects of their nonworking life.

Some critics might be surprised to find that a large number of.people in

manual, "nonthinking" jobs are satisfied with their lives, even if they

think they might be happier in a different job. Manual workers do not

generally bring their problems home. A clearly separable work and leisure

life, with ample gratification during the nonworking periods, might attract

certain individuals to jobs that are now "undesirable." With adequate

notice that certain courses are for nonvocational reinforcement and with

adequate salary for manual jobs (as in the craft unions), many people could

both benefit from college and hold nonintellectual jobs.

Identification of a Good Job

Clearly, there are more purposes of higher education than merely providing

students with specific job-related skills. Nevertheless, one purpose of college

is to enable graduates to get a "good job." A basic problem in the recent

criticism of-higher education is that there is no general agreement on what a

good job is--or on what a "nongood job" is. Many observations on good jobs

come from intellectuals who judge a job by what they might like to do. This

study revealed that what is a good job to some people is not a good job to

others. For example, only 8 percent of those in middle-level administration

who graduated from arts and humanities fields are satisfied with their jobs.

However, 64 percent of those with bachelor's degrees in the social sciences

are satisfied, and 87 percent of those with bachelor's in history are
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satisfied with middle-level administration. Similarly, only 11 percent

of those with a bachelor's in English who are communications specialists

are satisfied with their job, but 70 percent of those with a degree in

the social sciences are satisfied. Specific jobs held by people with

different majors may differ substantially, even though they fall under the

same generic occupational heading. But, apparently, certain types of

occupations are satisfying to particular individuals and not to.others.

There is no such thing as a good job that is a good job for everyone.

Certain characteristics, however, are associated with job satisfaction.

Some are outcomes, such as salary and status; others are features of the

job itself, such as good working conditions or relationships with the

supervisor.

External Characteristics

One aspect of a job clearly associated with satisfaction is salary

level. That high-paying jobs are better jobs has been traditionally accepted.

Critics are challenging this view today, maintaining that employers have

a responsibility to provide intellectual or social stimulation on the job.

Most nonmonetary amenities provided to workers cost money. Hence, there

will probably be trade-offs between salary and other costly job attributes.

Jobs that provide opportunities for additional training within or outside

the company, jobs that provide social clubs or company libraries, for example,

probably pay less than jobs where such amenities are not available. If employees

were given a choice between higher salaries or more esoteric fringe benefits,

they probably would opt for the salaries.

In interpreting data on the value of education, the first question is

What is a large number and what is.a small nuMber? For example, the survey

of college graduates revealed that 45 percent think they use the content

5,-, 4
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of their undergraduate major in work almost always or frequently. This

figure can lead sympathetic commentators to argue that colleges and

universities are doing very well if almost half those with bachelor's

degrees find jobs in which they use the substance of their major. But,

critics can argue that over half those with degrees are not in jobs that

use their training. Similarly, the survey of 1974 .:reshmen indicated

that roughly 55 percent think they will find a job in their preferred

field upon graduation. Does this mean that a large nuMber of students

are going to college even though they do not think they will find a job

they will like upon graduation? Or does it imply that a majority of

freshmen enter college anticipating that they will find a job they want?

This same survey indicated that 55 percent of the men and 36 percent of the

women think it very important that they be financially well off in the

future. Of course, this means that 45 percent of the men and 64 percent

of the women do not think it is very important. Is it more correct to

argue that today's college freshmen seek financial security, or that a large

number do not think financial security is very important? Most "hard" data

are subject to at least two interpretations.

A good job should enable people to achieve their goals. Of course,

this begs the question of what the goals are. Many goals stated by students

when they begin college are probably not going to be achieved easily in any

job. For examole, the two objectives most frequently considered essential

or very important by most men and women freshmen in 1974 were to be an authority

in their field and to develop a philosophy of life. Jobs in which people

achieve these goals are difficult to find. Those who become authorities

will probably do so irrespective of their jobs, and developing a philosophy

of life is probably beside the point for most jobs.
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It is also hard to get realistic admissions of a.person's goals. For

example, youth may be unwilling to admit the "crass" objective of making

money. Some evidence has indicated that when jobseekers have the option

of jobs with current or future high-income prospects, these jobs are selected

over those with other attributes. Even if jobs should be tailored to help

individuals achieve personal goals, this adjustment will be virtually

impossible unless true goals can be determined. Moreover, goals change as

individuals mature, gain experience, and accumulate responsibilities.

Same think that good jobs are those that are socially meaningful, a

useless definition. Who defines what is socially meaningfUl? Is a job

socially meaningful if productivity is high but national income equality

is hindered by highly productive individuals making exceptionally high

salaries? Is a job socially meaningful if one can espouse liberal causes

therein? There is virtually no way to achieve consensus on the definition

of a socially meaningful job.

A more concrete aspect of a good job is the ability to maximize produc-

tivity in terms of output, profit to the firm, or other aims of the employer.

This definition enables objective measurement of productivity and output on

the one hand and identifies the business firm as the entity that will specify

the aspects of productivity on the other. However, certain individuals might

maximize their productivity both to business firms and to the larger society

by undertaking jobs with minimum amounts of other characteristics, such as

being socially meaningful. A/so, how is an individual to be placed in a

"good job"--defined as one that maximizes his productivity--if his comparative

advantage is a manual skill and if manual jobs, as a matter of course, are

"bad jobs"?

Many people think that jobs with high status are good jobs. Once again,
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the question is Who is defining a high-status job? If intellectuals continue

to maintain that jobs requiring manual or vocational skills are low status,

it will be impossible to structure a labor market in Which satisfied employees

work in vc-ational and manual areas. Rather than viewing job status from

outside, a company might be able to e velop internal job status for those

in lower positions. Labor unions have developed administrative hierarchies

that include foremen and other administrators so individuals on the assembly

line have internal job status even though their specific jobs are not viewed

by the outside world as high status. Perhaps if internal responsibilities for

low-level policy making or decisions on procedures or operations could be

given to workers in traditionally low-status jobs to increase their own job's

development and the corporate policy, they might view their jobs as "good"

even though outsiders would not classify the jobs as high status.

A job may also be viewed as "good" in relation to other jobs an individual

has held, or to jobs held by an individual's peers or family, or to what the

individual "expected." The status of a job may also depend on who held it

previously.

Internal Characteristics

Other components of a good job are internal characteristics that can be

brought into almost any work situation. To the extent that jobs possess these

characteristics, workers view their jobs as relatively good, without regard

to salary, external status, and social meaning.

Jobs with congenial work relationships, variety rather than repetition,

and flexible hours, which allow individuals to define their own tasks within

reason, may be relatively "good" jobs. Traditionally, these characteristics

have been associated with jobs with high salary and status, social meaning,

and overall satisfaction. However, there is no reason why more jobs could not
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be restructured to include these characteristics and thereby become attractive

to more college g: duates. With the addition of congenial relationships,

variety, and flexibility, more educated workers might feel satisfied, despite

the absence of some other job characteristics they ostensibly desire. The

question is Do college graduates prefer jobs with high salary, status, meaning,

and satisfaction.because these jobs have congeniality, variety, flexibility,

and independence; or do jobs with the latter characteristics generally lead

to high salary, status, and so on?

Jobs with upward mobility are considered good jobs. Traditionally,

business enterprises have allowed people in certain jobs to move up the

status ladder, whereas other jobs have been dead end. This inequity is

a significant complaint of critics of the structure of the world of work,

since certain "bad" tasks must be performed and the labor force is obtaining

more education. The dead-end job phenomenon cou2 be solved: If promotion

were made after considering all employees, not just line employees, dead-

end jobs could, in a sense, be defined away. Upward mobility should not

mean that anyone, regardless of skills andaptitudes, has a right to obtain

a higher job, but rather that no one is in a position where his skills go

unrecognized. Few positions, including stoker of the steel furnace, exist

where some superiors do not view the habits and skills of workers under them.

Indeed, many companies have two types of office boys: Those with a bachelor's

degree are called junior trainees; those with less than a college education

are called messengers. If these artificial titles were removed, both jobs

could be filled by people of ability and potential, and people in both jobs

could be promoted. Internal dead-end jobs arc not a problem of the educational

system, but of the formalism and traditionalism of the work structure. If

business finds too few individuals for "bad" jobs and education finds too
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few jobs for graduates, the two could solve the problem: Business could

redefine jobs and review individuals for promotion regardless of title,

while educators could encourage people to begin their careers in low-status
,

jobs with the assurance that promotion is possible.

External upward mobility is somewhat more difficult to achieve, since

it requires the acceptance by one employer of job descriptions and evaluations

by other employers. A research scientist in one firm is cle..iy more visible

than a junior clerk trainee to those making hiring decisions in other firms.

However, once it is recognized internally that people in low-status jobs

are qualified for higher positions, the most qualified in those jobs probably

will be sought after by other firms.

Education/Job Relationship

An important criterion of a good job is full utilization of skills,

sometimes called full employment, or matching people to jobs. Traditionally,

where skills are fully utilized and workers are matched to appropriate jobs,

the jobs are good for the workers and the workers are good for the jobs.

Chapter 3 discussed 14 detail the meaning of a "related" job: There

are many dimensions of relatedness, and these differ according to major

and occupation.

In attempting to explain individual differences in both income and job

satisfaction, after accounting for such individual characteristics as grade

point average, type of institution attended, years on the job, and the like,

whether or not an individual thinks he is working in the field for which

he was trained adds virtually nothing to tLe ability of the model to explain

these differences. The whole premise of the education-work partnership is

based on the belief that those using their training are more satisfied and

earn more. However, it appears from this study that whether or not one
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uses one's education on the job does not significantly affect one's job

satisfaction or income, after holding constant other characteristics of

the individual.

Good jobs may be those that allow intellectual development and thinking.

Clearly, a plumber or an electrician must think on the job. Indeed, some

of the most creative thinking is by electricians trying to figure out how

to rewire a house. If the process, of thinking became respectable, rather

than respect accruing to.those who think about certain things, many necessary

jobs could be redefined as good jobs. One manifestation of job snobbery

has been an increasing shortage of people to fill manual and vocational jobs.

Disproportionately high wages are tending to counterbalance the nonintellectu-

ality of certain jobs.

A final solution to the problem of bright people in less intellectual

jobs might be in the relationship between work and leisure. There is nothing

to preclude a person with an eight-hour-a-day routine job from spending

nonworking hours in intellectual pursuits. Hence, an effective definit=

of a good job might be a job where you do not have to work much to earn an

adequate living so you have ample time and resources to enjoy your leisure.

The age and generation of a worker is also a consideration in evaluating

job quality. Certain jobs by their very nature are held by older people

who have had the experience to qualify for them. For example, if being

one's own boss is an important characteristic of a good job, few recent

graduates would feel they had a good job. Although many new entrants to

the labor force can work in a bank, for example, a new employee is unlikely

to be president. Also, critics should not compare younger and older employees

in banking or any other occupation to see if one is more satisfied and then

2 5 I
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argue that today's youth are more demanding because the older generation

has satisfying jobs and youth do not. Clearly, the proper comparison

is between the you.th or older worker of today and their respective age

groups of earlier generations.

Soma maintain that even when today's youth are compared with earlier

generations, current youth are more dissatisfied. However, a recent study

that evaluated job satisfaction from 1958 to 1973 indicated that, for the

past 15 years, younger workers have been less satisfied in their jobs than

older workers. Thus, the alleged decline in job satisfaction of younger

workers has not been empirically substantiated. Some predict that as youth

become the older workers, they will be more dissatisfied than today's older

workers. Those who entered Trie labor force in the 1950s remember well the

problems their parents had during the depression and base their values

and aspirations on these observations. A job with income security, longevity,

and perhaps r.pward mobility was the first order of importance to this genera-

tion. New entrants in the 1960s did not know about earlier depressions, since-

most came from relatively :1.ffluent backgrounds. They assumed a certain

minimum level of earning power and job security and felt free to assert that

other 7.spects of Jobs were of primary impotance. The aims and perspectives

of yuuth are probably influenced by the economic and social setting when

they begin their careers. Some evidence indicated that college students

and new entaants are re%erting to the more basic job requirements and becoming

concerned about job security and income. It is unsound to extrapolate into

the future a trend between the 1950s and 1960s which shows an increasing

concern by new entrants for the noneconomic aspects of work. That almost

50 percent of the 1974 cullege freshmen think financial well-being is an

important goal implies a ccntirminaticn of traditional job values rather

than a movement toward enrichment
:7-
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Education as a Job Credential

Regardless of how many good jobs are available, as long as the

number of individuals is greater than the number of jobs, some alloca-

tive decision will be required. Those who make hiring decisions must

select people to fill certain jobs, and in so doing preclude others.

Given a number of applicants for a particular job, there are alter-

natives for deciding whom to hire. Recent critiques of the job market

have asked How does society determine who gets the good jobs? The impli-

cation is that some decision-making network in society establishes norms

for hiring. Except for the military draft, now ended, there has been

little mandating of people into specific jobs. Workers are neither allocated

to nor awarded jobs in some random fashion such as a lottery. The hiring

process involves decisions by potential employees to apply for jobs and

decisions by employers about whom to hire.

Employees make an earlier decision to acquire training that will

probably be useful in specific jobs. This study asked workers whether

they decided upon their career before college, during college, at graduation,

or after. Apparently, people select their careers over a relatively wide

time period. Those who choose their field before college prepare for that

specific career. Some attend college to obtain general aptitudes and skills

useful in many jobs. Others acquire competencies during college and then

decide that those competencies will lead to a desirable career.

Time is a strong factor in tile probability of using education in a

career. The earlier a particular career is selected, the greater the

likelihood of feeling that one is using his education in his job. After

preparing for particular jobs through specific or general college training,

people apply for positions they think are "relatively good."

7" 9
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Narrowed Criteria

When there.is more than one applicant for a job, an employer must

"discriminate." Although "discriminate" has a negative social connotation,

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines it as "making a distinction" or

differentiating. Employers attempt to differentiate among potential

employees by criteria relevant to success in the job. Recently, employers

have based decisions on such differentiating trait$: as sen, race, age, and

education. Slowly, these are being legislated out as hiring criteria.

If age, sex, and race are illegal criteria, one may assume they are

irrelevant to value on a job. Critics have attacked the practicq of basing

hiring decisions on individual educational credentials. Traditionally;

those with more education have been considered more productive, so an educa-

tional criterion for hiring was logical. The validity of an educational

credential depends on whether educated people are, indeed, more productive.

Some have argued that if one's work is not related to one's education,

education as a hiring credential is irrelevant: If an employer required

a mathematics degree for a job typing poetry, that requirement would be hard

to justify. But if an employer required a college education for a secretarial

position, the validity of that requirement would be earer. One would assume

that an individual with a bachelor's would be more skilled with grammar and

English composition, which would assure higher quality work than that of a

person with less competence in the language.

The question remains whether an educational credential implies use of

specific knowledge obtained in college or whether it reflects general skills

that must be demonstrated to obtain a bachelor's degree and which would be

useful in the job.

Research on worker productivity has shown that educational attainment

254
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is a significant factor. Unfortunately, the measure Of productivity has

usually been earnings. It is unclear whether those with more education

are paid more because they are more productive, or because employers

discriminate unjustifiably in favor of those with more education. Most

economists who believe that the system of competitive capitalism works

have concluded that employers pay more to educated people because they

really are more productive.

It is not important that workers with more education -re more

productive because they use the specific content of their college courses

on the job. The more educated workers possess many traits that are useful,

even when their specific studies are not. Those who obtain a college degree

may be more motivated, persistent, ambitious, and hard-working. They may

be better able to achieve objectives, since they possess more traits that

enhance on-the-job productivity.

Refined Differentiation

Rather than eliminating educational level as a screen, more detailed

educational credentials should be developed. Employers could consider not

only the level of degree but also the quality of an applicant's institution

and major field. If one could show that individuals from certain institutions

are more productive because certain characteristics are required for graduation,

or that individuals in certain majors possess certain characteristics, one

could refine educational credentials. If education is a proxy for productive

characteristics, employers could use tests to determine whether applicants

possess characteristics that enhance productivity. The cost of testing,

however, might be quite high.

Employers should never rely totally on educational attainment as a

hiring criterion but use it with other screening devices, such as personal
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interviews. If education were totally ignored, however, the same individuals

would probably get the jobs, because they would possess more productive

traits associated with achievement in higher education. This is particu-

larly true as access to colleges (to "good" colleges particularly) expands.

In the relationship of people to jobs, the problem is not that the

wrong people are getting the good jobs, but that there are too few jobs that

certain people view as good, considering the many people thought to deserve

good jobs. As long as applicants outnumber jobs, some differentiating

mechanism must be employed. Educational achievement is one satisfactory credential.



Chapter 8

Summary and Recommendations

This study was based on data from a 1974 follow-up survey of a

1961 college freshman cohort. Most respondents hPd been in the labor

force for eight or nine years. About half indicated they are working

in jobs closely related to their major; another 25 percent think

they are in jobs somewhat related, while 25 percent think they.hold

jobs not at all related to their college major. Of those in unrelated

jobs, about 90 percent indicated that they hold these jobs voluntarily.

That is, the large majority of those not using their college training

directly has not been pushed out of related job but, rather, has been

pulled into more desirable situations.

Almost 60 percent of the respondents are very satisfied with

their jobs. Those in jobs closely related to their major are slightly

more satisfied than those in unrelated jobs, but the difference is

small. Only 5 percent of respondents are not at all satisfied with

their present job and these are mainly individuals involuntarily

holding jobs unrelated to their major. In an attempt to explain

individual differences in both job satisfaction and income, adding

various dimensions of relatedness of job to major contributed almost

nothing to the explanation of individual differences.

Ten percent never use the content of major courses in the job,

while 48 percent use the content frequently or almost always. However,

college education serves purposes other than providing knowledge from

courses to be used on the job. It is a credential for securing the first

or current job, although it is less influential for promotions.

Workers think their college education identifies them as potentially

cud
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valuable workers even when the work is unrelated. In addition, college

provides general Akills not specifically related to their jobs. The

development of intellect and general knowledge and the ability to

define life goals are among the nonspecific end results of the college

experience. In addition, college provides non-work-related values,

such as enjoyment of the college experience at the time, political

awareness, and development of specific values and tastes.

Seventy-three percent of the respondents said college is very

useful in increasing general knowledge, while 43 percent said it

provides the ability to think clearly. College provides knowledge and

skills useful on the current ob for 38 percent. It provides leadership

ability for 22 percent and contacts that helped get the current job for

5 percent. Sixty-n , )ercent think college increases the chances of

finding a good job.

In addition to using the content of major and nonmajor courses,

respondents had other perceptions of the relationship of job to

mijor. Those who found that college trained them to do a lot of things

they are not doing on the job are less likely to think they are in a

related job, even if they are using the content of their courses. Those

who supervise or work with people trained in their field are more

likely to think they are in a related job. Those who think that college

gave them skills and knowledge useful on their job, even if these were

not provided in courses, are more likely to think they are in a

related job. Apparently, die usefulneSs of college in later work

depends not only on course content but also on other college experiences,

such as dormitory living, fraternity life, social life, and extracurricular

activities and the particular design of the job.

Only 32 percent of the respondents think their skills are

,c1 5- 8
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fully utilized on the job. This fact does not indicate a failure

of college training. Indeed, this feeling is pervasive among those

in the most directly related jobs. Even people in high-level or

prestigious jobs think they have many skills that are not used. These

talents were not necessarily acquired in college.

Individual differences in perceptions of a related job and the

extent to which relatedness of job to major contributes to job

satisfaction and income vary substantially by individual major and

by type of occupation. The percentage of respondents which uses the

major frequently or almost always, by major, includes education 61

percent, business 55 percent, engineering 49 percent, English 44

percent, economics 37 percent, and other social sciences 24 percent.

There are also substantial differences in perceptions by sex. More

women than men are in low-level jobs. However, women's criteria for

evaluating a job as satisfactory seem to b- less stringent than those

of men.

Some 45 percent of the respondents recommend business adminis-

tration for training for a job like theirs. The second most useful

field, recommended by 32 percent, is English. This selection probably

means the need to read, write, and communicate rather than a deep

knowledge of Shakespeare. Thirty-one percent recommend psychology,

which probably reflects the need to get along with people, while 28

percent recomnend economics, which probably reflects the need for

business-related skills.

Some 56 percent ofthe men and 37 percent of the women think

their job fits their long-range goals. This finding contrasts with

some recent comment that dissatisfaction with the world of work is

pervasive among recent college graduates.

j 9
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Apparently, there are no clear criteria to define a good job.

All jobs are not good jobs for everyone, but to uomeone, a particular

job will be satisfactory. Perceptions depend on life and career goals,

which vary from person to person. Goals are hard to measure, and

some are not recognized or revealed by a large number of respondents.

Some jobs need less than college-level skills. However, if a

worker has more than the minimum required skills, his job may be

modified to take advantage of additional talents. Some jobs require

skills and knowledge that build on the college experience but are not

taught in college. Many individuals select their careers after college.

Certain jobs.require skills that must be learned on the job. Of

course, some jobs must be selected early since they require college

courses. But, almost everyone picks up additional skills on the job

or in formal programs. Almost no one says that no additional training

beyond college is required for work. Certain jobs do not require

specific college training and can be held by those unable to find related

jobs or unable to decide on a college program to prepare them for work.

But, in any case, the college experience may be useful.

Relevance of Sample to the Present "Crisis"

All things considered, the majority of those who were college

freshmen in 1961 and who obtained only a BA degree are well satisfied

with their current jobs. A significant number are using their college

training at work, even after eight or nine years; those who are not

using their training, for the most part, are doing so voluntarily.

These results fly in the face of recent discussio,1 that a great

majority of college graduates are dissatisfied with their jobs and

are not usin- their college education. The sample in this study
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comprised individuals in the labor force for a number-of years.

Most new entrants to the labor market take jobs that are not typical

of those they will hold after several years. An analysis of new

entrants to the labor force might have results unfairly biased

toward dissatisfaction and nonutilization of college training. The

same individuals who are :_ssatisfied now because they are not using

their training will probably get more satisf_ing jobs and makemore

use of their college training in a couple of years. A literature

review uncovered evidence that new entrants have always been more

dissatisfied than those with several years of experience. Most new

entrants have always been more dissatisfied than those with several

years of experience. Most new entrants want to be bank presidents

but start out as clerks. Hence, the proper evaluation of the

usefulness of college for jobs comes from studying people who have

been in the labor force for some years, rather than from focusing

on new entrants.

In addition, recent discussions have concerned college graduates

who entered the labor force during a severe recession. It is unrealistic

to extrapolate from the most re,:!-Int years to the future when the

buiness sector will pick up an,.'.; more and better jobs will be available.

Also, a much larger proportion of the poPulation currently holds

bachelor's degrees than has ever before been the case. As more

individuals enter the labor force armed with a BA it is inevitable

that they will be forced into jobs that were not traditionally jobs

for college graduates. It remains to be seen whether individual

aspirations and talents will be dampened or whether the expectations

and requirements of certain jobs will be expanded.

In the depression of the 1930s, workers with many years of

2, 1
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experience were made painfully aware of the economic crisis by pay

declines, lay-offs., and inability to find new jobs. Today, these

effects are only observed at the margin, that is, new entrants are

the ones hurt, whereas experienced workers seem satisfied in appropriate

jobs.

Meaning of Underemployment

Although few college graduates fail to find jobs, fear is growing

that this group is being forced into more jobs characterized as under-

employment. Inadequate thought has been given to the meaning and

measurement of the concept of underemployment. To determine whether

college education is a wise investment, it is necessary to evaluate

the degree of underemployment among college graduates.

The most literal definition of underemployment includes the concept

that the individual is not working at the type of job for which he

is trained. This study has questioned whether even the most specific

college major trains individuals for particular jobs or whether college

provides a way of thinking, communicating, and learning which makes

the graduate an appiopriate employee in a wide variety of settings. A

broader but related concept is the full utilization of a graduate's

skills and talents. Although utilization of specific course content

in jobs does seem substantial for many, individuals indicated taht

they do not think all their nd talents are being utilized.

Most perceive full htilizaticn of skills as use of a variety of

talents, both innate and learned, that go well beyond the Specifics

acquired in college courses.

To deprecate college tI.aining because of underemployment as

defined above is diffic.lit. For example, look at the person with a
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BA in classics who is a bank president. In a sense he is not using

his college training and probably thinks many of his skills are not

utilized in his work. However, who would say that a bank president,

making perhaps $250,000 a year, is underemployed? Is this individual

a victim of society? Has he been misled by the promises that

college would provide him with a job without underemployment?

This example suggests some other definitions of underemployment:

Perhaps those who are not satisfied with their work are underemployed.

Research on the psychology of satisfaction with work and with other aspects

of life is inadequate. Perhaps individuals who are dissatisfied with

their jobs feel this way because they are generally dissatisfied with

their lives. Those in the most menial and unpleasant jobs could

feel satisfied, if the whole sum of their lives was fulfilling and

they were generally happy. Job satisfaction cannot be looked at in

a vacuum.

Another aspect of underemployment might be relative income. In

this country, the perception is that college graduates should earn

more than those without degrees. But how much mord? There is a east

literature on the determinants of income. If there are great shortages

of certain skilled labor, such as plumbers and electricians, quite

possibly these craftsmen will be able to raise their rates and earn

much more than those with a,college education. All those earning

a relatively high income should not be defined as fully employed;

neither are all those earning relatively low incomes underemployed.

Finally, observers have indicated that a worker is underemployed

if he holds a job requiring lower minimum skills than those he

possesses. Once again one must ask about particular jobs and individuals

rather than generic categories of jobs with general definitions of skill
n C)
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requirements. Although a secretarial job might Ile defined as requiring only

two years of high school, it is quite apparent that secretaries with more

eclucation are performing tasks that could not be performed by those with a

minimum education, although the two individuals are holding jobs with the

same title.

Reconsideration. of ,falues of College

This study weakens arguments that college is no longer valuable as

preDaration for work: A great deal of college training is viewed by

workers as useful in their jobs. College also serves a credentialing

function, since workers with more education are more desirable for almost

every job regardless of requirements. As more of the population gets

college-level training, the negative credential value of not having

a college education becomes dominant.



Since this study focused c people in the labor force for a number

of years, it does not fully contradict arguments about the reduced

value of college for recent graduates. Given this, institutions of

higher education and those who support them should begin rethinking

the worth of college. During the time when the mere possession of

a college degree assured graduates of a good job, the universities

became complacent and based arguments for expanded funding and growth

on the work-related values of college. The research literature

reflects this trend: much more effort has been put into empirically

substantiating job-related benefits than into efforts to document

empirically that college provides a wide range of other benefits as

well. The question new becomes:What will the colleges sell to legislators

and others who have supported higher education in the past but are now

skeptical about the work-related benefits of college training?

A reconsideration of the values of college and the various

ways a college education may be beneficial to individuals and the

broader society is necessary. In the first place, the course content-job

requirement interface thould not be the only focus in evaluating the

work-related benefits of college. College can contribute in various

ways to job performance. The development of values and attitudes

by graduates is probably of more use to employers than specific

knowledge. Experiences that develop values and attitudes might

result from extracurricular activities', dormitory living, fraternity

life, or merely the discipline of getting up early to pass an

attendance check at an eight o'clock class.

2 j
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Second, collega may help a graduate get a good job even if the

job is noL diractly related to the college major. A college education

does se,ve as a screening device. Today, that screen may'have been

raised from the mere possession of a degree tc achievement in college,

a particular major, or institutional quality. If, those who attend

collge are more qualified than those who do not and employers use

evidence of college attendance in hiring decisions, perhaps the colleges

should explicitly recognize this fact. Colleges could be of use to

employers and society by evaluating students in terms of criteria

useful in work. An evaluation would enable the colleges to control

the decision-making process of employers better by preventing them

from deciding which aspects oZ7 college should be used as a screen.

Students' attainment in the noncourse aspects of the college experience,

as well as in the curriculum (measured with grade point average), might

be certified.

In addition to recognizing that college can contribute to job

performance in a variety of ways and that the credentialing functior

is not counterproductive, supporters of higLer education must further

explore the impacts of college which go t.,yomd the job market. Not
;

all college effects are job related. Students attend college for

various reasons, having nothing to do with work. Table 1 shows

important life goals of 1961 freshmen when they.were surveyed in 1971

(El-Khawas & Bisconti, 1974). The data are weighted to represent

the total freshman class of 1961. These responses probably reflect

attitudes in 1971 rather than actual intentions of individuals when

they entered college. By 1971, most respondents were much more aware

of the world of work than they were when they entered college.

Despite this bias, the respondents did not place work-related goals



at the top of their list of priorities. The most popular goal is to

raise a family, one generally irrelevant to job traits. Second is

the opportunity for hobbies and leisure activities, also irrelevant

to job characteristics (except that certain jobs do not require after-

Lours work). However, third is the opportunity to help others in

difficulty, which might imply that certain types of jobs, such as those

in social service and health, would be most satisfying. Being men-

off financially ranks in the middle in the list. Although goals

involving intellectual or artistic creativity are somwhat important,

most important objectives are either altruistic or completely unrelated

to work. The question then arises: /s it necessary to stress work-

related benefits of c. A-lege when the consumers of college services

do not state that their most important goals are work related?

A literature is developin4 on characteristics of the educational

experience which enable students subsequently to earn higher incomes

and obtain better jobs. Many of these job-related character4.stics

also have implications for other aspects of life. Certainly, the

increased knowledge gained in school is productive. However, increased

socialization and willingness to take risks and to innovate are other

income-incrementing characteristics that might be obtained from the

educational experience and also affect other aspects of life.

More and more,nonpecuniary rewards from extra schooling are also

being recognized. Some argue that those with more education are more

efficient consumers and that they use their time more effectively.

Others claim that enjoyMent from reading a good novel is greater for

those with more education.

Benefits from higher education also accrue to society as a whole.

Universities should not ignore these advantages in making the case
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for continued support for higher learning. Some of these benefits are

shared by the student and society in general, while others accrue more
,

to society then to the individual. Traditionally, for example, the

more educated society is, allegedly, a better functioning democracy.

This might benefit the better-educated individual only -lightly.

However, education of those who later become parents benefits subsequent

generations of children. There is evidence that children of more

educated mothers, for example, ultimately become more successful than

children of less educated mothers, controlling for a large number

of other factors. In a sense this is a social return.

Certain benefits of college which accrue either to the individual

or to the broader society might ?.)cm. evident during college, at

graduation or perhaps not until many years later. There is comsumption

value in attending particularly enjoyable classes. Students' attitudes

might change between the time they enter and leave college. However,

the recognizable value of learning how to learn and the development

of a philosophy of life might come many years after graduation..

In sum, the case for higher education must be taken up by the

institutions of higher education and their supporters. This:case

must be made with arguments broader than just the interface between

education_and jobs.

Providing Information to Students

Colleges and universities continue to be ineffective in selling

themselves as national assets yielding benefits well beyond those job

related in the narrowest sense. Part of this failure is due to the

universities' inadequate provisiod.of a wide range of information to

students. Part of the universities public relations problems today
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results because, when information is not provided, critics infer that

the universities are less successful than they really are. 'That is,

when universities do not talk about the total benefits tbet result

from attendance, some interpret this to mean that even those within

institutionS of higher education do not beleive that such benefits

exist.

State and federal governments have recently begun forcing univer-

sities to be accountable, that is, to show what happens to students

upon graduation_ However, this requirement has been turned directly

into attempts to show how many students are placed in jobs and Where.

The universities must take the lead in providing additional infor-

mation on other outcomes of education. This will not only encourage

students to continue enrolling despite pdblicity about bad job

prosperts, but also weaken arguments aboutthe declining value of

college generally.

The universities could also provide students with much other

information currently absent. First, students should know how to train

in college for jobs. They should receive more guidance on an appro-

priate curriculum. They should be told which aspects of college are

useful in jobs. Students should also know that, despite their

college education, most jobs will require additional preparation.

Many skills are learned on the job. Students should know that

flexible training and the acquisition of flexible skills and broadly

applicable experience are desirable during the college years. The

time is past when one can rely on k:rofessors of English or physics

who preach that the only road to truth, employment, and happiness

is to study the specific courses they teach.

Students should be encouraged to continue college despite publicity

(1;)
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about a declining labor market for graduates. When everybody has a

degree, the risks of not having one are great. At the same time,

students must know about the probabilistic nature of the job market:

A BA in chemistry does not assure the graduate of a high-owered research

job, and a BA in classics may not guarantee any job at all. If students

know about joh prospects and the inherent risks and still choose to

enroll in college, then they make that decision freely and honestly.

The college is at fault only when it lures students by assurances

of jobs to provide employment for obsolete faculty. If students are

attracted to college because non-work-related benefits are stressed,

their enrollment is rational and should be enco,.!:aged.

Students must be kept informed about the labor market and

where the shortages and surpluses are. They tmust be knowledgeable

&bout the employment rates of previous and current graduates of

the institution, realizing that times might be quite different when

they graduate four or more years in the future. Information about

labor markets must be based on empirical evidence, not on anecdotes

or personal biases. Advocates of the continued growth of higher

educatior must be-Challenged to provide an empirical base for

allegations of non-work-related benefits as well.

Institutions should consider how this information is conveyed

to students. Currently, it is available in somewhat random fashion

from counselors, faculty, administrators, media, and a few government

agencies or private research groups. It is almost impossible for

the naive high school graduate or college freshman to distill

information available in so many ways at varying times and with such

a wide degree of certainty. Some institutions are considering

restructuring.student services to provide a consistent and continuous

(' 7



flow of information.

Changes RepAred in Institutions

Most colleges and universities have separate offices for career

placement, counseling, cooperative education, veterans' counseling,

part-time work and work-study, and freshman orientation. This

separation is ruinous: It leads to fragmented information which,

at times, is inconsistent, misdirected, or untimely. The flow of

information from the time of application to exit should be coordinated

within an institution and treated as a single process.

This study implies that a common core curriculum at.the college

level should be reinstituted. Rather than the traditional 3 Rs of

the elementary schools, or the traditional college core of humanities,

arts, and sciences, the new core might be composed of business,

psychology, and English courses. These common areas might better

prepare all students to face an increasingly technical and business-

oriented world. Courses in each field could give them some of the

humanistic insights that were once the trademark of a college graduate.

But curricular revision without modification of course content

would be futile. For engineers who need French for international

business, the course cannot be 18th Century French literature. Courses

in basic principles of business, psychology, and written communications

would be appropriate, with optional courses in more applied areas

of the core or in more abstract aspects of the same subjects. With

at least two courses in each of these fields, the curriculum would

enable humanists to gain some entry-level job skills and engineers

to develop a broader perspective than the technical competencies

they now get.
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The question immediately arises: Are departmental curriculum

committees able to design courses to serve the intentions of the

reconstituted core curriculum? Some colleges have adopted the principle

that freshman and sophomore courses should not be controlled by

departments. Some institutions have instituted an undergraduate dean

for the freshman a41(1 sophomore years. This puts an individual in

control of curriculum who can see the offerings from the viewpoint

of institutional objectives.

Certainly institutions should consider utilizing existing

courses and faculty to provide these revised courses and desired

skills. As enrollments decline, both because of demographics and

economics, some faculty will have trouble filling classes. The

truly successful colleges might be those that attract students into

classes on Shakespeare bacause these classes not only discuss how

o read Shakespeare but also analyze how Skakespeare wrote; and into

mathematics classes, not only to learn quadratic forms but also because

some examples involve basic accounting. Many faculty will resist

this need to revise courses to make them relevant to the real world.

However, if they have no choice, this goal might be achieved. That

is, students will be encouraged to acquire training in general work

skills (English, writing, mathematics, accounting), regardless of

whether they major in French literature or engineering. Basic

skills lead to better job prospects regardless of the supply-demand

situation for particular jobs majors. .The alternative of preserving

the current freshman and sophomore curriculum could lead to plummeting

enrollments in certain fields, and the opportunity to teach the

traditical courses would vaniLih.

.) 7 2
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Declining Role of Faculty Leadership

The suggested curricular changes may appear simple to effect.

The .need for more job-related course content seems obvious to those who

recognize that the graduates in the deepest trouble are those in the

most esoteric fields. However, one must recognize that faculty interest

may conflict di with the interests of students and the broader

society.

In the first place, faculty are understandably reluctant to

revise course content and change lectures after presenting materials

in a certain way for a number of years. A change would involve an

effort that is generally not rewarded in insti 3 where publication

is the overwhelming criterion for promotion and salary increments,

to say nothing of status with colleagues. Many faculty believe

that what they have been doing is valuable. Courses, as they are

usually designed, are rich with tradition, have been tested over

a long period and have turned out graduates who have generally succeeded

in work and life. Some course revision requires different knowledge

and talents than those possessed by faculty currently teaching basic

English, foreign languages, economics, or psychology. Much retooling

would be necf.tssary in certain cases.

The second problem arises if faculty are expected to advise

students to broaden their choices so their curriculum includes

more courses useful in the world of woi The danger for a

professor of classical iiterature if he recommends that his students

sample psychology or business is that the ztudents might decide

that psychology or business is either more interesting or more

salable than classics. The classics professor could lose a student

rather than gain a student who knows classiCs but has broader

2 7 3
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skills.

Most institutions are under pressure to keep enrollments up. If

enrollments in a particular field decline, new faculty hiring becomes

impossible and lay-offs may result. Not only does this prevent the

introduction of new blood and new colleagues into a department, but

many times it also threatens the jobs of existing nontenured faculty

and in certain cases tenured faculty. In this case, what is good

for the student and perhaps even the institution as a whole conflicts

with what is good for a particular department. If the core curriculum

became widely acceptable, overall institutional enrollments might

rise or at least not fall as much. However, this increase might

be at the expense of certain departments that were not providing

salable skills or experie :es dernm,_ valuable by students.and potential

employers.

Course and curricular revision, then, cannot be met by the

self-generating action of the faculty. This point is important

because, during the prosperous 1960s,faculty were given a great

deal of control over curriculum in the universities. It is now

time for top-level administrators to recognize the problems

and the solutions and to take charge anew of the decision-making

mechanisms to implement these Changes. These changes will require

strong leaders who are willing to challenge the faculty if that

need arises.

Although certain changes probably will have to be mandated

from above, college leaders might consider how institutional

reward structures could be modified to produce incentives for

faculty, staff, and other administrators to accept the. changes.

2 7 4
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The most .)bvidus incentive is rewarding faculty with promotion and

salary increases fo.e curricular revision and innovative methods of

teaching relevant skills. Certainly the development of an English

literature course that results in improved writing skills could be

considered as valuable as an article published in an academic :,ournal.

The success a department has in placing students in jobs or in

obtaining indications of satdsfaction with the curriculum might

be the criteria upon which budgets are determined. One of the most

devastating occurience3 in higher education has been the enrollment-

driven budgetary allocat.on system. If a departmeat chairman could

see that it is more important that his students obtai,-. a well-rounded

education by taking courses outside their main field than it is

merely to maintain his class enrollments, he might be willing to settle

for lower enrollments and more broadly educated graduates.

Strong top-level leadership is eesential in these timf,.

Administrators must be aware of the problems faced by graduates

attempting to enter the labor market without s1able skills and the

problems that result for the universities. They must,also be convinced

that there are solutions to these problems. Changed incentives

within the institutions would be a big step toward solving the

problems.

Those who argue that college is no longer worth the price

might be overstating their case. However, this is not to suggest

that ther: is no problem. Some rather simple efforts by the univer-

sities might reestablish national faith in the higher education

process. The question is whether the existing problems faced by

higher education are an opportunity for change or a precursor to

disaster. The pressures on higher education today provide institutions

;
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with the chance to reorganize and rededicate themselves so they can

supp.; educated people who will contribute in a multitude of ways

to t' 11 well being.



Table 1

Life Goals of 1961 Cohort, by Sex

(in percentages)

Essential or Total

Very Important Goals (N=693,512)

Men
(1=397,902)

Women
(N=295,610)

Become acComplished in a
.performing art 14 11 17

Become an authority in my
field 48 57 35

Ob'rain recognition from
collLagues 40 50 27

Be very well off
financially 38 47 27

Help others in difficulty 59 54 6'-,

Become a community leader 16 19 11

Make a theoretical
contribution to science 8 3

Write original works
(poems, etc.) 7 6 8

Be successful in own
business 27 37 13

Raise a family 78 76 81

Become involved in programs
to clean up the environment 36 35 17

Develop ways to use science
and technology in improving
the quality of life 33 38 28

Be involved in LIfforts to
improve health, reduce illness 37 34 41

Engage 'n hobbies and leisure
activit 3S 64 62 67
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Dear Member of our Surv,y Panel:

You may remember completing questionnaires regarding your educational and career plans
and experience in 1961, 1965, and 1971. The studies based on your responses have added itn-
portant new information to the body of knowledge about educational and career develovient
patterns, as well as the factors that facilitate and impede the progress of college educated men
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DIRECTIONS: Your responses will be read

by an optical mark reader. Your careful

observance of these few simpl,, rules will

be most appreciated.

U sd only black lead pencil (No. 2 or less).

Make heavy black marks that fill the circle.

Erase cleanly any answer you wish to change.

Make no stray markings of any king.

EXAMPLE:
Will marks mad* with ball pen or fountain pan

be properly read? Yes 0 No . (41/

1. Since you received your bachelor's deg .te, how

many courses have you taken for graduate credit?

(Mark one)

0 Nor''' 0 1-3 0 4 or more

2. What is the highest degree you now hold? (Mark one)

0 Bachelor's
0 Master's
0 Doctorate or equivalent advanced degree

(Ph.D., M.D., D.D.S.. D.V.M., LLB., etc.)

3. Using the following of study areas, provide
answers in columns A, B, and C as indicated:

Os In which area did you take the most courses for
Your undergraduate degree? (Mark or^ only)

® IF you attended graduate school, which is the
area in which you took the most courses
for credit? (Mark one)

Which areas would you recommend as the
most useful for someone preparing for
a job like yours? (Mark all that apply)

® English

j:)© Languages (Foreign)

(F) Oth,tr Arts and Humanities /Fine Arts,

Music. 'hiilosophy. etc.)

,nnornica

Sociology

© Psychology
History

(TA'. Other Social Sciences (AnthroPol,,gYi

Geography, Political Science. etc.)

Biological Sciences

a.. (1,, Maiheinatical Sciences

IA C C Chemistry. Biochemistry
if Physics

'1 Other Physical Sciences (Earth Sciences, etc.)

9 AccountMg

9 ;If Business Administration

9 Other Business

Architecture, Urban Planning

'97 Education

ei C. C Engin- iing

Othe. ields (specify):

4. Looking back on your college education, please indicate the extent to which

it has been useful in each of the following ways:

(Mark one for each line across)
Very
Much

Some-
what

Not
At All

It increased my general knosMedge 0 ® 8
It increased my ability to think clearly G. . 0 . .

It increased my leadership .,bilitv
It taught me a skill that enabled me to get my first job . G . . . 0 . (2)

It increased my chances of finding a good job . ® 0
It helped me choose my life goals . 0
It gave m knowledge and skills that I use in my

current job ® 0
My bachelor's degree was a factor ln my being hiiod

by my current employer t. . . . . 8
My bachelor's degree was necessary to get promoted . .

The contacts I made in college with profeuors or friends

helped me get my current job . . .

5. Since you received your bachelor's degree, how Many years have you been

employed full time? (Mark one)

0 None 0 Less than 2 0 2-4 0 5 0 R nr more

6. Are you employed at the pre: ent time?

0 Yee
GO TO QUEST''.N

0 Yes loart.rim.,
1

O NoANSWER QUESTION 7

(Mark one)

7. IF YOU ARE NOT Et.- 'LOYED:

a. When did you List hold a job? (Mark one)

O Within the last 3 month, 0 Over a year ago

0 4 12 months ago 0 Never

h. Why are you not employed at the present time? (Mark all that apple)

0 Do not w t to be employed at the present time

O Enrolled ie chool
0 Traveling, vacationing for an extended time

0 Prefer volunteer or community activity
0 Would like to be employed, but am apprehensive about seeking f

0 Would like a partitime ob (or a job with flex'ble hours), but am ui

find one

Spouse ..'scourages employment
Involved with home, child care .voluntarily)
..,volved with home, child care because unable to find adequate v:la,titute care

Not sure how to go about seeking employment

Am not seeking work because I feel that I would be unabl 0 f,-d a job

Ain seeking work, but am !inehle to find a suitable job

Moved to a new location, haven't found a job
Was released from mY :013 due to a company cut-back

acaiden or nealth proh

CD Dteer (specify):

c. When do you plan to .:fek employment? (Mark onel

CD Am currreitly seeking employment

CD Within a year

0 I 5 years from now
0 More than 5 yea:s from now
CD Uncertain, but probatly sometime in the future

CD Never g



j

H, OU ARE NOT EMPLOYED AT THE PRESENT
TIME. !JUT HELD A JOB IN THE PAST, PLEASE AN
see/E eHE REMAINING QUESTIONS WITH RE

T,:1 THE LAST J00 YOU HELD, IF YOU ARE
, REFER TO YOUR CURRENT JOB.

:urrent occupation? (Mark one only)

Yur i.)ousn's occupation? (Mark one only)

Ac...nunant or financial analyst

:..,;;,,nstratwe assistant or middle level office worker
\ i.strd,on businees

i;ement at the exeeutive level)

.eninistration education

!superintendent, principal. etc.)
2.,erni1istration government

(manager, supervisor, etc.)

AUied 1-Calth (hyeienist, lab technician, therapist_

dietician, nurse, pharmacist, etc.)

Architact or planner

5! Business owner or proprietor

buyer or purchasing agent

5 Clergy. religious worker

Cairlduter Programmer
Computer scientist, sYstems analyst

C tryteriationist or forester

Communications specialist (reporter, writer, T.V.,
arevernsing, public relations, etc.)

C.)'.:nselor (school, career, occupational, employment)

.=reative or performing artist

Engineer

rirrre- or rancher
Fore: ser.,..,! worker (including diplomat)

S. Health orofessional (physician, dentist. optometrist,

p oiatri. psychologist/analyst. veterinarian)
Librar.pn

S. Law enforcement worker

Lawyer (attorney)

.5, Mathematician, statistician, or actuary
s: military servHe

e. Sales or

SCIehrSt uoIogical. physical, natural

5. Scieet.st social

Secretr.y cer
Soc o' cc"7, nunity work ar
i'i ,elemeri;Jry Or seconder\ i

e. professor (at college. univer.J,Ity, or Other

..econdary institution)

i.J.-.1',-.n vidor ker

,. ..ierKer (or aporentice)

-:nr. ; , led ..werker

dhcrer

eloyed1houseY,re, volunteer worker, etc

9.At what point in your life did you
select your current occup3tion?
(Mark one)

CBOA enrer,n1t:d11.,;
¼? During colleee

0 Around iradu I
withm b yeirs . .

lion

0 Mori. recently

10. Which category best e!,;(tr.b.3 the
type of organization you
are employed? iM.ir

0 Commerce. tin,Inc.,,

0 Manufacturing or constiock,di
0 Retail or .thole-sale traoe

CTransportation or public
.0 Agriculture o: m eng
0 College, university, technical instrtut.,

or Professional school

0 Elementary or secondary ..chooi
system

0 Other business or serviee

establishments

0 Human services organiz.o, ;n
(social welfare, health. e;c.)

0 U.S. milli, seRoce, J. uuty, or
Commission Coro-.

0 U.S. governmen, cwih.m.,molnyee
0 State. local, ur government

0 Other (specify!.

11. Approxirmi how many persons
does you! pany r organization
employ' (Mar, one)

0 I d,one 1,000 4.99
0 Less rhan 10
O c - 49

0 so go

0 200 :99

,T 5 coo 9,999

1,0U) 24,999

25,0Q0 Or more

QUESTION 12

12. Mark all work activities that:

'1i: You now perform on your job

Ii Yuur oIlgo education prep id
you to perform (whether Or
not you perform them on
your lub)

;('.:.) You would like to do bi-.
are not !tow doing

Fi IltiIUJ
A t1 C Ad.11,:),stration, managert.c.'it

C Clerical

Oi C Counseling

C, Data processing, computi

science

A. Engineering
a; Farming or forestry

Hedith service
c:t. C Mothematical, statistical,

actuarial

iv d, .0 Performing or creative ar....

iCr, Personnel, employee relations
id:, Production, quality contr

Pror,t:m planning or bud. in

(f*: PrOrOL puplio relations,

.7' s

t s. rig

1 Pub

P uukc satety, law enforcemer

community service wo.k.
r-iesearch (laboratory)

(Es., R esearch (other)

t,,,_?;;,.?..(C-; S ales or marketing

;FiN.'"E. Speaking to groups, disci., or

leading
'74.) Teaching

kg Technological design or

construction

Ca) Technology (other)
1'71'1) © Training

s

13.How long have you been with this
same employer? (Mark

O Less :flan I yin,
O Between I an.. 2

(D Betvieee 2 and 7.

nr 1.1

15.How freCUe,
of your cor .!ducatinn your Current jun"

14, How satisfied are you with
your current job?
(Mark one)

Very s.4t,sf led

Sorn,tvhat satished

Nut at ail .;atisfied

I of the following aspect3

-E?/
1-)C(1)009000

.1,11,k on, r".r J,ne .icriss)

u..,e )-r.,t - ..1
Con:en: al (- rn1r !,eld

uc .! rqe ct.)Ol .' otr' j drrj l C iursr!s
I tx.:e rhe _;es !aL.en. for

J
0 0



, How closely eelated is your job to your undergraduate major fielrl? (Mark olio)

Closely relateJ -- Go to QUESTION 17

S ,evvh it reljted--i__
CONTI NUE

Not r41.iii I

Why are you working in a job only "somewhat" or "not" related to your
undergraduate major? (Mark all that apply)

Never planneLt to take a chasely related job'

Prefer line of work not closely related
..._;!Tried closely related employment, but did not like it

First job W3S unrelated t. major field and I became interested M this type of work
Joined family business or m

,..21Found a better paying jot

0 F....und a lob that offers a z)etter chance for career advancement

0 No longer in closely related job due to promotion

Wanted parttime work, flexible hours
'3 Wanted to work at home

0 Am on a temporary assignment (VISTA, Peace Corps, USIA, foreign service,
missmnary work, etc.)

0 Jobs relaxed to major are ri,. available where I live and I do not want to move

0 Am in the military
0 Could not get a closely related job, but would prefer one
0 Limited ir- job selection by situation of spouse, family responsibilities
0 Very few jobs are related to my major
0 Employment opportunities are scarce for people in jobs related to my major

Aaide from your colles- lucation, how did you acquire the knowledge or
skills necessary for your job? (mark aU that apply)

0 Formal training at an outside institution
0 Company (or in-house) formal training program

0On-the-job training
0 Picked it up myself
0 No training required

Indicate whether each of the following statements is corrrct
in reference to your current job: (Ma:k all tat apply)

0 I supervise people trained in rpy field of study
01 ;.:ts well paid for my work compared with persons of the same job

level in my place of employment
0 I am well paid for my work compared with persons at the same job

level in other work settings
0 I am well paid for my work compared with people in general wcf,

the same amount of education

0 Most of rny colleagues are trained in my field of study
0 Most of the time I set my own work hours
0 Most of the time I design my own program of work
s__/
es,

I have Policy and decision-making responsibihty

0 I atIl satisfied with the quality of interaction with my supervisor
I have sufficient status o r restige in my job
I 3fT1 satisfied ,odith my career progress to di.te

My curr, offers good futti'l prospects for further othancement
0 My job hts m . long-range goals

I would tik.e remain with my :uirrent employer for ine forestseable future
My skills i' v utilized in mv
I am wor,ino at a profess,onal level

3 During co'iale hac a ;:ar-!me or summer loo related to my current Job
CI I am self employed 7

2
2

6

PLEASE no NOT WRITE IN THIS AREA

CD CD CD CD CD CD CD CD CD

C) CD CD CD CD (D CD CD ED CD

CD CD CD C3 CD (3 CD CD CD CD

CD (3 CD CD CD C3 CD CD CD (D

ED (3 CD CD CD CD CD CD '73 CD

CD C3 CD CD CD CD CD CD CD CD

CD CD (iD CD CD ED CD CD CD CD

CD CD CD (D CD CD CD CD CD

,* (3 C) CD CD CD CD E) CD CD

CD Es) ED CD CD CD CD CD CD

CD (3 CD CD ED CD CD (-D ,42D CD

CD (3 CD CD ED CD CD CD CD

19. What is your current annaal sllary before
taxes? (If self-employed, indicate your annual

earned income after adjUsting for business

expiinsas) (Mark one)

0 'Ione 0 S17,000 19,999

0 Below S7,0..)0 0 $20,000 24.999

0 S7,000 9,999 0 S25,000 29,999

0 510,000 11.999 0 530,000 31,999

0 S12,000 13,999 0 S35,000 39,999

0 514 000 16,999 0 S40,000 and over

20. How many other fulltime jobs (with
different employers) have you held since
you graduated from college? (Mark one)

0 None (same employer since graduation)

0 Have held one other job
0 Have h&c. 2 3 other jobs

0 Have held 4 or more other lobs

21. Were any of your previous jobs closely
related to your undergraduate major?

0 Yes 0 No

21 VVhatisyoursex?
0 Male (.., Female

23. Wh-. is your current maritll status? (Mark one)

0 Snick (never married)
Married

0 Separated, divorced, widowed

24. Are you: (Mark ail that apply/

.0 White/Caucasian

0 Black/Negro/Atro.American
0 American Indian

Orte 1;,.;

,/Chicano
Puerto R cm :!rican

CD Other

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
Return your questionnaire taa
HIGHER EDUCATION RESEA I-CH INSTITUTE
c/o Intran Processing Center

4555 West 77th Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435



Appendix II

Additiorll Tables A, B, C, & D



1
Appendix Table A

Selection of Relatedness-defining Variables

Variable Reason for Selection

1. Degree to which respondent
uses the content of his
major courses on the job

2. Whether respondent works
with colleagues trained
in his field

4. Whether respondent recommends
his major to someone pre-
paring for his job

4. Whether respondent indicates
his college education provided
him with knowledge useful in
his current job

5. "Useless" --the number of
activities for which college
trained the respondent but
which he is not using on his
current job

6. Degree to which respondent
uses the content of other
(nonmajor) courses in his
job

7. Whether respondents super-
vised people trained in his
field

S. Whether college training
gave respondent the ability
to think clearly

Had significant entering and
final F values in original
regression.

Were not significantly correlated
with each other and with other
relatExhiess-defining variables

Were significantly correlated
with dependent variable, relation
of job to major

Had significant entering and final
F values in original regression

Were not significantly ,r;orrelated
with other relatedness-defining
variables

Was significantly correlated with
other variables (such as those
indicating that college education
trained respondent in leadership
and provided general knowledge); thus
courses fully representing that
section of the relatedness variables

Omitted variables were indications of whether the respondents thought
their college education provided them with a skill useful in their first
job, because the interest of this study was primarily in the current job,
which was not necessarily the first one. Moreover, the correlation (r=.44)
was significant (at the .01 level) between the responses that college
education provided skills for a first job and knowledge useful in the



Appendix Table A (cont.)

current job. Also excluded was the share of activities currently !performed
for which college education trained a respondent, because this variable was
computed from the same set of responses that yielded "useless," and the
latter was included in the regression.

Further excluded were variables indicating that college education
provided the respondent with general knowledge, chances for a good job, and
help in selecting life goals, and that the bachelor's degree was a factor
in being hired, because these variables were highly intercorrelated. All

were significnatly correlated with the indication that college education

provided the individual with'knowledge useful in his current-job. An

indication that skills were fully utilized on the job was not selected as an
explanatory variable since it had neither a significant entering nor a
final F value. However, the skills-fully-utilized variable included in the
regression in Table 3 was significant in explaining relatedness for five

specific occupations.

2 J 0



Appendix Table B

Simple Correlations of Relatedness Variables

With Relation of Job to Major

Variable Correlation with Relation
of Job to Major

Relatedness Defining

Use content of major courses

Colleagues trained in my field .36A*

Recommend major as preparation for job

College provided knowledge and skills used in current job

Number of work activities college prepared but which I do not do -.15

Use content of other undergraduate courses .16

Supervise people trained in my field .20*

College increased ability to think clearly -.01

Other Relatedness Variabled

College increased my general knowledge -.02

College increased my leadership ability .12

College taught skill which helped me get my first job

College increased my chances for finding a good job

College helped me choose my life goals

RA was a factor in hiring

BA was necessary for promotion .18

College provided contacts which helped me get current job .17

Number of activities college prepared me to do .21*

Proportion of activities I do which college prepared me to do

Number of work activities do -.04

*significant at .05 level
**significant at .01 level



Appendix

Table C

Intercorrelations of Relatedness Variables

M=MIMMIM

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1. Relation of job

to major 1.0

2. Use content of

major courses in
**

my job .73 1.0

3. Use content of

other undergraduate
**

courses .16 .30

4. Recommend major

as preparation for

job .11 .19

5. College taught

knowledge and ,

skills used in
** t

current job .51 .56

6. Number of

work activities

college pre-

pared, but not

doing -.15 -.09

7. Colleagues

are in my

field .16

8. Supervise

people in my

field .20 .16

,12

1.0

.04

**

26

.02

,10

,04

1.0

**

.25

-.04

.13

.11

1.0

-.06

.21

.16

1.0

-.09

-.03

1.0

.18 1.0



Appendix

Table C (continued)

Intercorrelations of Relatedness Variables

1 4

Variable
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 : 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

-.01 .05 .oa .00 .08 .04 .01 .03 1.0

**

-.02 .28 1.0

.06 AO .13 1.0

9. College

increased my

ability to

Oink clearly

10. College

increased

general

knowledge

11. College

increased

leadership

ability

12. College

taught skill

which enabled

me to get my

first job

13. College

increased my

chances of

finding a

good job

14. College

helped me

choose my

life goals

15. BA was

a factor in my

being hired
,

t,/,.

-.02 .07 .11 .02 .12 .04 -.01

.12 .17 .13 .01 .19 .02 .07

** **

.43 .42

.g .21.11

.17

** **

.12 .44 -.04 .28

.13 AO -.03 .17

.08

.08

.05

.09

,06

.08

.17 1.0

.12 Ai 1.0

**

,,27

**

.27

**

,29

*

.22

.14

.08

.10

.17

**

.36

**

.37

-.00

-.05

.16

*

.23

,06

,12

*

.20

.03

.14

.01

**

.26

,07

**

.4

1*

.28

**

.27

**

.38

1.0

.19 1.0

2d5



Tabls t; (Continua)

Intorcorrelationo of Relatedness Variables

Variable

16. BA was

necessary for

promotion

17. Cpllege

provided

contacts for

current job

18. Number of

work activities

college prepared

19. Number of

work activities

I do

20. Proportion

of work

activities I

do which college

prepared

1 2 3 4

.18 .17 .10 .14

.17 .18 .11 .05

.21 .21.16 .11

-.04 .00 .05 .02

.?7 .14 .16

*

.25

.19

.20

.03

.28

9 10:, 11

-.02 .18. .15 .06 .04 .07

-.00 .11 .05 .03 .03 .11

.12 .07 .19 .06 .04 .06

.13 -.04 .22 .01 .00 .05

.06 .2! -.00 .03 .03 .13

12

.19

.15

.11

-.05

.27

13 14 15 16 17

** **

.27 .14 .48 1.0

.10 .19 .16 .14 1.0

.10 .12 .08 .10 .07

.01 -.02 .02 .06 .00

.17 .19 .13 .10 .10

18 19 20

1.0

16 1.0

*Significant at .05 level.

**Significant at .01 level.

2,) 7



appendix Table D

Increments in R
2
s for Job Satisfaction and Income Regressions,

Run Three Ways, by Total and Sex

Regress ri

Total Men Women
Background Relatedness Background Relatedness Background Relatedness

Job Satisfaction:

.051 .063 .067 .072 . .060 .066
With Relation

of Job to Major

With Voluntary/ .057 .097 .068 .098 .059 .108
Involuntary
Variables

With Defining .046 .067 .060 .077 .047 .081
Variables

Income:

With Relation
of Job to Major

.406 .406 .206 .206 .347 .348

With Voluntary/ .406 .414 .207 .215 .345 .364
Involuntary
Variables

With Defining .383 .400 .202 .229 .347 .359
Variables


